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ABSTRACT 

In oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.), the use of a pollination control system is essential for hybrid 

seed production. The Ogu-INRA CMS system is a cytological variant of the radish- (Raphanus 

sativus L.) derived Ogu CMS system introduced through interspecific introgression into B. 

napus. In this system, there are three different lines: A-lines are male sterile, B-lines are fertile 

maintainer lines for the respective A-lines and R-lines (restorer) are male fertility restorer lines. 

The nature of the fertility restoring radish introgression produces a variety of issues within the 

restorer genotypes. These genotypes tend to have poor agronomic performance and high levels of 

glucosinolates. Apart from the phenotypic caveats, there is limited genomic data regarding the 

specific size, location and sequence of the introgression. The work presented in this thesis 

addresses both the genotypic and phenotypic issues present in B. napus restorer genotypes. 

Homozygous restorer lines are required to produce a fertile F1 generation making a marker for 

the Rfo gene a requirement in any breeding program. In the first project presented in this thesis, 

an allele-specific Rfo marker was developed using KASP assays. This was achieved for one 

restorer population and this marker development will aid in several screening processes for 

breeding programs. The second project focused on the development of high-density SNP-based 

linkage maps for the C9 chromosome in which the radish introgression had been previously 

mapped to. The development of these maps provided a better understanding of the introgression 

in our improved restorer populations and will facilitate the development of further allele-specific 

markers and guides for sequencing and editing that can lead to further shortening of the 

introgression and result in improved agronomic performance of restorers. In the third project 

presented in this thesis, the number of intermating cycles required to obtain restorer lines with 

improved agronomic traits was evaluated using a recurrent selection protocol. Results showed 



XI 

that more than a third of the families (each with 12 genotypes) had improved seeds per pod, pod 

number and yield when compared to the best parent after one (C1) and two cycles (C2) of random 

full-sib intermating in select crosses. One family from cross 3 and one from cross 5 showed an 

improvement of over 70 % in yield when compared to the best parent after one cycle of full-sib 

intermating (C1) and over 36 % in pod number. This indicates that intermating restorer genotypes 

can produce improved restorer genotypes.  

All the findings of this thesis benefit the entire rapeseed industry and expand the knowledge 

available on the Ogu-INRA CMS restorers.  

Keywords: Brassica napus, Ogu-INRA CMS, Rfo marker, high-density linkage map, restorer 

genotypes, recurrent selection, full-sib intermating. 

Abbreviations: CMS (cytoplasmic male sterility); SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism), 

KASP (Kompetitive Allele-Specific PCR). 
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FOREWORD 

 

This thesis has been written in manuscript style following the Faculty of Graduate Studies and 

the Plant Science Department thesis guidelines. The thesis begins with a general introduction and 

a literature review, which are followed by three manuscripts that comprise the main part of the 

thesis. Each manuscript contains an abstract, introduction, materials and methods, results, and 

discussion. The first manuscript titled “Kompetitive allele-specific PCR markers for Rfo 

homozygosity in Brassica napus L.” (Chapter 3) was approved by all authors and has been 

submitted to the journal Molecular Breeding. The manuscript in chapter 4, “High-density SNP 

linkage maps of chromosome C9 in two Brassica napus L. populations segregating for the radish 

introgression carrying the ogu-inra fertility restorer gene Rfo.” is being reviewed by authors and 

will be submitted to Theoretical and Applied Genetics or another proposed journal. The third 

manuscript (Chapter 5) titled “Development of Brassica napus L- Ogu-INRA CMS restorers 

using recurrent full-sib selection” is being reviewed by authors and will be submitted to either 

Plant Breeding or Euphytica. A general discussion and conclusion as well as future research 

recommendations and a list of all literature cited follow the manuscripts. 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Rapeseed/canola (Brassica napus L.) is one of the top four oilseed crops worldwide (Carré and 

Pouzet 2014). In Canada, it contributes around $26.7 billion CAD to the economy per year 

(LMC International 2016). Given its economic importance, attention has always been placed in 

increasing yield without compromising oil and meal quality. Several strategies have been 

targeted to achieve this, and hybrid seed production has been the most successful (Riungu and 

McVetty 2004). Hybrid rapeseed cultivars have averaged 11 % higher yields than open-

pollinated varieties in the past decade (Banga et al. 2015). Hybrid success is explained by 

heterosis, which is as described by Shull in a maize (Zea mays L.) study, when the offspring 

outperforms the parents for a particular trait (Shull 1908; Grant and Beversdorf 1985).  

Brassica napus is a dicot plant with perfect flowers, thus a pollination control system is 

necessary for large scale hybrid production (Engelke et al. 2011). Over the past 40 years, there 

have been many pollination control systems adapted or created for rapeseed. However, very few 

have become successfully implemented (Engelke et al. 2011). Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) 

is an extensively used pollination control system in which the presence of mitochondrial genes 

make the plant incapable of producing functional pollen (Chase 2007). In B. napus, a few CMS 

systems have been used. The nap for (napus) and pol or (polima) systems are highly similar to 

one another (Brown, 1999) and both are sensitive to environmental influences, particularly to 

high temperatures leading to a loss of sterility and contamination (Engelke et al. 2011; Fan and 

Stefansson 1986). These environmental restrictions led to the development of the Ogu-INRA 

CMS system (Ogura 1968; Pelletier et al. 1983).  

The Ogu-INRA CMS system is a cytological variant of the radish- (Raphanus sativus L.) derived 

Ogu CMS (Ogura, 1968) system introduced through interspecific introgression into B. napus 
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(Heyn 1976). In this system, there are three different lines: A-line (male-sterile), B-line (male-

fertile) maintainer line for the respective A-line and R-line (male-fertile) restorer line. An A-line 

and an R-line are crossed to obtain fertile F1 seed used in commercial production (Heyn 1976). 

One of the major challenges in the Ogu-INRA CMS system is the poor agronomic performance 

of the B. napus R-lines due to a large unwanted piece of the R. sativus chromosome introgressed 

along with the restorer (Rfo) gene (Delourme et al. 1998). Both the fertility restoring gene (Rfo) 

and the sterility inducing mitochondrial gene (orf138) have been extensively studied (Bellaoui et 

al. 1999; Giancola et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2003; Delourme et al. 1998; Yamagishi and Bhat 

2014). However, little is known regarding the exact length, location and sequence of the 

introgression in B. napus which makes it challenging to target with molecular markers (Tian et 

al. 2014). Attempts have been made to improve the restorer lines, mostly using a mutation 

inducing agent such as gamma rays (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). This is how the line R2000 

with a shorter introgression was developed at INRA the French National Institute for 

Agricultural Research (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique) and has since been used 

to develop other improved R-lines and to test molecular markers (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005; Hu 

et al. 2008). Companies have also developed their own improved restorer genotypes using a 

mutation inducing agent, creating mutations which they can confidently trace with co-dominant 

markers (Zhang et al. 2009). Some of these markers developed can be genotype-specific and do 

not work in all restorer genotypes (Hu et al. 2008).  

This research addresses the need to both improve the agronomic characteristics of Ogu-INRA 

restorer lines as well as having a reliable co-dominant Rfo marker. To achieve these goals, three 

projects were proposed: 
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1. Develop an allele-specific molecular marker for the Rfo gene.  

Hypothesis: Genotypic differences found between homozygous, hemizygous and non-

restorers could be used to develop co-dominant molecular markers for Rfo-homozygosity 

in B. napus L. 

To this end, several strategies were attempted until a successful KASP (Kompetititve Allele-

specific PCR) marker based on SNP data obtained from the Brassica napus Illumina 

Infinium SNP array (60K array) was obtained. This marker can identify homozygous and 

hemizygous restorers and differentiate them from non-restorers.  

2. Create a high-density SNP-based linkage map of the C9 chromosome. 

Hypothesis: High-throughput genotyping data can be used for linkage mapping to generate a 

high-density chromosome map and a more precise location of the restorer introgression. 

To better understand the Rfo introgression within our restorer populations, two maps were 

developed using 120 DH (doubled haploid) genotypes for each population. High throughput 

genotyping data obtained from the 60K Brassica napus Illumina Infinium SNP array was 

used to create the maps and will allow future comparisons with other populations. 

3.  Improve yield-related traits in restorers following several cycles of intermating and recurrent  

      selection.  

Hypothesis: Cycles of random intermating of restorer lines can result in improved restorer 

performance. 

Starting from five crosses designed between high performing restorer lines, three cycles of 

intermating and two selfing generations were evaluated in greenhouse conditions with the 
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parental lines as controls. Traits like pod number and thousand seed weight were 

significantly improved when compared to the parental lines after at least one cycle of 

intermating.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Brassicaceae Family 

The Brassicaceae (Cruciferae) family is comprised of about 338 genera and 3,709 species widely 

distributed around the world (Al-Shehbaz et al. 2006). The Brassica genus consists of  39 

species, most of them are annual and perennial herbs with chromosome numbers ranging from 7 

to 19 (Pratap and Gupta 2009). A study suggests that Brassicaceae evolved around 19 million 

years ago in the eastern Mediterranean region from its sister family Cleomaceae (Franzke et al. 

2009). Brassica species were among the first domesticated crops (Kumar et al. 2015). There are 

reports of B. rapa and B. juncea that go back to ancient Sanskrit literature from 1500 BC. As 

well as Chinese, Roman and Greek writings from 500 to 200 BC (Downey and Röbbelen 1989).  

Species from the Brassicaceae family are of great scientific and economic importance (Prakash 

et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 2001). Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heyn, is a model organism for plant 

molecular biology. Its well characterized small (130 Mbp) genome and the ease of growing and 

performing physiology studies, make it one of the most important members of the family 

(Schmidt et al. 2001). Other members of the family provide sources of edible and industrial oils, 

condiments, vegetables, ornamentals and salads in addition to several industrial products or sub-

products (Pratap et al. 2009). 

The flowers of the Brassicaceae family have four petals arranged like a cross which is how the 

name Cruciferae came to be (Cardoza and Stewart 2009). Most of the crucifers are seed 

propagated and possess perfect flowers both of which can dictate the breeding approaches and 

this contributes to how some of the different species and subspecies arose (Pratap et al. 2009).  
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2.1.1 Genetic relationship 

U explained the genetic relationships among the six-cultivated species of Brassicaceae using a 

model referred to as the “triangle of U” (U 1935) (Figure 2.1). There are three diploid 

“elementary” species in this model, B. rapa (2n=20, AA), B. oleracea (2n=18, CC) and B. nigra 

(2n=16, BB) (Prakash et al.1980). Natural hybridization and polyploidization between two of the 

three elementary species, produced the three allotetraploid species: B. juncea (2n=36, AABB), B. 

carinata, (2n=34, BBCC) and B. napus (2n= 38, AACC) (Prakash and Hinata 1980). These 

allotetraploid species are also known as the oilseed Brassica species, along with three ecotypes 

of B. rapa (Kumar et al. 2015). The distinct evolutionary paths between B. oleracea and B. rapa 

have been demonstrated using nuclear DNA sequence data and chloroplast restriction sites 

(Warwick and Sauder 2005). The ancestral allopolyploidy between B. olereacea and B. rapa that 

evolved into B. napus along with several genome duplications have been described in detail 

using cultivar ‘Darmor-bzh’ and Illumina DNA sequencing data (Chalhoub et al. 2014). More 

recently, single-locus markers in the allotetraploid B. napus genome have been identified by 

comparing them to the ones from its ancestral diploid species using high-density SNP 

genotyping array (Clarke et al. 2016). 

2.2 History of rapeseed 

Ancient writings describing Brassica species place their “center of origin” in the Fertile Crescent 

of the Middle East between 11000 and 8300 BC (Rai et al. 2007). Mustard seeds were identified 

in archeological sites in India that date back to 2500 BC (Gupta and Pratap 2007). In China and 

India, rapeseed production was shared with other species such as B. oleracea and B. juncea and 

was widely used as an edible oil (Gupta and Pratap 2007). In ancient Greece and Rome, Brassica 

species were cultivated around 500-200 BC, but mainly as turnip rape as they had olive trees to 
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provide vegetable oil (Fussel 1955). Domestication in Europe possibly occurred in the early 

middle ages and commercial plantings of rapeseed have been recorded in the Netherlands, 

Germany and Poland during the 16th century where rapeseed oil was used primarily as oil for 

lamps (Kumar et al. 2015).  

Brassica oil arrived to North America when a Canadian farmer received seed from a friend in 

Poland to be planted at his farm in Shellbrook, SK in 1936 (Gupta and Pratap 2007). This is the 

first record of rapeseed cultivation in North America which was later identified as B. campestris 

(Gupta and Pratap 2007). 

 

B. nigra 

2n=16 

BB 

B. juncea 

2n=36 

AABB 

B. carinata 

2n=34 

BBCC 

B. rapa 

2n=20 

AA 

B. napus 

2n=38 

AACC 

B. oleracea 

2n=18 

CC 

Figure 2.1. Triangle of U (U 1935) explaining the relationship between the Brassica species adapted from    

Kumar et al. 2015.  
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In Canada, B. napus was known as rapeseed or oilseed rape (Gupta and Pratap 2007) and was 

initially produced for industrial purposes such as engine lubricant and other industrial products 

(National Research Council Canada 1992). During the Second World War, rapeseed oil was 

rarely consumed, the oil was known to be dark and strong tasting and thought to be toxic which 

was a problem when Canada had a shortage of edible oil (National Research Council Canada 

1992). The Canadian government encouraged the development and production of a new 

vegetable source for edible oil. In the 1940’s, Henry Sallans and William White were perhaps the 

only two scientists evaluating the chemical properties of rapeseed in Saskatoon. Their studies led 

to the registration of Golden, Canada’s first rape variety in 1954 (National Research Council 

Canada 1992). By the second half of the 20th century, focus was placed in reducing the major 

constituents that made rapeseed oil inedible (erucic acid and glucosinolates) (Wittkop et al. 

2009). This process was made possible by the development of the gas-liquid partition 

chromatography (GLC) system in 1952 (James et al. 1952). Shortly after, a Swedish biochemist 

named Sixten Troëng (1955), developed a faster oilseed analysis method using the GLC 

technology. Keith Downey modified Troëng’s technique and developed the “half-seed” method 

to characterize rapeseed erucic acid content (Downey and Harvey 1963). This method was non-

destructive which allowed a faster selection of high oil quality while leaving the other half of the 

seed viable for germination (Downey and Harvey 1963). In 1963, this also allowed Downey and 

Harvey to discover that the erucic acid content of a seed was controlled by the genotype of the 

developing embryo within the seed. These new technologies became even more relevant when a 

legislation (76/621/EEC) was put in place in 1976 by the European Union establishing that oils, 

fats and blends for human consumption were required to have erucic acid levels under 10 % by 

1977 and under 5 % by 1979 (European Union Council).  
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2.3 Types of Brassica napus 

The genetic background of B. napus has allowed natural variation among several traits including 

flowering time and seed quality. Flowering variation is thought to have evolved as a mechanism 

that allowed genotypes to withstand cold winters and high summer temperatures. Breeders have 

gained a better understanding of the genetic background and exploited this variation to enhance 

performance in different environments (Iniguez-Luy and Federico 2011). Both annual and 

biennial types are grown for vegetable oil production. Under favourable conditions, the biennial 

or “winter” rapeseed has been reported to have higher yields (Kimber and McGregor 1995). 

Apart from the previously mentioned winter and spring oilseed types, there is also fodder and 

vegetable rape seeds (B. napus ssp. napus), swede or rutabaga (B. napus ssp. napobrassica) with 

swollen roots, and leaf vegetable forms (B. napus ssp. napus var. pabularia) (Bonnema 2011). In 

recent years, rapeseed production has diversified into different oil and amino acid profiles based 

on the market demand (Abbadi and Leckband 2011). Three of the main different oil profiles 

currently produced will be described below.  

2.3.1 Double-low Rapeseed 

Close to the end of World War II, Canada faced two options to develop a domestic source of 

edible oil: one was to concentrate on a crop like sunflower or soybeans that produced acceptable 

oil quality but were not adapted to the Canadian prairies; the second option was to focus on 

rapeseed which had been grown successfully in the prairies during the war years but did not 

produce edible oil (National Research Council Canada 1992). A group of plant breeders was 

given the task of developing a new type of rapeseed with both low erucic acid and low 

glucosinolates. In Dr. Keith Downey’s words “the way in which canola (rapeseed) development 

originally started was not a planned and structured operation. It was very much a sit down 
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around the table and say, ‘well what do we need to do and who’s going to do it? Well, I’ll do this 

part and you do that part and let’s see if we can get this thing beat.’ So it was very much a loose, 

but very focused operation.” (National Research Council of Canada 1992a). Both Dr. Downey 

and Dr. Baldur Stefansson (University of Manitoba) focused on breeding and increasing the 

collection of rapeseed genotypes with as much genetic variability as possible. In 1959, Dr. 

Stefansson was evaluating European cultivars when he came across a German variety called 

Liho, recording a low (10 %) erucic acid content (Stefansson and Hougen 1964). Liho was one 

of the first parental breeding genotypes for the first LEAR (Low Erucic Acid Rapeseed) variety, 

Oro (Downey et al. 1975). Oro was a breakthrough in terms of the history of rapeseed breeding; 

however, it was not a commercial success due to its poor agronomic performance (Eskin and 

Matthäus 2012). In 1967, a B. napus variety called Bronowski was characterized as 

“glucosinolate free” by Dr. Krzymanski (Baranyk and Fabry 1999) and it was sent to both 

Stefansson and Downey who by 1973 had succeeded in integrating the low glucosinolate trait 

into their elite LEAR lines (Downey et al. 1975). Tower was the first registered “double-low” 

rapeseed cultivar, low in glucosinolates and erucic acid (Stefansson 1975). In an effort to 

differentiate and properly commercialize the new double low rapeseed, the name “canola” was 

created to describe rapeseed with a concentration of erucic acid below 2 % and glucosinolates 

below 30 micromoles per gram of seed (Canola Council of Canada; National Research Council 

of Canada 1992b).  

2.3.2 High Erucic Acid Rapeseed  

All members of the Brassicaceae family contain erucic acid; however, rapeseed oil is the 

member of the family with the highest known levels of this fatty acid (McVetty and Scarth 

2012). As previously mentioned, significant efforts were put into trying to decrease its levels in 
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rapeseed to make it safe for human consumption (Stefansson 1975). In the industrial sector, 

erucic acid is mixed with ammonia to produce erucamide which provides surface lubrication that 

reduces the friction coefficient on the surface of plastic films (Coonrod et al. 2008). Erucic acid 

has several other industrial uses including its addition to paints, emulsifiers and cosmetics 

(Zanetti et al. 2009; Sherazi et al. 2013; Wittkop et al. 2009). High erucic acid rapeseed (HEAR) 

cultivars are rapeseed varieties with a unique concentration of erucic acid within their total seed 

oil and the same low level of glucosinolates as in canola (Zelmer and McVetty 2009). Wildtype 

rapeseed cultivars contain erucic acid concentrations anywhere from 30 to 45 %, HEAR cultivars 

have erucic acid concentrations over 50 % (Downey and Röbbelen 1989). High erucic acid, low 

glucosinolate rapeseed cultivars have been developed at Danisco Seed (Denmark), NPZ Lembke 

(Germany) and at the University of Manitoba (Canada) (Zelmer and McVetty 2009). Most 

information on the cultivars developed by NPZ Lembke HEAR cultivars is limited; however, the 

history of cultivar breeding from the University of Manitoba is readily available (Zelmer and 

McVetty 2009). In 1982, the University of Manitoba released the world’s first HEAR cultivar 

‘Reston’, which had 40 – 50 % erucic acid content and low glucosinolates and was a commercial 

success (Zelmer and McVetty 2009). Hero followed Reston, which had erucic acid contents of 

over 50 % and low glucosinolate content in its meal (Scarth et al. 1991). Since then, several 

cultivars were developed by the University of Manitoba Brassica breeding group: Mercury 

(Scarth et al. 1994), Venus (McVetty and Scarth 1996), Neptune (McVetty et al. 1996), Castor 

(McVetty et al. 1997), MillenniUM 01 (McVetty et al. 1999), MillenniUM 02 (McVetty et al. 

2000a), MillenniUM 03 (McVetty et al. 2000b), Red River 1826 the world’s first glyphosate-

tolerant HEAR cultivar (McVetty et al. 2006) and HYHEAR 1 the world’s first hybrid Roundup 

Ready™ high erucic acid low glucosinolates rapeseed cultivar (McVetty et al. 2014).  
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2.4 Economic importance of rapeseed 

The Brassica genus consists of the most economically important crops in the Brassicaceae 

family yielding a large proportion of the world’s vegetable oils as well as condiments, vegetables 

and industrial oils (Gupta and Pratap 2007). Brassica napus is one of the most economically 

important crops in the family (Agnihotri 2015). According to a report published in December 

2016 for the canola council of Canada, the average economic impact on the Canadian economy 

from the canola sector was $26.7 billion CAD per year from 2012-2015 (LMC International 

2016). The number of people directly supported by the canola industry from 2012/13 and 

2014/15 in Canada was 147,000 (LMC International 2016). During those same years, the average 

canola production was 16,801 MMT across Canada (Staistics Canada 2016). As stated in a 

canola council meeting report, what was once considered a niche crop is now the leading crop in 

Canadian agriculture (Canola Council of Canada 2013). Because of its success, the Canadian 

canola industry has set several goals to achieve by 2025, some of which are, to increase yield to 

26 MMT (currently at 18.2 MMT), increase high oleic and specialty oil production and protein 

availability (Canola Council of Canada 2013). 

The economic impact of rapeseed is important not only in Canada, but around the world where 

several different rapeseed cultivars are produced year-round. For 2017/2018, the USDA 

estimates the worldwide rapeseed production will be 68.86 MMT (USDA). Early reports for 

rapeseed production in million metric tons for 2017 in the top five producing countries are: 21.1 

in the European Union, 21 in Canada, 13.1 in China, 7.2 in India, and 3.7 in Australia (USDA). 

Production increase will be facilitated by the technological advances both in the lab and field that 

will help in the development and processing of higher yielding, better adapted crops with new 

seed quality traits.  
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2.5. Brassica napus seed chemistry 

Seed from B. napus is valuable not only for their edible and industrial oil, but for the meal that 

has high levels of protein and can be used for animal and human consumption (Kimber and 

McGregor 1995). Vegetable oil is composed of fatty acids, diacylglycerols and free fatty acids; 

however, during the extraction process other compounds (carotenoids, sterols, chlorophyll) mix 

with the oil and need to be removed (Kimber and McGregor 1995). Meal left over following oil 

extraction is rich in protein (Daun et al. 2011), followed by carbohydrates from which pectin is 

the most abundant (Pustjens et al. 2012). 

2.5.1 Oil composition  

Industry uses the term “vegetable oil” to describe press and solvent extracts from vegetable seeds 

and biochemists refer to them as lipids (Kimber and McGregor 1995). It is also referred to as fat 

if it hardens at room temperature. Triacylglycerol fatty acids are the main constituents (92 - 98 

%) of rapeseed oil, the rest being unsaponifiable fraction of hydrocarbons, sterols, tocopherols, 

tarpins, glycolipids and phospholipids (Sutariya et al. 2011). The fatty acids that are typically 

found in rapeseed oil are the following: palmitic acid (C16:0), stearic acid (C18:0), oleic acid 

(C18:1), linoleic acid (C18:2), linolenic acid (C18:3), arachidic acid (C20:0), eicosenoic acid 

(C20:1), behenic acid (C22:0), erucic acid (C22:1), lignoceric acid (C24:0) and nervonic acid 

(C24:1) (Ohlrogge and Browse 1995; Topfer et al. 1995). The number of double bonds between 

the carbon molecules with the fatty acids is used to classify them into saturated fatty acids 

(SFA), mono-unsaturated (MUFA) and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) (Agnihotri 2015). 

Oils containing high amounts of MUFA, moderate amounts of PUFA and low SFA are 

considered better for human consumption (Agnihotri 2015).  
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As described earlier, canola oil was specifically developed for human consumption with low 

erucic acid and low glucosinolates (Rahman 2013). Canola oil has other advantages, such as a 

consumable oil, that is rich in oleic acid 60 – 65 % (MUFA) (Scarth et al. 1988), has moderate 

amounts (11 – 21 %) of linoleic acid (omega 6) and alpha-linolenic acid (omega 3) both PUFA 

and the lowest amount of SFA (7 %) compared to the other fatty acids (Scarth et al. 1988; 

Downey 1990; Agnihotri 2015). High oleic acid canola oil is very popular in the cooking 

industry because it has several desirable traits, such as a clean and bland taste, high oxidative 

stability (17H) and smoke point (>232 °C), and is low in saturated and trans fats (7 %) (Syed 

2012). To increase the oleic acid levels, Hu et al. (2006) discovered a single base pair 

substitution in the fad2 gene that resulted in oleic acid levels of up to 85 % and allowed the 

cultivars with the substitution to be labeled as specialty canola (Snyder and Weselake 2009). 

HEAR oil as previously described has high levels of erucic acid (C22:1) or cis-13 docosenoic 

acid which is a long chain, monounsaturated fatty acid (Beare-Rogers and Nera 1977). The 

erucic acid content of HEAR cultivars is >50 % and it has been thought that there is a 66 % 

upper limit to the amount obtainable in B. napus due to the inability of acyl transferases to insert 

erucic acid in the 2-position of triacylglycerols (Taylor et al. 1992; Kimber and McGregor 1995). 

Studies have found that the additive effect of two genes Bn.FAE1.1 and Bn.FAE1.2 mapped to 

the E1 and E2 loci are responsible for the increased accumulation of erucic acid in rapeseed 

(Nath et al. 2009). HEAR programs have targeted these genes and identified new regulators to 

increase and optimize erucic acid accumulation in rapeseed oil (Rahman et al. 2008). 
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2.5.2 Glucosinolates 

Glucosinolates are sulphonated oxime thioesters, with more than 120 variants (Khajali and 

Slominski 2012). In B. napus, aliphatic glucosinolates derived from methionine and heterocyclic 

indole glucosinolates derived from tryptophan are predominant (Kimber and McGregor 1995). 

Glucosinolates in their natural state are non-toxic; however, they are usually accompanied with 

myrosinase, an enzyme that cleaves the thioglucoside bond and yields unstable aglycones 

responsible for the strong mustard flavor in Brassica species and are known to be toxic to 

animals fed the seed or seed products (Kadir et al. 2015). Cooking rapeseed prior to expeller or 

solvent extraction inactivates myrosinase (Bell 1995). Low glucosinolate cultivars have been 

successfully developed for both canola and HEAR cultivars (Scarth et al. 1994; McVetty et al. 

1996; Genetique et al. 1996; McVetty et al. 2006).  

2.5.3 Meal 

In rapeseed plants, the meal is what remains after the extraction of oil from the seed and it 

represents a product of value (Rutkowski 1971). Brassica napus seeds contain 20 to 30 % protein 

from the whole seed and between 36 and 40 % protein is found in the meal (Kimber and 

McGregor 1995). The high protein levels are a result of its accumulation during seed 

development of napin and cruciferin storage proteins and oleosin, a structural protein associated 

with the oil bodies (Kimber and McGregor 1995). Unfortunately, protein content has typically 

shown an inverse relationship with oil content in rapeseed seed (Kimber and McGregor 1995). 

Successful studies have reported an increase in protein without compromising oil content (Grami 

and Stefansson 1977).  
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2.6 Breeding methods and selection strategies 

In its origins, breeding relied on the breeder’s ability to observe plants, evaluate them and make 

selections of novel plants that could be propagated through seeds or vegetative parts, “selection 

became the earliest form of plant breeding” (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). Later on, the 

recognition of genes as heredity units and the discovery of manipulation procedures, knowledge 

of genetic behaviour and accurate prediction gave rise to a wide variety of breeding methods 

(Sleper and Poehlman 2006). Some of the most common breeding methods for B. napus are 

described below. 

2.6.1 Pedigree breeding method 

The pedigree breeding method begins with a cross made between two genotypes with different 

traits of interest (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). This method is highly efficient for qualitative trait 

breeding such as disease resistance as well as traits related to plant architecture, shape or color 

which are easily classifiable (Breseghello and Coelho 2013). Selection begins in the F2 

generation and is conducted each generation until genetic purity is reached (sometimes until the 

F10 generation) (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). This method requires detailed record-keeping 

during the segregating generations and can be labour intensive, but it also allows the collection 

of genetic information which is not possible in other methods (Acquaah 2012). 

Pedigree breeding has been used to produce several improved B. napus cultivars by 

concentrating favourable genes in a population (Rai et al. 2007). This method was used to 

develop a low erucic, high yielding and winter hardy variety from a cross between high erucic 

winter B. napus ‘Rapol’ and the low erucic spring B. napus variety ‘Oro’(Gupta et al. 2009).  
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2.6.2 Backcross breeding  

The backcross breeding method is a form of crossing, in which a desirable allele is introduced to 

an otherwise desirable genotype by continuous (two – five or more) backcrossing events to the 

recurrent parent (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). In backcross breeding, selection is only carried out 

for the one superior trait and this is facilitated if the trait is simply inherited, dominant and easily 

recognized in the progeny (Acquaah 2012). A great advantage to this method is that it is 

repeatable, the same genotype can be recovered if the same recurrent donor and parents are used 

(Sleper and Poehlman 2006).  

Backcrossing has been used to transfer traits such as seed color and herbicide and insect 

resistance from wild populations to elite genotypes (Rai et al. 2007). It was used to transfer the 

low glucosinolate trait from B. napus variety ‘Bronowski’ to several cultivars around the world 

(Gupta et al. 2009). Backcrossing has been commonly used to integrate clubroot resistance to 

spring and winter canola (Rahimi and Bahrani 2011; Rahman 2013)  

2.6.3 Doubled Haploid breeding  

Doubled haploid (DH) plants are produced by doubling the chromosomes of haploid plants or 

microspores spontaneously or artificially using chemicals such as colchicine (Kott 1997; Möllers 

and Iqbal 2009). This breeding method develops fully homozygous plants in one generation 

(Prem et al. 2005). DH lines are evaluated in yield trials at least three generations earlier than 

pedigree and bulk-selection derived plants (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). Successful DH breeding 

requires reliable techniques for generating the DH plants, and for these to be stable, vigorous and 

free from tissue-culture-induced variations (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). A DH population can 

be used in combination with other breeding methods, in genetic engineering projects, in vitro 

screening and as mapping populations (Gupta et al. 2009).  
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In B. napus, several methods have been developed for DH production. These include anther 

culture (Keller and Armstrong 1978) and microspore culture (Lichter 1982). In other Brassica 

species, anther culture and ovary/ovule culture are also available (Gupta et al. 2007). Microspore 

derived DH populations have been extensively used in B. napus industrial breeding programs 

were the integration of this technology varies from 10 to 100% of their breeding efforts (Möllers 

and Iqbal 2009). Doubled haploid populations are also the preferred population for linkage and 

QTL (Quantitative Trait Loci) mapping studies in B. napus because they are faster to produce 

than recombinant inbred lines and near isogenic lines and they are homozygous at all loci 

(Semagn et al. 2006). 

2.6.4 Recurrent Selection  

 Recurrent selection is a breeding system designed to increase the frequency of desired alleles for 

a quantitatively inherited trait following several cycles of intermating and selection (Lonnquist 

1951; Ferwerda 1956). Cycles of crossing and selection may be repeated as long as superior 

genotypes are being generated (Norman 1992). Recurrent selection is also described as a form of 

population breeding, where a larger population is preferred but benefits can be obtained in 

moderate size populations as well (Breseghello and Coelho 2013). There are several variations to 

this method as it can be adapted for specific traits and crops. Phenotypic recurrent selection can 

aim to improve a quantitative character based on visual observations. Genotypic recurrent 

selection can be based on the evaluation of the progeny by testcrosses or other means. Half-sib 

selection, full-sib selection and reciprocal recurrent selection are just some of the variations on 

the method (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). Recurrent full-sib selection was proposed as an 

efficient breeding method in which non-additive genetic effects, as well as additive effects were 

important in the expression of hybrid superiority (Peiris and Hallauer 2005). This method was 
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used for producing hybrids (full-sib progenies) and selfed seed on the same plant, as well as 

early testing of single cross combinations (Hallauer and Eberhart 1970).  

Molecular markers can be integrated to the recurrent selection strategy to develop marker-

assisted recurrent selection (MARS) (Langridge and Fleury 2011). In MARS, the progeny is 

fingerprinted with specific markers to calculate the genotypic value for each progeny before 

creating crosses with the selected individuals. Following the intermating of selected individuals, 

their progeny is submitted to a second round of MARS to evaluate the accumulation of 

favourable alleles (Langridge and Fleury 2011). 

Recurrent selection can break the linkage of disadvantageous alleles and pyramid favourable 

alleles (Zhao et al. 2016). It has been successfully used to increase seed yield in crops like maize 

(Zea mays L.) (Shelton and Tracy 2015) and winter barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Delogu et al. 

1988) and to pyramid disease resistance genes in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) (Duncan 

et al. 2004). In B. napus, recurrent selection has been proposed as the best method to develop 

high erucic acid rapeseed cultivars because of the exclusively additive effect of the erucic acid 

content responsible genes (Coonrod et al. 2008).  

2.7 Pollination control systems for hybrid development 

Hybridization is a method that utilizes cross-pollination between genetically distant parents to 

exploit heterosis (Kempe and Gils 2011). Heterosis was defined in 1908 by George Shull when 

describing hybrid superiority in maize (Shull 1908). A situation in which the F1 generation 

shows superior performance in comparison to either parent is a short and accurate description for 

heterosis (Lippman and Zamir 2007). Heterosis for yield has been studied in Brassica species 

and several reports show how successful hybrid production can be (Schuster and Michael 1976; 

Lefort-buson et al. 1982; Brandle and McVetty 1990). Hybrid rapeseed cultivars have averaged 
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11 % higher yields than open-pollinated cultivars in the past decade (Banga et al. 2015). The 

proportion of hybrid rapeseed produced in China is approximately 80 % and over 50 % in 

Canada (Kempe and Gils 2011). 

Hybrid production in B. napus requires the use of a pollination control system (Denis et al. 

1993). A large number of systems have been developed as some are better suited to certain 

locations, some are proprietary and some continue to improve over the years due to their 

widespread use in the industry and research community (Cuthbert et al. 2011; Stiewe 2010; Kang 

et al. 2017; Pelletier et al. 1983).  

2.7.1 Nuclear male sterility  

Nuclear or genic male sterility (NMS or GMS) are systems with a wide variety of restorer genes 

which makes them more stable than some cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) systems (Deng et al. 

2016). A GMS system also referred to as the “Two Line Method”, was used to develop the first 

generation of hybrid cultivars in Shanghai, where the hybrids out yielded the conventional 

cultivars by more than 30 % (Li et al. 1988).  

Typically, the genes involved in NMS are recessive, which means that fertility restoration can be 

achieved through crosses with most inbred lines carrying the dominant form of the gene (Dong et 

al. 2012). The NMS systems have been successfully used in China for hybrid breeding for 

several decades now (Stiewe 2010). These systems require the removal of the 50 % male fertile 

segregants from the female lines, which can be facilitated by the use of molecular markers (Tu et 

al. 1999). Maintaining this system used to be expensive, labor intensive and not commercially 

competitive in its origins; however, several variations and transgenic systems have been created 

since.  
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2.7.2 Male sterility Lembke 

The male sterility Lembke (MSL) system relies on a spontaneous mutation that was selected at 

the NPZ (Norddeustshe Planzenzucht Lembke) breeding station in 1984 (Stiewe and Robbelen 

1994). The system requires a fertile maintainer genotype to propagate the male-sterile (female) 

parent and also produce fully restored hybrids (Stiewe 2010). In 1996, the first restored MSL 

hybrid rapeseed cultivars were approved in Germany and demonstrated 12 % yield increase 

when compared to elite conventional varieties (Stiewe 2010). Most of the details on the parents 

involved in the creation of MSL parent genotypes and hybrid production are proprietary and to 

an extent confidential information of NPZ Lembke. 

2.7.3 Recessive genic male-sterility system 

In the recessive genic male sterility system (RGMS), a recessive homozygous locus confers 

male-sterility (Dong et al. 2012). There are significant advantages offered by recessive genic 

male sterility systems including wide sources of restorer genes and the ability to generate a 

completely male-sterile population (Xiao et al. 2008; Deng et al. 2016). 

Recessive genic male sterility systems have been successfully used in B. napus in China with a 

very stable genotype (9012AB) that does not require the nearly 50 % of fertile plants to be 

removed from the RGMS genotypes prior to hybrid production (Dong et al. 2012). A recent in 

depth study of the molecular mechanisms behind the fertility-related genes has provided several 

functional markers for elite RGMS genotype breeding (Deng et al. 2016). 

2.7.4 Seedlink® sterility 

A male sterility system coupled with Liberty Link® herbicide tolerance was released in 1995 by 

Bayer CropScience and it is known as SeedLink® (De Both 1995). Based on the Barnase/Barstar 

genes, this system works by introducing the Barnase gene that encodes for a cytotoxic 
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ribonuclease that interrupts the anther formation. Fertility can be then restored thanks to the 

Barstar gene that codes for an inhibitor that allows normal anther development (Mariani et al. 

1990). The Liberty Link® herbicide tolerance provides the hybrids with glufosinate resistance 

(Simard et al. 2006). When launched in 1997, InVigor (Seedlink® hybrid) cultivars were grown 

on 8,093 hectares across Canada. Today, InVigor hybrids represent more than half the canola 

hectares in Canada (Bayer CropScience Canada). 

 2.7.5 Cytoplasmic male sterility  

Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is an extensively used pollination control system in which the 

presence of mitochondrial genes make the plant incapable of producing functional pollen (Chase 

2007). The use of this system began in the 1950s when CMS-T (Texas) was developed to 

improve maize yields (Chen and Liu 2014). The female parents in this system do not require 

hand emasculation, decreasing the amount of time required to produce hybrids and fertility can 

be restored in the progeny by nuclear-encoded restorer genes (Chen and Liu 2014). CMS genes 

may result from rearrangements of the mitochondrial genome, usually genes involved in the 

mitochondrial electron transfer chain (mtETC) pathways (Chen and Liu 2014). A cytoplasm that 

results in a male-sterile cytoplasm is referred to as a sterile cytoplasm denoted by (S) or (CMS) 

to differentiate it from a normal cytoplasm (N) (Sleper et al. 2006). When a nuclear-encoded 

dominant fertility restorer gene (Rf) is present, the sterile cytoplasm becomes inactive and the 

anther produces normal pollen (Sleper et al. 2006) (Figure 2.2). CMS methods have evolved and 

adapted to different locations and crops. Several developed for Brassica species will be 

described below. 
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2.7.5.1 Mor 

The Mor system was developed by backcrossing B. juncea (mustard, 2n = 36) with the somatic 

hybrid Moricandia arvensis (L.) DC (2n = 28) (Prakash et al. 1998). In the male-sterile plants, 

meiosis occurs as in fertile plants and pollen degradation occurs during microsporogensis 

(Prakash et al. 1998). Both CMS and restorer plants in this system exhibit severe chlorosis in 

Figure 2.2.  Cross to restore fertility to the offspring of a cytoplasmic male-sterile seed 

parent. CMS is transmitted only through the egg; fertility is restored by the dominant 

fertility restoring genes transmitted through male gametes. Pollen may have either CMS or 

normal (N) cytoplasm. Adapted from Sleper et al. 2006. 
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their leaves that results in late flowering (Prakash et al. 1998). The progeny of the cross between 

a CMS line and the restorer line MJR-15 segregated into a 1:1 fertile:sterile ratio rather than 100 

% fertile (Prakash et al. 1998). Despite some of its downfalls, the system is a successful 

pollination control system that produces fully restored hybrids providing an alternative CMS 

system for hybrid B. juncea production (Prakash et al. 1998).  

2.7.5.2 pol and nap CMS  

The nap sterility system was initially referred to as Thompson-Shiga sterility, named after the 

two distinct research groups who discovered it, K.F. Thompson (1972) and Shiga (Shiga and 

Baba 1973). The researchers thought they had discovered separate systems; however, after 

further analysis, it was discovered that sterility was caused by the same genes in both systems 

(Shiga 1976). Today, this system is more commonly known as nap sterility and the sterility is 

caused by the expression of orf222 while fertility is restored by the Rfn gene (L’Homme et al. 

1997). In nap CMS, male fertility can also be restored by inducing functional pollen formation 

by growing them in high temperature environments (Fan and Stefansson 1986).  

Another CMS system with very few genetic differences in their sterility and restoring coding 

regions is known as polima or pol CMS (Fan and Stefansson 1986). The pol system was found as 

a spontaneous male sterility system in B. napus in 1972 by Fu (Fu 1981). It is said to have been 

the first practicable rapeseed CMS system in the world and lead to the release of one of the first 

hybrids in 1986 and the first single low hybrid registered in 1994 (Tian 2006). Male sterility in 

the pol systems is caused by the expression of orf224 and fertility is restored by the dominant 

nuclear gene Rfp (L’Homme et al. 1997). There is a unique sequence similarity between the 

orf222 (from nap) and orf224 (from pol) that extends over the entire length of the sequences, 

although their gene products are only 79 % similar, the hydropathy profiles of the predicted 
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proteins are highly similar, suggesting they act through a very similar mechanism to confer the 

male sterility trait (L’Homme et al. 1997).  

Some of the limitations of pol CMS are its temperature sensitivity that results in a loss of sterility 

under high temperatures (24 -30 °C) (Fan and Stefansson 1986). Overall, pol CMS exhibited 

heterosis in B. napus hybrids for traits such as seed yield and pod number and has been 

successfully used mainly in Asian cultivars (Fu et al. 1990). A report published in 2016, shows 

that at least 20 % of the hybrids produced in China utilize the polima CMS system (Bonjean et 

al. 2016). 

2.7.5.3 Ogu-INRA Cytoplasmic Male Sterility  

This system is one of the most widely used pollination control systems (Szała et al. 2016). It 

requires three lines for hybrid production; A – lines are male-sterile lines (female parents), B – 

lines are fertile maintainer lines for the respective A – lines, and R – lines (restorer) are male 

fertile restorer lines (male parent) (Figure 2.3) (Heyn 1976; Bohra et al. 2016). The Ogu-INRA 

CMS system gets its name from Hiroshi Ogura who in 1968 described male sterility in Japanese 

radish (Raphanus sativus L.), and INRA for the French National Institute for Agricultural 

Research (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique) where the interspecific introgression 

of the restorer gene (Rfo) from radish to B. napus was developed and improved (Pelletier et al. 

1983; Delourme et al. 1994; Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). Both the fertility restoring gene and the 

sterility inducing mitochondrial gene have been extensively studied (Bellaoui et al. 1999; 

Giancola et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2003; Delourme et al. 1998; Bett and Lydiate 2004; 

Yamagishi and Bhat 2014). The mitochondrial gene responsible for sterility in the Ogura 

cytoplasm is known as orf138 (Bonhomme et al. 1991). Fertility restoration occurs when the 

expression of the Rfo gene causes a decrease in the amount of ORF138 protein at the anther’s 
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development stage (Bellaoui et al. 1999; Brown et al. 2003; Giancola et al. 2003). The Rfo gene 

is a member of the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family and particular regions (g26 gene and 

PPR-B) have been identified as crucial for fertility restoration (Brown et al. 2003; Desloire et al. 

2003). It is known that the Rfo gene was introgressed into B. napus into the C9 chromosome (Hu 

et al. 2008). Due to the nature of the interspecific introgression, an unwanted region of the radish 

chromosome was introgressed along with the Rfo gene that led to poor agronomic performance 

and an increase in glucosinolate levels (Hu et al. 2008; Pelletier and Budar 2015). These are the 

downfalls of the Ogu-INRA CMS system and ever since its origin, research teams have worked 

on the improvement of the restorer lines (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). A research group at INRA 

developed the restorer line known as R2000 that had a shorter introgression obtained via gamma 

ray irradiation (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). R2000 has been used as a reference for several 

studies including the development molecular markers and linkage maps (Tian et al. 2014).  

The Ogu-INRA CMS system is the second most used pollination control system for hybrid 

production across Canada following Bayer’s Seedlink system (Pelletier et al. 2015; Staistics 

Canada 2016). 
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Figure 2.3.  Hybrid seed production using the Ogu-INRA CMS system. An 

A-line (male-sterile) is crossed with a B-line (male-fertile) also known as 

maintainer line that helps produce more A-line. The A-line is then crossed 

with fertility restorer R-line (male fertile) to produce fertile hybrid seed. 
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2.8 Molecular markers 

Molecular markers are particular segments of DNA representative of genetic differences in a 

given genome that may or may not correlate with phenotypic expression of a trait (Agarwal et al. 

2008). Ideally, molecular markers are evenly distributed throughout the genome, the technique 

used to identify them should provide accurate resolution of the genetic differences, require a 

small amount of DNA sample, and be simple, quick and inexpensive to run (Agarwal et al. 

2008). There is a wide variety of molecular markers available and the preference for one depends 

on factors such as sample type, budget, capacity to process marker data and the end use of the 

markers. 

Molecular markers are of great importance in plant breeding, they can be used for parent 

selection, marker-assisted selection, cultivar identification, genetic diversity and mapping among 

other uses (Kumpatla and Buyyarapu 2012). A brief description of some of the most relevant 

markers and their uses in plant breeding and B. napus is presented below.  

2.8.1 Restriction fragment length polymorphism 

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) was the first DNA-based marker (Botstein et 

al. 1980). RFLP markers are bi-allelic and co-dominant, they work by hybridizing a chemically 

labeled DNA probe to a Southern blot of DNA digested by restriction endonucleases that results 

in a differential DNA fragment profile (Agarwal et al. 2008). RFLP markers are present 

throughout the genome, have high heritability and locus specificity that made them superior to 

the previously used isozyme markers (Agarwal et al. 2008; Gali and Sharpe 2012).  

RFLPs have been used in various brassica breeding projects (Sakamoto et al. 2000). In 1988, the 

degree of polymorphism between Brassica spp. was determined for the first time using RFLPs 

(Figdore et al. 1988). RFLPs were also used to develop the first linkage maps for the diploid 
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species B. oleracea (Slocum et al. 1990), B. rapa (Song et al. 1991) and B. napus (Landry et al. 

1991). In 2003, RFLP probes were used to perform bulked segregant analysis and map markers 

close to the Rfo gene (Brown et al. 2003). The availability of the A. thaliana genome and 

sequenced RFLP data from B. napus enabled a comprehensive genetic comparison of the 

genomes (Parkin et al. 2005). While RFLP markers were highly important and beneficial for 

mapping and tracking agronomic traits, they were not time nor cost-efficient markers and soon 

were replaced by other types of molecular markers (Kumpatla and Buyyarapu 2012). 

2.8.2 Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)  

Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) is a PCR-based system that uses short (8-12 

nucleotides) arbitrary primers to amplify random segments of DNA (Caetano-Anollés 1994). 

RAPD markers do not require previous knowledge of the target genome and they can be 

employed across species with universal primers (Agarwal et al. 2008). RAPD markers have been 

extensively used in B. napus for several different purposes. Using a bulked segregant approach, 

several RAPD markers linked to the restorer gene (Rfo) were identified by Delourme et al. 

(1994). Four RAPD markers found to be completely linked to the restorer locus were then used 

to developed sequence characterized amplified region (SCARs), in one of the first steps toward 

marker-assisted selection for the Ogu-INRA CMS restorer lines (Delourme et al. 1994). In 1996, 

RAPD markers were used to map two genes that control erucic acid content in a DH population 

of oilseed rape (Jourdren et al. 1996). Research conducted in Canada found eight RAPD markers 

flanking a gene that co-segregated with the yellow seed color coat trait in B. napus, allowing the 

identification of the dominant gene pigment 1 and elucidation of its epistatic interaction with two 

additional genes required to produce yellow coated seed (Somers et al. 2001). In another study, 

RAPD markers were used in combination with morphological characters, proteins and isozymes 
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to determine genetic distances and predict performance and heterosis of B. napus (Yu et al. 

2005). One of the major disadvantages of these markers is the lack of reproducibility since it is 

dependent on the reaction’s condition and it can easily vary from one lab to another (Agarwal et 

al. 2008). 

2.8.3 Amplified fragment length polymorphism 

In contrast to the RFLPs, amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP)s were designed 

combining the power of the RFLP with the specificity of PCR-based primers (Agarwal et al. 

2008). First described in 1993 by Zabeau and Vos as a system useful for DNA fingerprinting, 

AFLPs use restriction enzymes to digest a DNA sample followed by adaptor-restriction site 

specific sequence pairs in the digested DNA to generate groups that can then be isolated and 

visualized with gel-electrophoresis (Perry et al. 1999). AFLPs are randomly distributed 

throughout the genome and the detection technique is able to find high levels of polymorphism 

in related genotypes (Lombard et al. 2000). AFLP markers have been used in several bulked 

segregant analysis studies to detect markers linked to a variety of traits like make sterility 

(Huang et al. 2007), fertility restoration (Zeng et al. 2009), and clubroot resistance in B. napus 

(Werner et al. 2008). In the process of evaluating B. napus dwarf lines, Zeng et al. (2011) 

identified two AFLPs that would aid in their marker-assisted selection (MAS) breeding program 

for dwarf varieties. Some of the advantages of AFLP markers are its high level of reproducibility 

and its abundance in the genome; however, they do not provide locus specificity (Agarwal et al. 

2008). 

2.8.4 Sequence related amplified polymorphism 

Sequence related amplified polymorphism (SRAP) markers focus on amplifying open reading 

frames (ORFs) using two primer amplification (Li and Quiros 2001). Primers are designed with 
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core sequences (13-15 bp), the first 10 bp at the 5’ end are referred to as “filler” sequences, 

followed by a sequence of CCGG in the forward primer and AATT in the reverse primer. 

Following the core sequence, three selective nucleotides are used at the 3’ end (Li and Quiros 

2001). After several cycles of PCR, the amplified fragments are separated on an acrylamide gel 

and detected using autoradiography (Li and Quiros 2001). The adaptability and ease of use of 

SRAP markers have allowed a wide variety of studies to be carried in several Brassica species. 

In 2009, a genetic diversity study was performed using 95 B. juncea accessions from China, 

France, India, Pakistan and Japan using SRAP markers (Wu et al. 2009). They found that spring 

and winter oil mustard were genetically closer than vegetable mustard, which was valuable 

knowledge for future development of disease resistance and overall breeding strategies in B. 

juncea (Wu et al. 2009). SRAP markers were also used in combination with other types of 

molecular markers to generate and validate high throughput markers to map and identify erucic 

acid genes in B. napus (Rahman et al. 2008). The avirulence gene AvrLepR1 of the pathogen 

Leptosphaeria maculans (Desm.) Ces. & de Not. (anamorph Phoma lingam (Tode ex. Fr.) 

Desm.) responsible for blackleg disease in B. napus was mapped to linkage group 4 using 259 

SRAP markers (Ghanbarnia et al. 2012). SRAP markers have high levels of reproducibility, a 

relative low cost and require significantly less technical labour than other markers such as 

AFLPs (Robarts and Wolfe 2014) 

2.8.5 Simple sequence repeats  

Also known as microsatellites, simple sequence repeats (SSR) were a second generation PCR-

based markers designed from previously known simple and short (2-5 bp) fragments of DNA 

(Gali and Sharpe 2012). SSRs have successfully been used in several kinship analyses, mapping 

studies and molecular marker-assisted breeding projects (Plieske and Struss 2001). Such is the 
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case of a study performed in 2014 where SSR markers were used to map the restorer gene Rfo 

for the Ogura CMS restorer line (RfoRfo) in B. juncea (Tian et al. 2014). Another study made use 

of the potential of Arabidopsis-Brassica comparative genome analysis to identify SSR markers 

linked to seed glucosinolate content in oilseed rape (Hasan et al. 2008). SSRs are highly 

polymorphic, co-dominant and are able to distinguish closely related individuals with high levels 

of reproducibility; however, they are not as abundant as RFLPs or RAPDSs and do not always 

provide locus specificity (Queller et al. 1993; Agarwal et al. 2008). 

2.8.6 Sequence characterized amplified regions  

Sequence characterized amplified regions (SCAR) are PCR-based markers that were designed to 

close the gap between the ability to find markers linked to a gene of interest and using such 

markers for map-based cloning approaches as well as routine screening procedures (Agarwal et 

al. 2008). These markers represent a genomic DNA fragment at a defined loci that can be 

identified by PCR amplification using sequence-specific primers (Paran and Michelmore 1993). 

SCAR markers have been extensively used in Brassica breeding groups as screening tools for 

traits like disease resistance, CMS and the presence of the Rfo gene among others. Using a radish 

map, three SCAR markers were designed to test the shortening of the Rfo introgression in B. 

napus Ogu-INRA CMS line R2000 (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). Previously identified RAPD 

markers linked to blackleg resistance were converted to SCAR markers to analyze segregating 

populations of B. napus following an introgression derived from B. juncea (Saal and Struss 

2005). SCAR markers can be used as physical landmarks within the genome and as genetic 

markers because of their genetically defined nature. SCAR markers can even be used as co-

dominant markers providing more information about the screened samples than other markers 

(Agarwal et al. 2008). 
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2.8.7 Single nucleotide polymorphism  

Resulting from a single-base variation in the genome sequence, single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) are the most abundant and widely distributed markers throughout genomes (Snowdon et 

al. 2005; Agarwal et al. 2008). SNPs are suitable for automation and have been used for a wide 

range of purposes including, genotyping, construction of high-density genetic maps and cultivar 

identification among others (Agarwal et al. 2008). Delourme et al. (2013) developed a high-

density SNP-based genetic map and assessed linkage disequilibrium between winter and spring 

B. napus collections. Using an Illumina Infinium array with 5306 SNP makers, a DH population 

of 175 individuals was genotyped to create a linkage map in 2014 (Raman et al. 2014). A study 

from China released a high-density SNP map and QTL identification for the apetalous trait in B. 

napus using SNP markers (Wang et al. 2015). In its origins, SNP detection protocols were based 

on target sequence PCR amplification coupled with fluorescent labeling or enzymatic assays, 

which could be time-consuming and costly (Snowdon et al. 2005). Fortunately today, automation 

and the use of micro arrays is available for SNP related genotyping studies (Clarke et al. 2016). 

2.8.8 Kompetitive allele-specific PCR  

Kompetitive allele-specific PCR (KASP) markers are developed using SNP data usually 

obtained from genotyping assays (Chao and Lawley 2015). These markers involve two 

fluorescently tagged allele-specific primers and a common reverse primer. The two tagged allele-

specific primers compete to anneal to the DNA template and thus allow discrimination from 

homozygous, and heterozygous genotypes for a particular SNP (LGC Genomics 2013). The 

KASP master mix contains the FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) cassette. In the 

KASP system, the FRET cassette works when energy is transferred from a donor (one of the 

primers) to an acceptor fluorophore (present in the master mix) through dipole-dipole interaction. 
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This interaction results in the quenching of the donor molecule fluorescence and the excitation of 

the acceptor molecule (Didenko 2001). 

KASP markers have been successfully used for high-throughput MAS in oat breeding programs 

(Gnanesh et al. 2013). KASP markers are also frequently used in genotyping and mapping 

experiments (Hiremath et al. 2012) and in population diversity studies (Cortés et al. 2011).  

KASP assays require high quality DNA to produce reliable results, and although the reaction is 

run as a regular PCR for the most part, the KASP reaction mix is light-sensitive and repeated 

freeze and thaw cycles, improper storage could also lead to poor quality results (Chao and 

Lawley 2015). Overall KASP markers are cost-effective and large-scale screening tools with 

high levels of reproducibility for crops where abundant SNP data is available (Hiremath et al. 

2012).  

2.8.9 Invader® assay 

The Invader® is another high-throughput allele-specific marker assay. This assay cleaves a three-

dimensional complex formed by the allele-specific overlapping primers to the target DNA using 

a structure-specific flap endonuclease (FEN) (Olivier 2005). The annealing of the primer to the 

complimentary SNP containing DNA target triggers the cleavage of the primer by a cleavase, a 

thermostable FEN (Olivier 2005). The cleavage can be detected in different ways one of which is 

the previously mentioned FRET cassette releasing a fluorescent signal. It can also be detected by 

fluorescence polarization probes (FP) or mass spectrometry (Olivier 2005). Invader® Kits 

specific for the radish Rfo gene were developed by Third Wave Technologies (Madison, 

Wisconsin) and successfully used in certain rapeseed genotypes (Hu et al. 2008). 
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2.9 Markers associated with Ogu-INRA CMS restoration 

Ever since the development of the fertility restoring B. napus genotypes, several markers have 

been developed targeting the radish introgression and the Rfo gene itself but they have been 

limited by the marker technology and the genome information available at the time. In 1994, 

Delourme et al. (1994) identified 138 RAPD primers linked to the fertility restorer gene from 

which four were found to be completely linked to the restorer locus and were then converted into 

SCAR markers. In 1998, several RAPD markers were tested in B. napus restorer and non-

restorer genotypes; four RAPD markers were found to be polymorphic and two RFLP markers 

were found to be linked to the introgression (Delourme et al. 1998). Some of these markers were 

used to evaluate an improved restorer genotype developed through gamma ray irradiation 

referred to as R2000 (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). The R2000 family presented a unique 

combination of molecular markers when compared to other rapeseed restorers, suggesting that 

the recombination event allowed the recovery of B. oleracea genetic data that had been replaced 

by the radish introgression in the original restorers (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). Molecular 

marker studies revealed that R2000 had recovered some B. oleracea sequences that had been 

replaced by the radish introgression in homozygous B. napus genotypes (Tian et al. 2014). 

Several molecular markers have been developed and tested using R2000 and the known radish 

Rfo sequence (Hu et al. 2008; Tian et al. 2014; Riaz et al. 2001; Delourme et al. 1998). Three of 

the first publicly available allele-specific markers were developed in 2008 by Hu et al. (2008) 

using the Invader® assay. These markers were developed using the radish Rfo sequence and in 

the same study SSR markers were used to try to map the radish introgression in B. napus 

providing a reference of the Rfo location within the C9 chromosome for future studies (Hu et al. 

2008). These markers have aided in identifying improved restorer genotypes; however, there are 
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still very few reports of allele-specific markers publicly available (Desloire et al. 2003; Hu et al. 

2008). The recent release of the allotetraploid (AACC, 2n = 38) B. napus genome (Chalhoub et 

al. 2014) and the development of a species-specific high-density SNP array (Clarke et al. 2016) 

will facilitate the development of new allele-specific markers and more precise linkage maps. 

2.10 High-throughput genotyping 

High-throughput (tens of thousands or higher) SNP screening has become time and cost-efficient 

in recent years. Today, there are several major platforms that can be used effectively for different 

purposes and will be described below (Reuter et al. 2015; Unamba et al. 2015; Clarke et al. 

2016). 

2.10.1 Genotyping-by-sequencing  

Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) is a genotyping platform based on high-throughput 

sequencing of genomic subsets targeted by restriction enzymes (RE) that can be used in any 

species at a low per sample cost (Elshire et al. 2011). This system sequences restriction site-

associated genomic DNA (RAD tags) and incorporates an inexpensive barcoding system to the 

adapter sequences upstream of the RE cut-site in genomic DNA facilitating the library 

construction and eliminating the need for a second Illumina sequencing read (Elshire et al. 2011). 

GBS requires no former knowledge of the SNPs present in the species but instead relies on a 

great bioinformatics capacity (Clarke et al. 2016). This approach uses data from the populations 

being genotyped which removes bias towards a population but in turn can complicate the 

reproducibility across different labs (Deschamps et al. 2012; Clarke et al. 2016). 

2.10.2 SNP arrays 

SNP arrays were originally created to genotype human DNA using thousands of SNPs across the 

genome simultaneously, since their development their applications have expanded to several 
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organisms and fuelled improvements in computational technology to process the amount of data 

obtained (LaFramboise 2009). Affymetix was the first commercially available SNP array 

technology, however, reports have shown equal levels of genotyping accuracy when compared 

with the Illumina SNP arrays (LaFramboise 2009). While the various arrays work with different 

chemistries, they all share the same basic principle, they rely on the nucleotide bases binding 

specifically to their complementary partners. Each probe uses specialized equipment to measure 

the signal associated with the sample hybridization, the signal varies in intensity in correlation 

with the amount of target DNA in the sample (LaFramboise 2009). Different processing 

techniques are used to analyze the raw intensity measures and report genotype inferences 

(LaFramboise 2009). The Illumina GoldenGate and Infinium assays provide excellent utility in 

SNP detection and discovery of genetic variation for both breeding and research purposes 

(Hayward et al. 2012). In the same way the HapMap Consortium worked at the beginning of 

these technologies developing specific arrays and processing algorithms, several consortiums 

have been formed around the world to create arrays for specific organisms: Pepper Consortium 

Array (16,000 SNPs), Maize SNP50 BeadChip (50,000 SNPs), International Cotton SNP 

consortium genotyping panel (70,000 SNPs), International Wheat Genome Sequencing 

Consortium (90,000 SNPs) and the Brassica SNP Consortium (60,000 SNPs) among others 

(Neogen Genomics 2017; Wang et al. 2014; Clarke et al. 2016). 

2.10.3 Brassica napus Illumina Infinium™ SNP Array (60K SNP Chip) 

Recently, a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism SNP array, the Brassica napus 

Illumina Infinium™ array containing 52,157 markers was developed for allotetraploid B. napus 

(Liu et al. 2013; Clarke et al. 2016). SNP arrays require significant investment in their 

developmental stages to ensure the assay is robust and can identify high-quality SNP loci (Clarke 
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et al. 2016). This is particularly challenging in highly conserved polyploid genomes such as B. 

napus because nucleotide variation among closely related orthologous or paralogous sequences 

can be misinterpreted as allelic variation (Parkin et al. 2010; Clarke et al. 2016). Most genes are 

present in multiple copies in the Brassica genomes. In this array, genome specificity was 

validated by the analysis of the diploid ancestors of B. napus, (B. oleracea and B. rapa) 

(Chalhoub et al. 2014; Clarke et al. 2016) giving this platform a huge advantage over GBS. This 

SNP array also provides the physical positions of the loci that were obtained using several 

reference genomes from both spring and winter type B. napus (Clarke et al. 2016). Genome 

specificity, species exclusive information as well as the quick turnaround (2-3 days) are some of 

the reasons why this array has become so popular in the Brassica community (Mason et al. 2017) 

2.11 High-density linkage maps 

Linkage maps are used to represent the relative position of particular genes or molecular markers 

in the genome (Gali and Sharpe 2012). Linkage maps use recombinant frequency for two loci to 

calculate the genetic distance between them on a chromosome (Griffiths et al. 1999). The further 

apart two loci are on a chromosome, the more opportunities for a crossover to occur. By using 

the recombination (crossover) frequency, a measure of the distance between genes can be 

calculated and is expressed in map units or centimorgans (cM) (Griffiths et al. 1999). Since their 

conception, linkage maps have been used to identify the location of genes corresponding to an 

individual phenotype, anchor the physical map for gene sequencing and for use in comparative 

evolutionary studies (Gali and Sharpe 2012). With the development of high-throughput 

genotyping arrays, SNPs have replaced previously used markers and given rise to high-density 

linkage maps. Few high-density SNP based maps have been published in B. napus, some of 

which are described below.  
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A research study from INRA developed a high-density SNP based map using a set of SNPs 

developed internally and a set of publicly available Brassica expressed sequence tag (ESTs) 

contigs to assess linkage disequilibrium in B. napus (Delourme et al. 2013). In 2013, a high-

density map was developed to accurately map a seed fibre QTL in B. napus using the B. napus 

Illumina Infinium SNP array (Liu et al. 2013). Another high-density SNP map was constructed 

to identify QTLs for the apetalous character in B. napus using the B. napus Illumina Infinium 

SNP array (Wang et al. 2015). Using the same array, a study reported QTLs and great insight 

into the complex genetic mechanism of seed oil and protein accumulation in B. napus (Chao et 

al. 2017). The development of high-throughput SNP arrays and the sequencing of the B. napus 

genome have provided a great basis for future linkage maps and has allowed for better map 

comparisons among research studies. 

2.12 Review of patent literature related to the Ogu-INRA CMS system 

Since the early 90’s, several patents have been filled claiming different inventions regarding 

improvements to the Ogu-INRA CMS system. Patents have been filed on the pollination control 

system itself and some methods of specific line development (Table 2.2). Some patents like the 

one obtained by Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. in 2009 cover the method used to shorten the 

radish-derived introgression in B. napus R-lines (Canadian Intellectual Property Office patent 

2714400). Companies have also obtained patents on molecular markers for the Rfo gene in B. 

napus, most of which are based on modifications they have created on their own genotypes and 

do not necessarily provide much insight as to how this technology has modified or improved 

their genotypes. The value of these markers and fertility restoring system to the companies 

protecting them is very high and explains why given the importance of the Rfo gene and its 

http://www.cipo.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cipointernet-internetopic.nsf/eng/Home
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introgression in B. napus lines, very little is known about its precise size and location within the 

genome.  
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Table 2.2. List of selected patents from the patent data base of Canadian, European and U.S. Intellectual Property office related to the 

Ogu-INRA CMS system 

Owner of the patent Patent application  

number 

Year 

Filed/Issued 

Invention 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2303712 1997/2006 
Oilseed brassica containing an improved fertility 

restorer gene for ogura cytoplasmic male sterility 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2193938 1996 
Oilseed brassica containing an improved fertility 

restorer gene for ogura cytoplasmic male sterility 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2918909 2014 Method for producing hybrid brassica seed 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2246244 1997/2002 
Oilseed brassica containing an improved fertility 

restorer gene for ogura cytoplasmic male sterility 

Institut National de la Recherche 

Agronomique 
CA 2108230 1993/2006 

Methods for introducing a fertility restorer gene and for 

producing F1 hybrid of brassica plants thereby 

Syngenta participations AG CA 2690561 2008 New hybrid system for Brassica napus 

Syngenta participations AG CA 2720634 2008/2013 

Nuclear conditional male sterility system in Brassica 

napus and its use for producing male fertile hybrid seed of 

Brassica napus 

Syngenta participations AG CA 2551781 2005 
Improved fertility restoration for ogura cytoplasmic male 

sterile Brassica and method 

Institut National de la Recherche 

Agronomique 
CA 2198125 1996/1999 

Cytoplasmic male sterility system producing canola 

hybrids 
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Table 2.1. Continued 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2714400 2009 
Brassica ogura restorer line r1931 with shortened 

Raphanus fragment (srf) 

Pioneer hi-bred international, Inc. CA 2206673 1997 

Use of molecular markers for genotype determination of 

the ogura rf gene in Brassica napus 

 

Pioneer Hi Bred International, Inc. 
US 20130254946 

A1 
2013 

Brassica ogura restorer lines with shortened Raphanus 

fragment (SRF) 

Pioneer Hi Bred International, Inc. 
US 20090205065 

A1 
2009 

Brassica ogura restorer lines with shortened Raphanus 

fragment (SRF)  

Institut National de la Recherche 

Agronomique 

US 20100299779 

A1 
2010 

Method of producing double low restorer lines of Brassica 

napus having a good agronomic value  

Pioneer Hi Bred International, Inc. 
US 20080271198 

A1 
2007 

High oil hybrid Brassica line 46P50  

Institut National de la Recherche 

Agronomique 

US 20070256150 

A1 
2004 

Method of producing double low restorer lines of Brassica 

napus having a good agronomic value  

Elsoms Seeds LTD 
GB20050017270 

20050823  
2007 

Male sterile swede plants and F1 hybrids 

McGill University; DNA 

Landmarks INC 
AU20120201713 2012 

Nuclear fertility restorer genes and methods of use in 

plants   
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3. KOMPETITIVE ALLELE-SPECIFIC PCR MARKERS FOR Rfo 

HOMOZYGOSITY IN Brassica napus L. 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Mean canola (Brassica napus L.) yield in Canada increased from 1.1 t/ha in 1989 to 2.4 t/ha 

in 2016, due in part, to the switch from open pollinated population to hybrid cultivars.  Hybrid 

cultivars provide advantages compared to open-pollinated cultivars, including improved plant 

establishment, growth rate and seed yield. Since B. napus is a perfect flowered species, the 

use of a pollination control system is essential for hybrid seed production in B. napus. The 

Ogu-INRA CMS system is a cytological variant of the radish- (Raphanus sativus L.) derived 

Ogu CMS system introduced through interspecific introgression into B. napus. The Ogu-

INRA CMS system utilizes three lines including male-sterile A-lines, male-fertile maintainer 

B-lines and male-fertility restorer R-lines. Homozygous restorer lines with the genotype 

RfoRfo are required to produce fertile hybrids. A co-dominant molecular marker associated 

with restoration capability would be advantageous for use in hybrid B. napus breeding 

programs. However, co-dominant Rfo marker development is challenging due to the 

allotetraploid, highly repetitive nature of the B. napus genome and the unknown sequence / 

precise location of the Rfo gene containing radish segment introgression in different genetic 

backgrounds. In this research, KASP (kompetitive allele-specific PCR) markers were 

developed based on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data generated from the Illumina 

Infinium SNP array. Distinct KASP primers differentiated hemizygous from homozygous R-

lines based upon the Rfo source and background. KASP marker UM12 consistently classified 

samples from four different populations into the correct groups. This marker has several 
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advantages over the two previously available markers since it is time efficient (results 

obtained in 90 min), highly accurate, reproducible, able to process large numbers of samples 

simultaneously and is relatively easy to use. This marker could greatly facilitate the 

identification of homozygous RfoRfo restorer lines in hybrid B. napus breeding programs.  

Key Message 

Using SNP-based genotypic data, a KASP co-dominant marker for the fertility restorer gene 

Rfo was developed and tested in several B. napus Ogu-INRA CMS populations.  

Keywords 

Co-dominant marker, KASP, Brassica napus, Ogu-INRA CMS, Rfo, SNP array 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Brassica napus L., known as rapeseed or oilseed rape has been a highly successful oilseed 

crop in the last three decades (Carré and Pouzet, 2014). As of 2016, global annual B. napus 

production was approximately 67 million metric tons from which around 80% was produced 

by hybrid cultivars (USDA, 2016). Currently, Canadian canola production averages 2.3 t/ha 

(Statistics Canada 2016) and the industry’s goal is to achieve 2.9 t/ha by 2025 (Canola 

Council of Canada 2013). In order to keep up with the increasing demand and production 

goals from industry, breeders have targeted the reported high levels of heterosis in B. napus 

(Kumar et al. 2015).  

Heterosis can be defined as the improved agronomic performance of the F1 hybrids in 

comparison to their genetically different homozygous parents (Shull 1908; Hochholdinger et 

al. 2007). Some of the earliest studies of heterosis in B. napus reported positive heterosis for 

seed yield from 40 % (Sernyk and Stefansson 1983) and up to 72 % over the higher-yielding 
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parent (Grant et al. 1985). In Canada, hybrids have averaged 10 to 20 % higher yields over 

open-pollinated population cultivars during the last decade (Morrison et al. 2016).  

Production of B. napus hybrids is facilitated by several pollination control systems, such as 

nuclear (Denis et al. 1993) and cytoplasmic male sterility (Heyn 1976; Bohra et al. 2016). 

Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is an extensively used system in which the plant is 

incapable of producing functional pollen (Chase, 2006). Several variations of the CMS system 

have been studied in B. napus (Riungu and McVetty 2004; Yamagishi and Bhat 2014), 

including Mor developed from Moricandia arvensis (L.) DC. (Prakash et al. 1998), ctr 

triazine-resistant CMS (Grant et.al., 1986), nap for napus (Thompson, 1972), pol for polima 

(Fu, 1981), NCa (Wei et al. 2009), tour (Sodhi et al. 1994) and Ogu-INRA (Ogura, 1968; 

Pelletier et al. 1983). 

The two most currently used CMS systems are pol and Ogu-INRA. The pol CMS system is 

widely used in China and has improved yield (Tian 2006); however, it is temperature-

sensitive which results in a loss of sterility under high temperatures (24-30 C) (Fan and 

Stefansson, 1986). The Ogu-INRA CMS system is one of the most widely used pollination 

control systems in B. napus (Szała et al. 2016). In this system, there are three different lines; 

A-lines are male-sterile, B-lines are fertile maintainer lines for the respective A-lines and R-

lines (restorer) are male-fertile restorer lines (Heyn 1976; Bohra et al. 2016). The Ogu-INRA 

CMS restorer gene (Rfo) was introgressed to the B. napus C genome from radish (Raphanus 

sativus L.) (Delourme et al. 1998). Rfo restores fertility by altering the expression of the 

mitochondrial gene orf138 whose expression results in a male-sterile phenotype (Bellaoui et 

al. 1999; Brown et al. 2003; Hu et al. 2008). Both the fertility restorer gene and the male 

sterility mitochondrial gene have been extensively studied (Bellaoui et al. 1999; Giancola et 
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al. 2003; Brown et al. 2003; Delourme et al. 1998; Yamagishi and Bhat 2014). Mapping 

studies have determined that the Rfo gene was introgressed into the C9 chromosome, linkage 

group N19 of B. napus (Hu et al. 2008). The Rfo gene has been identified as a member of the 

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein family and particular regions (g26 domain and PPR-B) 

have been identified as crucial for fertility restoration (Figure 3.1) (Brown et al. 2003; 

Desloire et al. 2003). Due to the nature of the introgression process, the Rfo gene was 

introduced into B. napus along with a large fragment of the radish genome (Hu et al. 2008). 

The radish fragment present in the B. napus genome produces characteristics such as poor 

agronomic performance and high levels of glucosinolates (Hu et al. 2008). Efforts have been 

made to break the linkage of the unwanted regions and Rfo (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). 

R2000 is an improved Ogu-INRA restorer line developed through gamma irradiation. 

Following the irradiation, F2 plants were evaluated for vigor, transmission rate of Rfo and 

female fertility in which R2000 scored the highest among the families tested (Primard-Brisset 

et al. 2005). The R2000 line presented a unique combination of molecular markers when 

compared to other restorer families, suggesting that the recombination event allowed the 

recovery of B. oleracea genomic regions that had been replaced by the radish introgression in 

the original restorers (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005; Tian et al. 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

PPR-A PPR-B PPR-C 

80291 82428 88044 90234 98165 99000 

   Amplicon 1 Amplicon 2 

Figure 3.1. The PPR-B region (2190 bp) codes for Rfo protein that confers fertility restoration. Two 

SCAR markers target this region and generate amplicons (one and two) that combined cover 950 bp 

from that region. Edited from (Uyttewaal et al., 2008). 
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Several molecular markers have been developed and tested using R2000 and the known radish 

Rfo sequence (Hu et al. 2008; Tian et al. 2014; Riaz et al. 2001; Delourme et al. 1998). These 

markers have aided in identifying improved restorer lines; however, there are few reports of 

allele-specific Rfo markers that are publicly available (Desloire et al. 2003; Hu et al. 2008). 

The present research addresses the need for an Rfo allele-specific marker designed using B. 

napus restorer lines genotyped using a high throughput single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP) genotyping array. SNPs allow for an accurate detection of variation in genomic 

sequences (Agarwal et al. 2008). SNPs can occur in unlimited numbers, each of them can be 

mapped to a specific chromosomal region and each can serve as a potential useful marker 

(Trick et al. 2011). The recent release of the allotetraploid (AACC, 2n = 38) B. napus genome 

sequence (Chalhoub et al. 2014) and the development of a species-specific high-density SNP 

array in B. napus (Clarke et al. 2016) facilitate the development of new co-dominant markers. 

The B. napus Illumina Infinium® SNP array provides genome-wide markers linked to the 

available genome sequence with high levels of reproducibility (Clarke et al. 2016) and 

currently is the high throughput genotyping platform of choice for Brassica research groups 

globally. The data provided by the array can be used to develop alternative single-plex 

targeted assays suitable for plant breeding, such as the KASP (Kompetitive Allele-specific 

PCR) assay. In the KASP system, there are two fluorescently tagged allele-specific primers, 

one for each base pair of the SNP and a common reverse primer. This allows discrimination of 

homozygous and heterozygous (or hemizygous) genotypes for a particular SNP. 

 The objective of this research was to find SNPs linked to the Rfo introgression that could be 

developed into co-dominant markers for Rfo homozygosity to aid in the screening of the 

restorer genotypes used for hybrid B. napus production.  
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Plant Material  

A set of isogenic restorer (R-lines) and non-restorer (B lines) with 5 replicates for each line 

were used in this research. The restorer line used in this study (UM5100) originated from 

R2000 and was introgressed into the cultivar Castor in 2010 and compared to a non-restorer 

Castor B-line (McVetty et al. 1997). Castor summer rape (B. napus) is a high-erucic acid 

(55.0 %) low glucosinolate rapeseed (HEAR) cultivar with moderate resistance to blackleg 

disease caused by Leptosphaeria maculans (Desm.) Ces. & de Not. (anamorph Phoma 

lingam (Tode ex. Fr.) Desm.) (McVetty et al. 1997). 

Validation samples consisted of four groups corresponding to four different HEAR 

populations (Industry, Savery, MilleniUM 03 and Castor). Each group had eight homozygous 

restorers, eight homozygous non-restorers and five to six hemizygous restorers (i.e. without an 

allelic counterpart for the Rfo gene). Samples were initially tested with dominant PCR-based 

markers (BnRFO-F2 and BnRFO-R2) obtained from Hu et al. (2008) and several progeny 

tests.  

3.3.2 DNA Extraction 

DNA was extracted from young (first or second true leaves) leaves of 2-week-old greenhouse 

grown plants using a modified version of the cetyl methylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

extraction protocol (Murray and Thompson 1980). An average of 0.05 g of leaf tissue were 

ground in a 1.5 ml cap microtube (Diatec, Ontario Ca) using an axygen™ tissue grinder 

(Corning, Massachusetts, USA). Immediately following grinding, 400 l of 2X CTAB buffer 

was added and the tissue was ground again. Samples were incubated at 65 C for 60 min. An 

equal volume of chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added followed by 5 min of repeated 
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inversion. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 5 min at room temperature. The upper 

aqueous phase was transferred to a clean 1.5 ml centrifuge tube. To the aqueous phase, 0.4 

volumes of 5 M ammonium acetate and 2 volumes of isopropanol were added; tubes were 

inverted several times and precipitated at -20 C for 10 min. After precipitating, DNA was 

recovered by centrifugation at 12,000 g for 10 min. The resulting pellet was washed in 70 % 

ethanol (500 μl) to remove the isopropanol. Ethanol was discarded and the tube was allowed 

to drain and air dry. The DNA pellet was re-suspended in 400 μl of TE buffer and heat-treated 

RNase A (1.0 μl of 10 mg/ml) and incubated at 37 C for 60 min. DNA was extracted with 

equal volumes of phenol followed by gentle repeated inversion and centrifugation at 5,000 g 

for 5 min to separate the aqueous and organic phases. The upper aqueous phase was 

transferred to a clean tube and the aqueous phase was re-extracted with an equal volume of 

phenol : chloroform (1:1), followed by an equal volume of chloroform (recovering the 

aqueous phase each time and transferring to a clean tube). DNA was precipitated by the 

addition 2.0 volumes of ethanol for 10 min at -20 °C and recovered by centrifugation at 

10,000g for 15 min. Finally, the pellet was rinsed with 70 % ethanol (0.5 ml) and centrifuged 

briefly (5 min) to re-precipitate. Ethanol was removed as before and the pellet was allowed to 

air dry.  

Isolated DNA was quantified using both a NanoDrop™ 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Scientific, MA, USA) and a Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA, USA) as per 

manufacturer protocols. DNA concentrations were adjusted to a minimum of 50 ng/L.  

3.3.3 Genotyping 

DNA samples were genotyped using the Brassica napus Illumina Infinium® array following 

the manufacturer’s protocol (Illumina Inc., San Diego, USA) (Clarke et al. 2016). Allele 
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calling for each locus was performed using the GenomeStudio genotyping software v2011 

(Illumina, Inc., San Diego, USA). GenomeStudio creates clusters for each of the SNPs 

allowing for easy identification of the polymorphic groups (Figure 3.2). A custom cluster file 

was applied to the raw intensity data, this defined the expected intensity levels for each SNP 

locus and reliably scored the samples into one of three genotype classes: AA (homozygous for 

one SNP allele), AB (heterozygous) and BB (homozygous for the alternate SNP allele) 

(Clarke et al. 2016). In a few cases, clusters were adjusted manually as per the user guide 

recommendations (Mason et al. 2017).  

3.3.4 KASP SNP development  

Out of the 52,157 SNPs that the B. napus Illumina Infinium® SNP array provides, 1,780 

corresponded to the C9 linkage group. Only SNPs which were polymorphic between restorer 

and non-restorer genotypes, were consistent across the 5 samples from each group and had no 

missing data were selected. The sequences containing a SNP with at least 50 bp flanking 

either side were aligned to the reference genome using the B. napus Genome Browser BLAT 

from Genoscope© (Centre National de Séquençage, Évry, France 

http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/blat-server/cgi-bin/colza/webBlat). Sequences that aligned 

exclusively to the C9 chromosome (no alignment in the A genome or other chromosomes) 

were selected for further evaluation and primer development.  

An initial set of 64 SNPs were identified and 24 KASP markers were developed to test their 

ability to differentiate homozygous from hemizygous lines. The 24 markers were selected 

based on their physical location across the chromosome, aiming for an even distribution 

across the chromosome since the precise Rfo location is still unknown. 
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For the KASP assay development, 24 SNPs (Table 3.1) were submitted to LGC© (Herts, UK) 

for their primer design service (https://www.lgcgroup.com/products/kasp-genotyping-

chemistry/reagents/kod/#.WLBpvTvyvIU). For each of the SNPs, two allele-specific forward 

primers and one common reverse primer were designed. The allele-specific primers were 

designed with the different base pairs of the SNP at the 3’end preceded by a ~25 bp sequence 

that corresponds to the sequence surrounding the SNP and a KASP proprietary tail on the 5’ 

end. This 5’ tail sequence corresponds to the fluorescently tagged oligos present in the KASP 

2X Master Mix (LGC©, Herts, UK). The reverse primer is around 28 bp and is designed based 

Figure 3.2. SNP graph from GenomeStudio showing the cluster patterns of the polymorphic Bn-

scaff_18100_1-p1154469 marker. All 5 restorer genotypes group on the left, the 5 non-restorers 

group on the opposite side of the graph. 
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on the reference sequence. PCR products are between 45 and 55 bp, annealing temperatures 

are set to an optimum of 65 °C and the salt adjusted melting temperature is 65 °C on average. 

The SNP allele-specific detection utilizes the FRET cassette in which the allele-specific 

primers are labeled with FAM or HEX dye (LGC©, Herts, UK). Each primer was tested 

individually using a CFX96™ Touch Thermal Cycler using LGC Genomics 61 – 55 °C 

touchdown protocol represented by 10 cycles of touch down PCR (annealing 61 °C to 55 °C, 

decreasing 0.6 °C per cycle), and 26 cycles of standard 2-step PCR at 55 °C. The plate was 

read after cooling down to 30 °C. Reactions were performed in 96 well low-profile PCR 

plates (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California) with a total volume of 10 l containing 5 l 2x KASP 

reaction mix, 5 l genomic DNA (10 ng/l) and 0.7 l assay mix of primers (containing 12 

M of each allele-specific primer and 30 M of the reverse primer) as per the manufacturer’s 

guidelines (LGC Genomics LLC, Beverly, MA, USA). Results were analyzed using the CFX 

Manager™ Software v3.1 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA). These assays were initially tested on 

18 genotypes consisting of biological replicates for seven UM5100 homozygous restorers, 

four non-restorers and seven UM5100 hemizygous restorers. Primers which were successful 

in differentiating plants homozygous and hemizygous for Rfo (Table 3.2) were then validated 

using 94 different samples.  
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Table 3.2. List of successful Kompetitive Allele-specific PCR (KASP) primers designed for 

Rfo identification in Brassica napus L. 

ID Allele FAM* primer Allele HEX* primer Common primer 

UM07 AATTTGTATTGTTGATATTTTATGCTTATCATT AATTTGTATTGTTGATATTTTATGCTTATCATC GCTTAGAAAAGAAGACATGCAAARCAACAA 

UM08 GGATGCTGTTCGAGATTATATACAATA GGATGCTGTTCGAGATTATATACAATC CTCATATCATTTTCAATAGAAGATRAGAAA 

UM09 CTAATATATTGTGATTCAAGAGTCCATAATT CTAATATATTGTGATTCAAGAGTCCATAATC AATGACTTCTCAGGCAGAAAGCKTGTA 

UM10 ATTCCCATCTCTCAGTGGAAAACT ATTCCCATCTCTCAGTGGAAAACC GTGGAAAGCTCGGCACCATTTGATT 

UM12 CAAGAAATGAATGAACAACTGATCCA CAAGAAATGAATGAACAACTGATCCG AGCGTCCTTGATTTCGTTTGCGGTA 

UM17 GTTGACAATCTATGTAGCCTGTTTAA GTTGACAATCTATGTAGCCTGTTTAC GCCAATTGCAGAAAACACGGTTAACATAA 

UM18 GAAGGAGCTGGAGGATGCATAA GAAGGAGCTGGAGGATGCATAC AGCAATCTTGTCTTAGTCGACATATGGTT 

UM19 CCTTGCAAGCTTACTGAAAGGCT CCTTGCAAGCTTACTGAAAGGCC CTCAAATAGCACCATATGTGTCCCCAT 

UM21 ATATAAGCATACTTATAGTAAAATCATATCT ATATAAGCATACTTATAGTAAAATCATATCC CATAGAAACAAATAAACTCCACAATTCAAT 

*Allele-specific forward primers each have a proprietary tail sequence one labeled with FAM 

dye and other with HEX dye. The allele-specific primer sequences presented here do not 

include the proprietary 5’ tail that allows differentiation. 

Table 3.1. List of KASP markers designed with their corresponding SNP marker name and SNP. 

KASP marker SNP marker name SNP 

UM01 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p464173 [T/C] 

UM02 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p463273 [T/G] 

UM03 Bn-scaff_17339_1-p393814 [A/G] 

UM04 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1084609 [A/G] 

UM05 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1121608 [T/C] 

UM06 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143387 [A/G] 

UM07 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143728 [T/C] 

UM08 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143808 [A/C] 

UM09 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151465 [T/C] 

UM10 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1154926 [T/C] 

UM11 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151723 [T/C] 

UM12 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1154469 [A/G] 

UM13 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1155966 [T/G] 

UM14 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1156340 [T/C] 

UM15 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1165303 [T/C] 

UM16 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255066 [A/C] 

UM17 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255425 [T/G] 

UM18 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255604 [T/G] 

UM19 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255808 [A/G] 

UM20 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1256407 [A/G] 

UM21 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1257599 [T/C] 

UM22 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1257912 [T/C] 

UM23 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1264558 [A/G] 

UM24 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1152532 [T/G] 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Genotyping 

Using the genotyping data provided by the Illumina Infinium SNP array, 1,780 SNPs were 

found on chromosome C9 using linkage mapping in a bi-parental population,  physical 

positions obtained using several reference genomes from both spring and winter type B. napus 

and validated by the analysis of the diploid ancestors of B. napus (B. oleracea and B. rapa) 

(Clarke et al. 2016). The data from the restorer (UM5100) population and the corresponding 

non-restorer population were compared to detect differences due to the presence of the Rfo 

introgression. Polymorphic SNPs were identified in GenomeStudio using the SNP cluster 

graphs and the accuracy of every call was assessed by comparing the five replicates submitted 

for each sample (Table 3.3). A total of 650 polymorphic SNPs were initially detected, with 

around 500 of these SNPs consistent across our samples and had no missing data. The number 

of SNPs targeted was narrowed once again after comparing the SNP query sequence to the 

highly redundant B. napus reference genome. Most of the target sequences aligned with at 

least one other chromosome on either the A or C genome. High levels (>92 %) of sequence 

similarity were found consistently with the A10 chromosome. Only the SNPs aligning 

exclusively to C9 were selected for further analysis. About 60 SNPs complied with all the 

above-mentioned parameters and 24 were selected based on their distribution within the C9 

chromosome since the precise location of the Rfo introgression was unknown and might differ 

from one population to another.   
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3.4.2 KASP marker validation 

 The initial test of 24 KASP primers (Table 3.1) identified nine that successfully classified the 

UM5100 genotypes into non-restorer, homozygous or hemizygous restorers (Figure 3.3). A 

primer was deemed successful if it did not produce any false positives among the homozygous 

restorer lines. Markers UM08 (Fig. 3.3 A), UM09 (Fig. 3.3 C) and UM12 (Fig. 3.3 H) had the 

best cluster resolution for the three genotypes (AA, AB, BB). Attempts were made to optimize 

the clusters obtained from other markers by increasing or decreasing the number of PCR 

cycles and raising the annealing temperature by 0.5 °C without noticeable improvements. 

However, a second 5 min run (stage 1: 94 °C for 20 seconds, followed by a cycle of 57 °C for 

1 min, stage 1 is repeated twice and followed by stage 2: 37 °C 1 min with a plate read) 

allowed the identification of most of the previously undetermined samples (data not shown).

Table 3.3. SNP genotype calling from GenomeStudio for three different loci tested in 10 

samples of restorer and non-restorer genotypes evaluated in 2016 using the Brassica napus 

Illumina Infinium SNP array. 

 

Restorer line Non-restorer 

UM5100 

AA AA AA AA AA BB BB BB BB BB 

AA AA AA AA AA BB BB BB BB BB 

BB BB BB BB BB AA AA AA AA AA 

BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB 
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Figure 3.3. Allelic discrimination graphs for the nine preliminary KASP markers. Relative fluorescence units are measured on both axes for 

each of the fluorescent tagged allele-specific primers (HEX on the y axis and FAM on the x axis). Non-restorers (squares), UM5100 

hemizygous (triangles), homozygous restorers UM5100 (circles) NTC no template controls (diamond). 
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However, when tested with populations containing a different restorer background (different to 

UM5100) the markers were not successful at identifying hemizygous restorer genotypes (data 

not shown). The UM12 marker was designed based on the Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151465 SNP, 

index number 39740.  

 

 

 

3.5 Discussion 

The present study used SNP genotyping data to develop a co-dominant KASP marker linked to 

the fertility restorer Rfo gene. The interspecific nature of the Rfo radish chromosome segment 

introgression makes the allele-specific marker development task challenging from the start (Yu 

et al. 2016). As mentioned by Snowdon et al. (2005), B. napus has relatively few markers that 

are freely available in comparison to other important crop species and the situation has changed 

Figure 3.4. Individual family validation of marker UM12. A Castor, B Industry, C, MilleniUM 03, D, Savery 

Homozygous restorers (squares), hemizygous restorers (triangles) and non-restorers (circles) and the no 

template controls (diamonds). 
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minimally in the past 12 years when it comes to the Ogu-INRA fertility restorer Rfo gene. 

Working with an allotetraploid such as B. napus has several challenges that have been previously 

reported and need to be considered when developing markers and working with genotypic data 

(Chalhoub et al. 2014; Clarke et al. 2016; Rahman et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2015). The high 

redundancy in the genome complicates the ability to confidently assign the markers to either 

genome. There are also several homoeologous exchanges between the A and the C genomes that 

may result in mislabeled identities (Chalhoub et al. 2014). It has been reported that the radish 

genome is partially homologous to the A and C genomes of B. napus, and allosyndesis occurs 

between the two (Sakai et al. 1996; Clarke et al. 2016). 

With the Brassica 60K Illumina Infinium SNP array, there were significant differences in the 

density of markers where the A genome had a higher density of markers compared to the C 

genome (Clarke et al. 2016). This bias towards the A genome contributes to the difficulties 

encountered when searching for polymorphic genome-specific SNPs. The nine SNP-derived 

markers found in this study are unique in the restorer region on chromosome C9 among the 

UM5100 restorer genotypes and should aid in future studies surrounding the Rfo introgression.  

Cost and ease of use are high priorities for marker-assisted selection and homogeneity testing in 

breeding/research programs (Snowdon et al. 2005). There are several advantages of KASP 

markers over other maker types. A co-dominant marker like the one developed in this research 

using the KASP system, allows a rapid distinction between homozygous and hemizygous 

restorers. The use of this marker significantly reduces the evaluation time frame from the three 

months that would be required to conduct progeny tests to no more than two weeks (for true leaf 

testing) (Acquaah 2009). The touchdown PCR protocol is faster than most regular PCR protocols 

running in about 90 min, immediately after which results are obtained in the allelic 
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discrimination graph. This is an advantage over other PCR protocols that require an agarose gel 

and read after the PCR run which can add variation and sample contamination error (Semagn et 

al. 2006). Another advantage is the small quantity of genomic DNA required to run the analysis, 

with only 2 l at a 10 ng/l concentration required per sample vs the usual 50 ng/l required for 

other PCR based analysis (Tian et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2016). A KASP assay has the potential to 

be utilized for larger populations to efficiently categorize genotypes. The UM12 marker 

consistently worked in several different UM5100 restorer populations (Figure 3.4) and will 

greatly aid in the Ogu-INRA CMS R-line screening process during pedigree restorer line 

development. The fact that the markers found in this study were not successful in the other 

populations tested would suggest a distinct location and potential size and sequence difference of 

the restorer introgression within each restorer population. The known location of the SNP based 

on genotypic data obtained from the SNP array will facilitate future studies surrounding the Rfo 

introgression in the UM5100 and other populations. 

In conclusion, the UM12 co-dominant marker is a successful tool used to determine zygosity 

levels of the Rfo gene in the UM5100 restorer population. This study also identified several 

additional SNPs that are associated to the Rfo introgression in B. napus. 
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4. HIGH-DENSITY SNP LINKAGE MAPS OF CHROMOSOME C9 IN TWO 

Brassica napus L. POPULATIONS SEGREGATING FOR THE RADISH 

INTROGRESSION CARRYING THE OGU-INRA FERTILITY RESTORER 

GENE Rfo. 

 

4.1 Abstract 

In the Ogu-INRA Cytoplasmic Male Sterility (CMS), the fertility restorer gene Rfo, plays a 

critical role. The Rfo gene has been extensively studied in radish and the whole Rfo introgression 

has been evaluated in several Brassica napus L. studies. Mapping studies have determined that 

the Rfo gene was introgressed into the C9 chromosome B. napus. Most of the maps currently 

available have been created using random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), simple 

sequence repeat (SSR) and sequence characterized amplified region (SCAR) markers. Single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers are the most abundant and simple DNA markers for 

mapping. Recently a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism SNP array, the Brassica 

napus Illumina Infinium™ SNP array containing 52,157 markers was developed for allotetraploid 

B. napus. Two new C9 linkage maps were created using two doubled haploid (DH) populations 

created from F1 plants of a cross between a restorer and a non-restorer genotypes. The high-

density C9 linkage maps were 15.2 cM with 6 linkage bins and 71.5 cM long with 30 linkage 

bins for the UM5100 and the UM5200 populations, respectively. These are the first C9 maps 

developed using Brassica napus Illumina Infinium™ SNP array data from B. napus restorer 

genotypes and they provide a better understanding of the Rfo gene location within the 

chromosome of genotypes carrying the Rfo restorer introgression. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Brassica napus L. known as rapeseed or oilseed rape (Gupta and Pratap 2007) has been 

cultivated since the16th century when rapeseed oil was used primarily as oil for lamps (Kumar et 

al. 2015). Its production grew as the oil was used for industrial purposes such as engine lubricant 

and other industrial products (National Research Council Canada 1992). The name “canola” was 

created in Canada to describe rapeseed with a concentration of erucic acid below 2 % and 

glucosinolates below 30 micromoles per gram of seed, safe for human consumption (National 

Research Council of Canada 1992; Canola Council of Canada 2017). According to the report 

published in December 2016 by the canola council of Canada, the average economic impact on 

the Canadian economy from the canola sector was $26.7 billion CAD per year from 2012-2015 

(LMC International 2016). Because of its success, the Canadian canola industry has set several 

goals to achieve by 2025, some of which are, to increase yield to 26 MMT (currently at 18.2 

MMT), increase high oleic and specialty oil production and protein availability (Canola Council 

of Canada 2013). In order to keep up with the increasing demand and production goals from the 

canola industry, breeders have turned to hybrid breeding to exploit high levels of heterosis in B. 

napus (Kumar et al. 2015). Hybrid production in B. napus is facilitated by several pollination 

control systems, such as nuclear (Denis et al. 1993) and cytoplasmic male sterility (Heyn 1976; 

Bohra et al. 2016). Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is an extensively used system in which the 

plant is incapable of producing functional pollen grains (Chase, 2006). The Ogu-INRA CMS 

system is one of the most widely used pollination control systems (Szała et al. 2016). In this 

system, there are three different lines; A-lines are male-sterile, B-lines are fertile maintainer lines 

for the respective A-lines and R-lines (restorer) are male-fertile restorer lines (Heyn 1976; Bohra 

et al. 2016). The Ogu-INRA CMS restorer gene (Rfo) was introgressed to the B. napus C genome 
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from radish (Raphanus sativus L.) (Delourme et al. 1998). The fertility restorer gene Rfo, plays a 

very important role in restoring fertility in the hybrids allowing them to self-pollinate and thus 

produce seeds (Delourme et al. 1994; Brown et al. 2003).  

The Rfo gene has been extensively studied in radish and the whole Rfo introgression has been 

evaluated in several Brassica napus L. studies (Delourme et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2003) as well 

as in other Brassica species (Bisht et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2014). The Rfo gene is a member of the 

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family (Desloire et al. 2003). A study was conducted using 

transgenic rapeseed (B. napus) genotypes to determine the role of the three highly similar 

pentatricopeptide repeats proteins (PPR-A, -B and -C) in fertility restoration (Uyttewaal et al. 

2008). The study created transgenic genotypes that separately expressed PPR-A and PPR-B and 

demonstrated that PPR-A had no effect on fertility restoration (Uyttewaal et al. 2008). PPR-B on 

its own successfully restored fertility by suppressing the expression of orf138 (Uyttewaal et al. 

2008). PPR-A and PPR-B genes are highly similar, their protein products differ in a 4-amino 

acid deletion in PPR-A relative to PPR-B (Uyttewaal et al. 2008). PPR-C is only expressed when 

there is an intron that corrects the reading frame generated by a 17 bp deletion (Desloire et al. 

2003). This information has enabled researchers to target the specific gene responsible for 

fertility restoration. A marker used to determine presence or absence of the Rfo gene was 

developed from the study that aimed to produce allele-specific markers using the Invader® assay 

and was developed using the PPR-B sequence from radish (Hu et al. 2008). However, little is 

known about the precise location and the actual size of this radish introgression in B. napus, 

which has important implications in breeding (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005; Hu et al. 2008). 

Several markers flanking the Rfo locus have been developed by INRA to track the introgression; 
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however, these markers target the radish introgression sequence rather than the Rfo gene itself 

and are not suitable for linkage drag analysis (Hu et al. 2008).   

Linkage maps have been used to identify the location of genes corresponding to an individual 

phenotype, anchor the physical map for gene sequencing and for comparative evolutionary 

studies (Gali and Sharpe 2012; Delourme et al. 2013). Linkage maps use recombinant frequency 

for two loci to calculate the genetic distance between them on a chromosome (Griffiths et al. 

1999). Mapping studies have determined that the Rfo gene was introgressed into the C9 

chromosome of B. napus (Hu et al. 2008). The majority of the maps currently available have 

been created using RAPD (Delourme et al. 1994), SSR (Hu et al. 2008) and SCAR (markers (Li 

et al. 2012). The size and precise location of the Rfo introgression on the Brassica C9 linkage 

group remain to be established (Bisht et al. 2015). 

SNPs are the most abundant and simple DNA markers for mapping (Liu et al. 2013). With the 

development of high-throughput (tens of thousands or more) genotyping arrays, SNPs have 

replaced those previously used markers and given rise to high-density linkage maps. There are a 

few high-throughput SNP platforms that could be used to find markers and create linkage maps 

(Clarke et al. 2016). Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) is a genotyping platform based on high-

throughput sequencing of genomic subsets targeted by restriction enzymes that can be used in 

any species at a low per sample cost (Elshire et al. 2011). GBS requires no former knowledge of 

the SNPs present in the species but instead relies on a great bioinformatics capacity (Clarke et al. 

2016). This approach uses data from the populations being genotyped which removes 

ascertainment bias towards a population but in turn can complicate the reproducibility across 

different labs (Deschamps et al. 2012; Clarke et al. 2016). Recently, a high-density single 

nucleotide polymorphism SNP array, the Brassica napus Illumina Infinium™ array containing 
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52,157 markers was developed for allotetraploid B. napus. (Liu et al. 2013; Clarke et al. 2016). 

SNP arrays require significant investment in their development stages to ensure the assay is 

robust and can identify high-quality SNP loci (Clarke et al. 2016). This is particularly 

challenging in highly conserved polyploid genomes such as B. napus because nucleotide 

variation among closely related orthologous or paralogous sequences can be misinterpreted as 

allelic variation (Parkin et al. 2010; Clarke et al. 2016). Most genes are present in multiple copies 

in the Brassica genomes. In this array, genome specificity was validated by the analysis of the 

diploid ancestors of B. napus (B. oleracea and B. rapa) (Chalhoub et al. 2014; Clarke et al. 

2016), giving this platform an advantage.  

In the present study, we developed a high-density linkage map for the C9 chromosome of two B. 

napus restorer populations. It is believed that the introgression may vary among different restorer 

parents since several PCR based primers amplify certain Rfo-related regions in some restorer 

genotypes but not in others (Hu et al. 2008; Bisht et al. 2015). This suggests a distinct position 

and/or size of the Rfo introgression in different genotypes. Interspecific introgressions may result 

in some local chromosomal rearrangement, which would be reflected in altered linkage 

relationships among markers close to the introgression (Bisht et al. 2015). The high-density 

linkage maps developed here will provide a better understanding of the variations surrounding 

the introgression in two populations and will serve as a reference for future studies of the Rfo 

region in additional restorer lines.   

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Plant material  

One hundred and twenty doubled haploid (DH) lines were used in for each cross (60 positive and 

60 negative for the presence of the Rfo marker). Two restorer genotypes that originated from 
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R2000 and were introgressed into different cultivars in 2010 at the University of Manitoba. 

UM5100 was crossed with Castor (McVetty et al. 1997) and UM5200 with Industry. Two DH 

populations were developed from F1 plants of crosses between one of the restorers 

(UM5100/UM5200) and a non-restorer genotype.  

Seeds from the F1 cross were planted in replicates for each genotype at a depth of 1 cm into 

plastic 4 x 3 well cell packs (13 cm x 13 cm x 5 cm) containing Sunshine Metro Mix potting soil 

(Sungro® Horticulture, 770 Silver Street Agawam, MA, USA). Two weeks after planting each 

plant was transferred to a plastic growers pot (14.5 cm x 15 cm) using Sunshine Metro Mix 

potting soil Plants were grown in a growth chamber. Doubled haploid donor plants were grown 

in a controlled environment with a 16 hour photoperiod and 15 to 10 ºC for light and dark 

temperatures in a Conviron PGC20 growth chamber at the University of Manitoba from a 

seedling stage (growth stage 12) to flowering (growth stage 59) (Kasha and Maluszynski 2003). 

The doubled haploid production methodology was followed as described by (Rahman and 

Michalak de Jiménez 2016). Briefly, buds were harvested and surface sterilized with 70 % 

ethanol for 5 min, followed by a rinse in cold sterile water for 5 min, and then they were treated 

with cold 1 % sodium hypochlorite solution for 10 min and rinsed three times with cold sterile 

water. Microspores were extracted with mortar and pestle and half strength Gamborg’s B-5 basal 

medium (Gamborg et al. 1968). The resulting microspore pellet was re-suspended in 5 ml of half 

strength B-5 basal medium. Plates were then incubated at 24 °C in the dark. As soon as embryos 

were visible, (1 – 3 weeks), they were transferred to a rotary shaker at 55 rpm and kept at room 

temperature in the dark. Seven days later they were transferred to a rotary shaker at the same 

speed and temperature with the inclusion of permanent light at 34.44 mol.m-2s-1. Once embryos 

reached the flat top cotyledon stage and were about 4 mm in size, they were transferred into a 
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full B5 0.8 % agar plates. These plates were then kept in the dark at 4 °C for 10 days. Following 

this incubation in the dark, they were moved to a tissue culture incubator under a 16-h 

photoperiod at 25 °C. Once the cotyledons developed roots and a first true leaf, they were 

transferred to cell packs with Sunshine mix number 3 (Sun Gro, Agawam, MA) and fertilized 

with 10:52:10 NPK starter fertilizer (Master Plant-Prod Inc, Ontario) at a concentration of 15 

g/3.78 L. Pots were transferred to an Argus controlled greenhouse (Argus Control Systems Ltd., 

Surrey, BC Canada) with the following specifications (temperature: high 25 ºC, low 22 ºC, 

relative humidity 40-50%, light cycle: 16 hours light, 8 hours dark) and watered daily. Two 

weeks after transplanting, plants were screened with dominant Rfo SCAR markers (Table 4.). 

Plants were labeled and allowed to grow for 3 more weeks before DNA was extracted from the 

youngest leaves available (plant growth stage 18) for genotyping. 

4.3.2 DNA Extraction  

DNA was extracted from leaves of 2-week-old greenhouse grown plants using a modified 

version of the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction protocol (Murray and 

Thompson 1980). Briefly, an average of 0.05 g of leaf tissue were ground in a 1.5 ml cap 

microtube (Diatec, Ontario Ca) using an axygen™ tissue grinder (Corning, Massachusetts, 

USA). Following this, 400 l of 2X CTAB buffer was added and the tissue was ground again. 

Samples were incubated at 65 C for 60 min. An equal volume of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol 

(24:1) was added followed by 5 min of repeated inversion. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 g 

for 5 min at room temperature. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a clean 1.5 ml 

centrifuge tube. To the aqueous phase, 0.4 volumes of 5 M ammonium acetate and 2 volumes of 

isopropanol were added, tubes were inverted and precipitated at -20 C for 10 min. After 

precipitating, DNA was recovered by centrifugation at 12,000 g for 10 min. The resulting pellet 
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is washed in 70 % ethanol (500 μl) to remove the isopropanol. Ethanol was discarded and the 

tube was allowed to drain and air dry. The DNA pellet was re-suspended in 400 μl of TE buffer 

and heat-treated RNase A (1.0 μl of 10 mg/ml) and incubated at 37 C for 60 min. DNA was 

extracted with an equal volume phenol by gentle repeated inversion and centrifuge at 5,000 g for 

5 min to separate the aqueous and organic phases. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a 

clean tube and re-extracted the aqueous phase once with an equal volume of phenol:chloroform 

(1:1) and once more with an equal volume of chloroform (recovering the aqueous phase each 

time and transferring to a clean tube). DNA was precipitated by addition of 2.0 volumes of 

ethanol, 10 minutes at -20 °C and recovered by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 15 min. This was 

followed by a rinse with 70 % ethanol (0.5 ml) and centrifugation (5 min at 10,000 g) to re-

precipitate. Ethanol was removed as before and the pellet was allowed to air dry. Isolated DNA 

was quantified using both a NanoDrop™ 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, MA, 

USA) and a Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA, USA) as per manufacturer protocols. DNA 

concentrations were adjusted to a minimum of 50 ng/L. 

4.3.3 Sequencing of PPR-B amplicons 

Two primer sets B3/B4 and B36/B37 (Table 4.) were used to obtain the amplicons that combined 

covered 639 bp of the PPR-B region. PCR reactions were performed in a 25 l volume reaction 

containing 50 ng of genomic DNA, 0.5 l of each primer, 10 l of water and l of GoTaq® DNA 

Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). The PCR program was as follows: 94°C for 5 min 

followed by 34 cycles of 94 °C for 50 seconds, 54 °C 50 seconds and 72 °C for 90 seconds and a 

final 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were electrophoresed on a 2 % agarose gel (Fisher Scientific, 

New Jersey, USA) at 95 V for 45 min. The amplicons were purified using QIAquick Gel 

Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and quantified using a NanoDrop™ 2000 
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Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, MA, USA). Sequencing of the purified amplicons was 

performed by Macrogen USA and sequences were compared using BLAST® NCBI. Consensus 

sequences from each heterozygous and homozygous restorer were then compared using 

MultAlin (INRA, France) (Corpet 1988). MultAlin created a new consensus sequence by 

aligning all the consensus sequences and highlighting the low consensus areas of the sequences 

that facilitated SNP identification.  

Table 4.1.  Dominant molecular markers used to test for presence of the Rfo gene in Brassica        

    napus L. Both primer sets target the PPR-B region of the Rfo gene. 

B31 forward GTGCAATCATTGATAGCCTTTG (Hu et al. 2006) 

B41 reverse CCATGAGAGACTGAAACAGGAT (Hu et al. 2006) 

B362 forward  CTCGTCCTTTACCTTCTGTGGTTGATT (Brown et al. 2003) 

B372 reverse  CTTGATCGGATGATGGAAGATGGTC (Brown et al. 2003) 

   1Primers B3/B4 generate a 393 bp amplicon.  
   2 B36/B37 generate a 246 bp amplicon. 

 

4.3.4 Genotyping  

For each population, 144 DNA samples (including the parental genotypes) were genotyped using 

the Brassica napus Illumina Infinium® assay (Clarke et al. 2016) following the manufacturer’s 

protocol (Illumina Inc., San Diego, USA). Allele calling for each locus was performed using the 

GenomeStudio genotyping software v2011 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, USA). 

4.3.5 Linkage Map 

SNPs that were polymorphic between restorer and non-restorer genotypes of each population and 

had less than 10 % missing data were used for the genetic linkage maps construction. The 

Illumina array tests 52,157 SNPs of which 1,780 corresponded to the C9 chromosome. For the 

UM5200 population, 556 SNPs met the above requirements. After filtering for quality, the 
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amount of missing data and the expected 1:1 segregation ratio, 352 SNPs were used to create the 

UM5200 linkage map.  

In the UM5100 population, 514 SNPs were initially detected as polymorphic. Following the 

same additional filters as before, 191 SNPs were used to create the UM5100 linkage map.  

For skewed markers (with a 3:1 ratio) the two clusters were analyzed in detail and the scores for 

the minor class were kept while the rest of the scores were converted to missing data. The 

position of these markers in the map was validated with the physical position of the SNPs 

provided by the reference genome. The linkage maps were developed with the software 

MapDisto v. 1.7.7 (Lorieux 2012). Linkage groups were identified with a minimum LOD score 

of 3 and a maximum recombination fraction between markers of 0.3. Marker order was 

determined with the AutoMap function. The Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi 1943) was 

used to calculate map distances in centimorgans (cM) from recombination fractions. Marker 

pairs with zero recombination were assigned to the same genetic bin. Reference genetic linkage 

maps were constructed with SNP linkage bins being designated by the index number (assigned 

by GenomeStudio) of the first SNP marker in each bin. The graphical representation and 

comparison of the linkage maps was performed using MapChart 2.1 (Voorrips 2002). 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Linkage maps 

The high-density linkage map created for UM5200 was 71.5 cM in length with 30 linkage bins 

(Figure 4.1). The number of markers per bin ranged from 1 to 76, with the largest gap between 

bins being 11.8 cM, between Bn-sAaff_17109_1-p1767055 (36366) and Bn-sAaff_17750_1-

p1869640 (38758). The Rfo gene was placed in a bin (at 11.9 cM, 43 Mbp in the reference 

genome) that also contained 48 other SNP markers with a genetic distance between the flanking 
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markers of 5,498,088 bp. The UM5100 map was 15.2 cM. in length with 6 linkage bins. The Rfo 

gene was placed in a bin with 34 other markers at 5 cM and around 37 Mbp. In this population, a 

group of markers between 39 and 49 Mbp were polymorphic on 2 chromosomes and thus the 

scoring data showed a 3:1 segregation ratio (Figure 4.1). Because only the minor class can be 

identified, the scoring data for the larger class was converted to missing data and mapped. Due to 

the large amount of missing data, resolution is lost in the genetic map and the exact position of 

the skewed markers cannot be determined. The Brassica napus Illumina Infinium SNP array 

provides a physical location for the markers on the reference genome based on which an 

approximate location of the markers was determined in the interval between 5 and 14 cM (Figure 

4.2).

Figure 4.1 SNP graph from GenomeStudio showing the cluster patterns of the polymorphic 

marker 23608 (Bn-A10-p7365704).  Clusters show the marker is testing two loci simultaneously. 
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4.4.2 Comparison of the two linkage maps 

When comparing the UM5200 map to other C9 chromosome high-density maps (Wang et al. 

2015) it was confirmed that the markers in common were in the same order (Figure 4.3). 

In a previous C9 map for a restorer population, the SSR marker BolJon cosegregated with an 

allele-specific Rfo marker and was mapped along with the SSR markers from N19 (Hu et al. 

2008). Marker Bo1Jon was blasted to the Brassica napus reference genome (Bra_napus_v2.0 

(GCF_000686985.2)) and it was aligned to chromosome C9 (ChrC9 NC_027775.2) at 

11,367,266 - 11,368,416 bp. For comparison, the UM5200 map places the Rfo gene in a region 

between 39 and 44 Mbp and the UM5100 map between 37 and 38 Mbp. 

Graphical representation of the complete maps with one marker per bin can be found in Figure 

4.2. The full maps can be found in supplemental Tables 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4.2  High-density SNP-based genetic linkage maps of the C9 chromosome of two B. napus Ogu-INRA CMS restorer DH 

populations (UM5100 and UM5200). A. Complete map of the UM5200 population. B. Complete map of the UM5100 population. 

Linkage bins are denoted by one SNP marker labeled using the index number provided by GenomeStudio. 

 * Markers with a segregation distortion (polymorphic on 2 chromosomes) where the scoring data for the larger class was converted to 

missing data and mapped. Based on the physical location of the markers in the reference genome, they were assigned an approximate 

location in the interval between 5 and 14 cM. 
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*Total length 121.4 cM 

 

*Total length 71.5 cM 

 

Figure 4.1.  Comparison 

Figure 4.3.  Comparison of the Ogu-INRA CMS UM5200 restorer population high-density genetic 

linkage map of the C9 chromosome with a published C9 map also created using the Brassica Illumina 

Infinium SNP array (Wang et al. 2015). Common SNP markers are highlighted with the same color across 

both maps.                                                                                                                                                                                          

*Maps only show the regions with common markers 
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4.5 Discussion 

Choosing the right mapping population is a crucial step in the map construction process 

(Scheben et al. 2016). The current mapping project used 120 DH genotypes for each population. 

Doubled haploid populations are the preferred ones for mapping and quantitative trait loci (QTL) 

studies in B. napus because they are faster to produce than recombinant inbred lines and near 

isogenic lines and they are homozygous at all loci (Semagn et al. 2006).  

The high-density linkage maps constructed for chromosome C9 using SNP data provide a better 

understanding of the Rfo gene location within the chromosome of the UM5100 and the UM5200 

populations. There is a difference of about 25 Mbp difference in the Rfo position in the UM5100 

and UM5200 populations when compared to the position previously reported (Hu et al. 2008), 

although that map was constructed using SSR markers, the Rfo gene marker used was the same 

in both studies. 

The UM5200 map (71.5 cM) and the UM5100 map (15.2 cM) are shorter than other published 

C9 maps (128.3 cM and 121.4 cM) (Delourme et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015) but larger than 

another reported C9 map (51.9 cM) (Liu et al. 2013). However, to the best of our knowledge, 

these are the only high-density SNP-based C9 maps created from an Ogu-INRA CMS restorer 

population.  

One of the advantages of genetic linkage maps based on genome-wide SNP screening arrays is 

the high occurrence of consensus markers among different studies and in comparison to the 

reference genome sequences (Liu et al. 2013). Comparison of maps from different populations 

and types of markers is complicated and this is only exacerbated where paralogous loci may exist 

which is a common occurrence in B. napus (Wang et al. 2011). In the Brassica array, SNPs are 

evaluated through hybridization, which can lead to multiple homologous and homoeologous loci 
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hybridizing to a single SNP probe and lead to highly compressed SNP patterns (Clarke et al. 

2016). This effect was observed in the UM5100 population which resulted in a much shorter map 

that lacked the resolution of the UM5200 population. The distance between flanking markers of 

the bin where the Rfo (PPR-B gene) was assigned to in the UM5200 population is close to 5.5 

Mbp. Considering that the PPR-B gene is about 2,190 bp, the map provided a reference of its 

location for further studies in the area surrounding the Rfo gene.  

When comparing the maps of the two populations, a few flanking markers such as 45921, 37079 

and 37102 can be suggested for development of markers or as target regions to sequence and 

further study the introgressions. The distinct location of the Rfo gene and the slight 

rearrangement of some markers below Rfo suggests some local chromosomal rearrangements 

could have occurred in each population. This is to be expected from an interspecific 

introgression and several crosses made between the restorer sources (UM5200 and UM5100) and 

different non-restorer genotypes (Bisht et al. 2015). 

As previously mentioned, these maps are the first published high-density C9 map of an Ogu-

INRA CMS restorer. This is the first time the location of the Rfo introgression differences have 

been shown in two restorer populations. The differences found in these maps could explain the 

specificity of molecular markers to a particular restorer population and potentially some 

agronomic differences caused by the different size and location of the introgression. This 

research will serve as a reference for future maps and sequences of distinct restorer populations.  
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF Brassica napus L. OGU-INRA CMS RESTORERS USING 

RECURRENT FULL-SIB SELECTION. 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The ogu-INRA CMS system in canola and rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) uses a variant of the 

radish- (Raphanus sativus L.) derived ogu CMS pollination control system introduced through 

interspecific introgression. The restorers (R-lines) contain an introgression that is associated with 

poor agronomic performance due to a large undesired segment of the radish chromosome that 

was introgressed along with the Rfo gene. The introgression contains pentatricopeptide (PPR) 

motif repeats that confer fertility restoration to the R-lines. The objective of this research was to 

test the hypothesis that multiple cycles of intermating will result in R-lines with improved 

agronomic performance. A base population was developed by designing five R-line by R-line 

crosses. Twelve plants from each initial cross were grown and chain-crossed at random, without 

selection, other than the presence of the Rfo SCAR marker. Twelve flowers from each plant were 

crossed and the remainder of the plant was selfed. Three intermating crossing cycles (C0, C1 and 

C2) were completed and each was selfed twice in order to compare all populations at the C0S2, 

C1S2 and C2S2. This generation was then selfed again in order to compare the cycles at C0S3, 

C1S3 and C2S3.  Total pod number, seeds per pod, a visual pod rating, thousand seed weight and 

yield were evaluated. The visual pod rating showed a positive correlation with seeds per pod (r= 

-0.44) and yield (r= -0.43) (scale goes from 1 – 9 where 1 is best hence the negative score). 

Improvements for all traits were found at C0 and C1 when compared to the best parent. Individual 

families from two of the crosses showed a yield increase of over 78 % from the best parent. This 
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suggests that improvements in yield components can be obtained from restorer by restorer 

crosses.  

5.2 Introduction 

 

Brassica species exhibit both cross-pollination and high levels of self-pollination (Rakow and 

Woods 1987). Due to this variation in pollination strategies, several breeding and selection 

methods can be used to improve Brassica populations (Kumar et al. 2015). Some of the most 

widely used breeding methods for Brassica species include pedigree breeding, backcross 

breeding, development of synthetic and composite varieties, development of hybrids, recurrent 

selection, mass selection, doubled haploid (DH) development, in vitro mutagenesis and genetic 

transformation (Prakash et al.  2009). Most of these methods were first evaluated in different 

crops such as maize and wheat. Around the 1940s, corn breeders developed the recurrent 

selection method to improve populations (Hallauer and Carena 2012). The first time the 

“recurrent selection” term was used, it described a strategy for specific combining ability aimed 

at high-yielding corn where one cycle of breeding was completed after selecting and intermating 

the best selfed hybrids that originated from a cross between a crossbred lot and a ‘tester line’ 

(Hull 1945). From this first recurrent selection method, variations were developed including 

reciprocal recurrent selection for half-sib (Comstock et al. 1949) and full-sib progenies (Hallauer 

and Eberhart 1970). Reciprocal full-sib selection was proposed as an efficient breeding method 

in which non-additive genetic effects, as well as additive effects were important in the expression 

of hybrid superiority (Peiris and Hallauer 2005). This method was used for producing hybrids 
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(full-sib progenies) and selfed seed on the same plant, as well as early testing of single cross 

combinations (Hallauer and Eberhart 1970).                                                                                            

Systems that repeat the same process for several cycles are referred to as recurrent selection 

systems (Norman 1992). The process involves, production of a set of genotypes (individuals or 

families), evaluation of those genotypes, identification of the superior ones to be used as parents 

for the next generation and intermating the selected genotypes to produce the next generation, 

obtaining an improved generation (Norman 1992). This method has continued to evolve as 

breeders modify it for different crops and traits. In 2010, a recurrent selection strategy was 

evaluated in a greenhouse study of dry bean as a means to pyramid white mold resistance genes 

(Terán and Singh 2010). Phyto-recurrent selection was another variation on the method 

developed to choose superior-performing Populus and Salix genotypes for phytoremediation 

purposes (Zalesny et al. 2010). In this case, recurrent selection was conducted both in 

greenhouses and growth chambers before moving to the field to increase the speed of the 

evaluation and selection process. A marker-based recurrent selection strategy was successfully 

utilized in barley to increase heterozygosity and evaluate yield components (Nandety and Geiger 

2014).  

Depending on the objective of each breeding program, there are other variables that can be 

modified within the recurrent selection method. Some of the most common recombination 

methods in cross-fertilizing species include diallel crossing, chain crossing, bulk entry and bulk 

plot (Darbeshwar 1992). The best methods for a small number of genotypes are diallel crossing 

and chain crossing (Darbeshwar 1992). In diallel crossing, the selected lines/families are 

intermated in all possible combinations by hand pollination (Darbeshwar 1992). Chain crossing 
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Figure 5.1. Chain crossing. Entry number 1 is crossed with entry number 2, which is in turn   

crossed with entry number 3 and so forth, until the nth entry, which is then crossed with entry 

number 1 to complete the chain. Modified from (Darbeshwar 2000). 

involves the intermating between entries as described in Figure 5.1. This method is also referred 

to as a partial diallel where each entry is crossed to the same number of entries providing a 

balanced composite of the same number of crossed seed from each selected entry (family or 

genotype) to initiate the next cycle (Norman 1992). The combination of chain crossing and full 

sib recurrent selection produces a method to evaluate several combinations in a relatively small 

population and helps maintain a manageable number of entries in every cycle.   

 

 

 

 

A recent study, evaluated the molecular mechanisms of recurrent selection improvement in B. 

napus, and reported that some of the desirable loci were maintained in the population while 

undesirable loci were lost (Zhao et al. 2016). The Ogu-INRA CMS system in B. napus uses a 

cytological variant of the radish- (Raphanus sativus L.) derived Ogu-INRA CMS pollination 

control system introduced through interspecific introgression (Sakai et al. 1996; Brown et al. 

2003; Giancola et al. 2003). The restorers (R-lines) contain an introgression that is associated 

with poor agronomic performance due to a large undesired segment of the radish chromosome 

that was introgressed along with the Rfo gene (Delourme et al. 1998). The goal of the current 
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research was to improve agronomic traits of Ogu-INRA CMS restorer genotypes using a full-sib 

recurrent selection strategy. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Population development 

Nine B. napus (high erucic acid rapeseed) fertility restorer genotypes were chosen with the best 

agronomic ratings evaluated in Winnipeg, Manitoba in 2013. The parental genotypes originated 

from crosses between R2000 (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005) and Castor (McVetty et al. 1997) 

resulting in the genotypes UM300, UM400, UM600, UM800, UM900, UM1000, and UM2000, 

or crosses between R2000 and Industry resulting in UM500 and UM700 in 2010. A base 

population (C0S0) was developed by designing five R-line by R-line crosses (first intermating) 

(Table 5.1). Twelve plants from each initial cross (full-sibs) were grown and chain-crossed 

(Figure 5.1) at random, without any pre-selection other than the presence of an Rfo SCAR 

marker (Hu et al. 2008). Twelve flowers from each plant were crossed (C1S0 first full-sib 

intermating) and the remainder of the plant was selfed (C0S1). All pods were harvested from each 

of the twelve plants keeping the selfed and the intermated pods separately. One seed from the 

intermated pods of each plant was chosen at random and planted. Twelve flowers from that plant 

were crossed again to create the next intermating cycle (C2S0 second full-sib intermating). The 

twelve plants at each cycle formed ‘families’ since they originated from the same cross and were 

only intermated among genotypes with the same background. The number of plants per family 

remained consistent throughout the experiments. Two full-sib intermating crossing cycles 

(C1 and C2) were completed and each was selfed twice in order to compare all populations after 

their second selfing (C0S2, C1S2 and C2S2) for experiment one. This generation was selfed to 
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compare the intermating cycles at their third selfing generation (C0S3, C1S3 and C2S3) (Figure 

5.2) for experiment two.  

5.3.2 Greenhouse conditions 

Seeds for each genotype (during population development and experiments 1 and 2) were planted 

at a depth of 1 cm into plastic 4 x 3 well cell packs (13 cm x 13 cm x 5 cm) containing Sunshine 

Metro Mix potting soil (Sungro® Horticulture, 770 Silver Street Agawam, MA, USA). Plants 

were germinated in a growth room (temperature day 22 ºC, night 18 ºC, light cycle 16 hrs light, 8 

hrs dark) and watered daily in the morning until soil reached field capacity. At the two-leaf stage 

[14 days after planting (DAP)] (growth stage 12 (Strauss 1997)) each plant was transferred to a 

plastic growers pot (14.5 cm x 15 cm) using Sunshine Metro Mix potting soil in an Argus 

controlled greenhouse (Argus Control Systems Ltd., Surrey, BC Canada) with the following 

specifications (temperature: high 25 ºC, low 22 ºC; relative humidity: 40-50 %; light cycle: 16 

hrs light, 8 hrs dark) and watered each morning using an Argus-controlled flooding, until soil in 

the pots reached field capacity. Plants were fertilized twice during their growing cycle; once at 

Table 5.1. Brassica napus parental genotypes used to create the initial five crosses 

(C0S0) evaluated using a recurrent selection strategy. 

 Female parent  Male parent 

Cross ID Field score1 

 

ID Field score1 

1 UM300 6  
 

UM800 5  

2 UM400 5 
 

UM900 5 

3 UM500 5 
 

UM700 5 

4 UM600 5 

 

UM1000 5 

5 UM700 5   UM2000 7 
1Field score is given on a scale from 1 – 9 where 1 represents the best row. Score is based 

on the overall agronomic performance including pod number, length of pods, shape of 

pods, lodging resistance and vigor. 
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the time of transplanting (growth stage 12) using Plant-Prod® 10-52-10 starter water soluble 

fertilizer (10 % N -52 % P2O5 – 10 % K2O) at a concentration of 15 g / 3.78 L and once as soon 

as flower buds raised above the youngest leaves (50 DAP) (growth stage 53) using Plant-Prod® 

20-20-20 classic water soluble fertilizer (20 % N -20 % P2O5 – 20 % K2O) at a concentration of 

15 g / 3.78 L. Insect populations were managed with Intercept™60 WP (imidacloprid, Bayer 

Environmental Science, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) added several days after 

transplanting (20 DAP) (growth stage 18) using a concentration of 4.1  g/1000 seedlings. All 

mixing and application procedures were followed as per the manufacturer’s label.
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Figure 5.2.  Development of three Brassica napus L. subpopulations using recurrent selection. 

Each population began with a cross at C0S0. A total of 12 plants were grown per cross. From each 

plant, 12 flowers were crossed to develop the next cycle (C1S0) while the remainder of the plant 

was selfed (C0S1). One seed from the 12 intermated pods of each plant was chosen at random and 

planted. Twelve flowers from the new plant were crossed again to create the next intermating 

cycle (C2S0). Replicated experiment 1 analysed the 3 cycles after two selfings and replicated 

experiment 2 followed the same populations a selfing cycle after. 
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Figure 5.3.  Pod rating scale for Brassica napus pods. The score assigned represents a mean 

visual rating of the pod development on the entire plant. 1 represents a full straight pod with more 

than 25 seeds; 2 represents a straight pod with 15 - 25 seeds; 3 represents a curved pod with 10-15 

seeds; 4 represents a straight pod with 7 - 9 seeds; 5 represents a curved pod with 6-8 seeds; 6 

represents an uneven pod with 4-5 seeds; 7 represents a curved pod with 2-3 seeds; 8 represents a 

pod with only 1 seed; 9 represents an aborted pod with no seed. 

5.3.3 Experiment setup 

The two experiments consisted of a selection of 60 (12 families for each of the 5 crosses) 

genotypes from each cycle (C0, C1 and C2) from which four plants were planted per replicate 

with three replicates for a total of 2,268 plants including the nine original parents as controls 

(four plants in each of the three replicates). Experiment one (evaluation after two selfings S2) 

was conducted from June 2015 to September 2015. Experiment two (evaluation after three 

selfings S3) was conducted from December 2015 to March 2016. The following traits were 

evaluated at each experiment: pod rating (based on the rating scale shown in figure 5.3. for the 

overall size, shape and distribution of the pods in the plant), number of pods (all seed producing 

pods in the plant were counted), thousand seed weight (TSW) (1000 seeds were counted and 

weighed), seeds per pod (SPP) and total yield per plant. 
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5.3.4 Statistical analyses 

Analysis of variance of the individual intermating cycles, selfing generations and their 

interaction were conducted for each cross and the five traits using Agrobase® (Agronomix 

software, Winnipeg, Canada) as a randomized complete block design. Experiments were 

analyzed separately due to the different generations (S2 and S3) evaluated in each experiment. 

Analyzing and comparing these experiments separately was facilitated by the control genotypes 

grown at each experiment. Least significant differences (LSD) were calculated (using 

Agrobase®) to identify significant differences following the ANOVA results. The entire raw 

dataset was plotted using bivariate scatter plots for each pair of variables (10 panels pairing any 

two of the five yield components) using the create_scatterplot matrix function from Plotly in 

Python (Plotly Technologies Inc. Collaborative data science. Montréal, QC, 2015. 

https://plot.ly).  

5.4 Results 

Data from all traits was analyzed to detect the effects of intermating cycles and crosses for all of 

the yield components analyzed. The combined analysis of all crosses showed there was a 

significant effect on most variables for all traits. A representative example of this analysis is 

shown in Table 5.2 for mean pod rating at S2 and S3 (ANOVA tables for all other traits can be 

found in Appendix 5.1).  A bivariate scatter plot shows the relationship between the five traits for 

all crosses combined (Figure 5.4). As expected, yield had a linear positive correlation with pod 

number (r = 0.85) (Fig 5.4 B) and seeds per pod (r = 0.80) (Fig 5.4 F) (Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.2. Combined analysis of variance for all Brassica napus restorer crosses and cycles (C0, 

C1, C2) of intermating for pod rating at S2 and S3
1. 

 Source 
Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean sum of 

squares 

F-

value 
Pr>F 

S2 

Total 629 529.387 
   

Rep 2 0.07 0.035 0.07 0.9244 

Cycle 2 0.402 0.201 0.42 0.6585 

Family 13 16.90 1.30 2.71 0.0010 

Cross 4 210.64 52.662 109.65 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 13.208 1.651 3.44 0.0007 

Residual 600 246.95 0.444 
  

S3 

Total 629 492.686 
   

Rep 2 0.473 0.236 0.36 0.6987 

Cycle 2 3.488 1.744 2.65 0.0717 

Family 13 11.221 0.863 1.31 0.2017 

Cross 4 51.604 12.901 19.58 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 30.57 3.822 5.80 0.0000 

Residual 600 395.32 0.659 
  1S2 and S3 correspond to the evaluation after two and three selfings for experiment 1 and 2 

respectively.  

 

A negative correlation was found for seeds per pod and thousand seed weight (r = -0.25). The 

calculated correlation values between pod rating and the other traits is negative because the pod 

rating scale goes from 1 – 9 where one represents a plant with the best pods and 9 a represents a 

sterile plant. In contrast to all the other traits in which a higher number indicated a better 

performing plant. Pod rating showed a positive relationship with yield (r = -0.43) (Fig 5.4 C) and 

seeds per pod (r = -0.44) (Fig 5.4 E). As previously mentioned, the rating scale goes from 1-9 

where higher numbers indicate a worse rating hence the correlation is negative but in this case it 

indicates a positive correlation. Differences were found between the two greenhouse 

experiments. In experiment 2 the means for pod number, yield and seeds per pod for all three 

cycles were higher compared to experiment 1 (Table 5.4). Highlights of the significant 

intermating effects for both experiments and each cross are presented for each trait individually 

(Table 5.5).  Cross three had significant effects for the intermating cycles in all traits and both 
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can be found in appendix 5.2. 

experiments and thus will be used to illustrate results for most traits. Data for all other crosses 

Table 5.3. Correlation matrix of r values for all yield components and pod rating for the 

complete data set of Brassica napus fertility restorer crosses at all intermating cycles (C0, C1, 

C2) in the two greenhouse experiments (S2 and S3). 

 
Pod number TSW1 Yield Seeds per pod 

TSW 0.06 
   

Yield 0.85 0.00 
  

Seed per pod 0.49 -0.25 0.80 
 

Pod rating -0.37 0.08 -0.43 -0.44 
1Thousand seed weight. 

Table 5.4.  Means for all yield components and pod rating measured for the complete data set of 

Brassica napus fertility restorer crosses at all intermating cycles (C0, C1, C2) in the two greenhouse 

experiments (S2 and S3). 

 

S2 S3    

 

C0 C1 C2  C0 C1 C2  

Mean Pod (No.) 41.01* 40.98 37.15 LSD2 2.74 73.69 75.72 75.58 LSD 3.18 

Mean Pod Rating1 4.55 4.49 5.54 LSD 0.12 3.94 4.10 4.10 LSD 0.14 

Mean SPP3 (No.) 5.00 5.09 4.86 LSD 0.40 9.61 9.53 9.55 LSD 0.45 

Mean TSW4 (g) 3.70* 3.65 3.58 LSD 0.10 3.74 3.71 3.70 LSD 0.07 

Mean Yield (g) 0.82* 0.81 0.66 LSD 0.08 2.54 2.57 2.54 LSD 0.13 

*Significantly best among all intermating cycles at p = 0.05. 
1 Pod rating scale from 1 – 9 where 1 represents a full straight pod with more than 25 seeds; 2 

represents a straight pod with 15 - 25 seeds; 3 represents a curved pod with 10-15 seeds; 4 

represents a straight pod with 7 - 9 seeds; 5 represents a curved pod with 6-8 seeds; 6 represents an 

uneven pod with 4-5 seeds; 7 represents a curved pod with 2-3 seeds; 8 represents a pod with only 

1 seed; 9 represents an aborted pod with no seed. 
2 LSD least significant difference. 
3 SPP represents seeds per pod. 
4 TSW represents thousand seed weight. 
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Figure 5.4  Evaluation of data trends in Brassica napus restorer genotypes. Scatter plots generated from greenhouse means for 5 yield components measured with four 

plants per replicate for all cycles with the parents as controls. Boxes are read as pairs of variable for example, bivariate data trends for pod number and trends for TSW 

(thousand seed weight) (G) and bivariate data trends for pod number and rating (A).  

1 Pod rating scale from 1 – 9 where 1 represents a full straight pod with more than 25 seeds; 2 represents a straight pod with 15 - 25 seeds; 3 represents a curved pod 

with 10-15 seeds; 4 represents a straight pod with 7 - 9 seeds; 5 represents a curved pod with 6-8 seeds; 6 represents an uneven pod with 4-5 seeds; 7 represents a 

curved pod with 2-3 seeds; 8 represents a pod with only 1 seed; 9 represents an aborted pod with no seed. 
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Table 5.5.  Means for all yield components measured for the two parental genotypes and all intermating cycles (C0, C1, C2) with 12 families 

per cycle and all 5 Brassica napus fertility restorer crosses in two greenhouse experiments (S2 and S3). 

  S2  S3 

  Parents                 C0 C1 C2  Parents C0 C1 C2  

Cross1             

Mean Pod (No.) 53.53 54.81 49.35 51.91* 44.55 LSD2 4.97 59.92 94.42 75.01 80.17 76.01 LSD 4.97 

Mean Pod Rating1 3.08 2.75 3.63 3.63 3.49 LSD 0.21 3.83 4.17 3.99 4.13 4.59 LSD 0.21 

Mean SPP3 (No.) 8.24 6.79 7.22 7.27 6.94 LSD 0.88 13.81 9.16 10.31 10.56 9.69 LSD 0.88 

Mean TSW4(g) 3.21 4.09 4.01* 3.72 3.40 LSD 0.20 4.00 3.96 3.84 3.74 3.89 LSD 0.20 

Mean Yield (g) 1.54 1.27 1.37* 1.35 1.01 LSD 0.18 3.31 3.40 2.89 3.08 2.79 LSD 0.18 

Cross 2             

Mean Pod (No.) 45.83 23.97 54.09* 32.69 37.54 LSD 5.45 55.00 66.22 66.46 68.46 70.15 LSD 5.45 

Mean Pod Rating 4.25 4.89 4.61* 5.05 4.76 LSD 0.25 4.08 2.67 4.46 4.33 4.24 LSD 0.25 

Mean SPP (No.) 4.60 3.10 5.21 4.52 5.95* LSD 0.79 12.23 11.51 9.24 8.56 9.43 LSD 0.79 

Mean TSW (g) 3.63 3.52 3.72 3.60 3.47 LSD 0.25 3.71 3.43 3.84 3.89 3.78 LSD 0.25 

Mean Yield (g) 0.77 0.29 1.09* 0.57 0.80 LSD 0.16 1.96 2.47 2.25 2.20 2.42 LSD 0.16 
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Table 5.5. Continued   

 S2 S3 

 Parents C0 C1 C2  Parents C0 C1 C2  

Cross 3             

Mean Pod (No.) 27.25 25.92 33.25 43.35* 32.49 LSD 4.07 95.08 83.58 79.79 81.22 88.37* LSD 6.96 

Mean Pod Rating1 4.64 4.83 5.30 4.87* 5.08 LSD 0.33 4.00 5.00 4.39 4.35 3.92* LSD 0.10 

Mean SPP (No.) 3.31 3.47 3.79 3.76 3.35 LSD 0.86 13.44 5.92 7.82 8.04 7.71 LSD 0.68 

Mean TSW (g) 3.69 3.50 3.63 3.76 3.81 LSD 0.19 3.13 4.34 3.91 3.98 3.85 LSD 0.16 

Mean Yield (g) 0.32 0.32 0.47 0.67* 0.34 LSD 0.10 3.91 2.09 2.37 2.44 2.48 LSD 0.18 

Cross 4             

Mean Pod (No.) 33.42 35.47 26.56 28.73 29.61 LSD 3.73 62.97 98.83 80.06 78.61 74.69 LSD 7.93 

Mean Pod Rating 4.67 4.72 5.16 4.76* 5.13 LSD 0.26 3.67 3.67 3.81 3.77 3.94 LSD 0.16 

Mean SPP (No.) 4.46 4.41 4.41 4.47* 2.94 LSD 0.62 11.50 10.66 8.64 10.04* 9.69 LSD 0.08 

Mean TSW (g) 3.67 3.60 3.52 3.61 3.62 LSD 0.22  3.18 3.54 3.58 3.46 3.55 LSD 0.13 

Mean Yield (g) 0.53 0.56 0.42 0.48 0.36 LSD 0.10 2.24 3.68 2.42 2.68 2.45 LSD 0.36 
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Table 5.5. Continued 

 S2 S3 

Cross 5 Parents C0 C1 C2  Parents C0 C1 C2  

Mean Pod (No.) 55.33 25.92 41.81 48.21* 41.55 LSD2 5.22 87.42 95.08 67.11 70.14 68.67 LSD 6.83 

Mean Pod Rating1 3.86 4.83 4.03 4.14 4.23 LSD 0.16 3.00 4.00 3.05* 3.90 3.80 LSD 0.12 

Mean SPP3 (No.) 7.61 3.47 4.39 5.43* 5.13 LSD 0.79 10.69 13.44 12.07* 10.47 11.26 LSD 0.92 

Mean TSW4 (g) 2.84 3.50 3.62 3.52 3.66 LSD 0.14 3.29 3.13 3.54 3.45 3.43 LSD 0.13 

Mean Yield (g) 1.34 0.32 0.75 1.00* 0.79 LSD 0.17 3.16 3.91 2.78* 2.44 2.55 LSD 0.25 

Means were calculated from 3 replicates (each with 4 individuals). 

* Significantly best among intermating cycles at 0.05. 
1 Pod rating scale goes from 1-9 where 1 represents a full straight pod with more than 25 seeds; 2 represents a straight pod with 15 - 25 

seeds; 3 represents a curved pod with 10-15 seeds; 4 represents a straight pod with 7 - 9 seeds; 5 represents a curved pod with 6-8 

seeds; 6 represents an uneven pod with 4-5 seeds; 7 represents a curved pod with 2-3 seeds; 8 represents a pod with only 1 seed; 9 

represents an aborted pod with no seed. 
2 LSD least significant difference. 
3SPP represents seeds per pod. 
4TSW represents thousand seed weight.
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5.4.1 Pod number 

The analysis of the complete data set showed the largest mean pod number among all 

intermating cycles at C0S2 (Table 5.4). Mean pod number was the highest among all intermating 

cycles after the first cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) in three of the five crosses evaluated at S2 

(Table 5.5). In the second experiment (S3), cross 3 showed a larger mean pod number at C2. An 

evaluation of the individual number of families with improved mean pod number when 

compared to the best parent showed 7 improved families at C1S2 and no significant 

improvements between cycles at S3 except for C1 in cross 2 (Table 5.6). Data for the individual 

families at each intermating cycle in both experiments is shown in table 5.7. 

Table 5.6.  Number of Brassica napus restorer families1 with mean pod number significantly higher 

than the best parent per cycle of intermating (C0, C1, C2) at S2 and S3. 

 S2  S3 

 

C0 C1 C2 

 

C0 C1 C2 

Cross 1 

BP2: 59.08 0 0 0 BP: 94.42 0 0 0 

Cross 2 

BP: 45.83 2 0 0 BP: 66.22 0 1 0 

Cross 3 

BP: 27.25 4 7 3 BP: 95.08 0 0 0 

Cross 4 

BP: 35.47 0 0 1 BP: 98.83 0 0 0 

Cross 5 

BP: 55.33 1 1 0 BP: 95.08 0 0 0 

1Twelve total number of families per cycle.  
2BP represents best parent. 
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Table 5.7. Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 at 

the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family S2
1 S3 

 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 45.33* 63.75* 28.00 84.00 93.92 85.33 

2 41.27 53.39* 25.33 71.42 93.42 75.83 

3 41.50 40.75 22.83 75.92 85.92 85.58 

4 10.69 65.58* 33.19 75.67 69.08 82.50 

5 19.66 51.77* 44.80* 81.00 81.17 94.00 

6 14.47 47.61* 46.25* 58.67 86.25 92.67 

7 16.76 41.58 34.85 79.75 73.00 89.75 

8 18.16 51.58* 31.39 61.25 61.08 103.00 

9 21.41 29.00 32.83 69.08 76.67 78.33 

10 57.66* 46.17* 42.53* 98.58 80.75 80.08 

11 61.92* 22.14 26.33 93.58 81.08 91.33 

12 63.50* 36.41 33.33 89.42 76.08 100.08 

UM5003 27.25 24.67 24.67 95.08 95.08 95.08 

UM7003 25.91 20.50 20.50 83.58 83.58 83.58 

*Significantly better than the best parent at 0.05. 
1 LSD, least significant difference (P = 0.05) 15.25 for all S2 data. 
2 LSD (P = 0.05) 25.66 for all S3 data. 
3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as control samples without any intermating.  

 

       

5.4.2 Pod Rating 

In the analysis of the complete data set, no significant differences were found between the 

intermating cycles on either experiment (Table 5.4). Differences in the overall mean pod rating 

were found in three of the five crosses at S2 and one cross in S3 (Table 5.5).  At S2, cycles 0 and 1 

had the best mean pod rating scores. In contrast at S3, cross 3 showed an improvement in pod 

rating when compared to the best parent after two full-sib intermating cycles (C2). Cross 5 

included a parent with the worst field rating score (Table 5.1). However, a significant 

improvement was found at S2 after one cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) and at S3 after one 

intermating cycle (C0) (Table 5.5). Comparison of the mean pod rating for the individual families 
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in cross 5 showed a similar trend with the improvement of one out of 12 families at S2 after one 

cycle of full-sib intermating and 5 families out of 12 when compared to the best parent at C0S3 

(Table 5.8). 

Table 5.8.  Number of Brassica napus restorer families1 with mean pod rating significantly better 

than the best parent per cycle of intermating (C0, C1, C2) at S2 and S3. 

 S2  S3 

 

C0 C1 C2 

 

C0 C1 C2 

Cross 1 

BP2: 2.75 0 0 0 BP: 3.83 0 0 0 

Cross 2 

BP: 4.25 0 0 0 BP: 2.66 0 0 0 

Cross 3 

BP: 4.64 0 0 0 BP: 4.00 0 1 4 

Cross 4 

BP: 4.66 0 0 0 BP: 3.66 0 2 0 

Cross 5 

BP: 3.86 0 1 0 BP: 3.00 5 0 0 
1Twelve total number of families per cycle.  
2BP represents best parent. 

 

5.4.3 Thousand seed weight  

The analysis of the complete data set showed the largest mean TSW among all intermating 

cycles at C0S2 (Table 5.4). Cross 1 had a higher mean thousand seed weight at S2 after one cycle 

of full-sib intermating (C1) (Table 5.5). No significant mean TSW differences were found in the 

other four crosses for any intermating cycles in either experiment (Table 5.5). For cross 5, C2 had 

the highest number of improved families (5/12) at S2. The same number of improved families 

(2/12) was observed in C0 and C1 at S3 (Table 5.9). 
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5.4.4 Seeds per pod 

In the analysis of the complete data set, no significant differences for SPP were found between 

the intermating cycles on either experiment (Table 5.4). The cycle means for SPP showed one 

cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) was better than the other intermating cycles for 2 of the 5 

crosses at S2 (Table 5.5). When comparing the means of individual families in every cycle at S2, 

only C1 and C2 had an improved number of seeds per pod when compared to the best parent 

(Table 5.10). No significant differences were found for the overall cycle means or the number of 

improved families when compared to the best parent at S3 (Table 5.10). 

 

 

 

Table 5.9.  Number of Brassica napus families1 with significantly improved mean thousand 

seed weight when compared to the best parent in all three cycles of intermating (C0, C1, C2) for 

all crosses. 

 

S2 

 

S3 

 

C0 C1 C2 

 

C0 C1 C2 

Cross 1             

BP2: 4.08 
0 0 0 BP: 4.00 0 0 1 

Cross 2 

BP: 3.71 
0 0 0 BP: 3.63 0 0 0 

Cross 3 

BP: 3.69 
2 3 3 BP: 4.33 1 0 0 

Cross 4 

BP: 3.67 
0 0 1 BP: 3.54 0 0 2 

Cross 5 

BP: 3.50 
0 2 5 BP: 3.29 2 2 0 

1Twelve total number of families per cycle.  
2BP represents best parent. 
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5.4.5 Yield 

The analysis of the complete data set showed the highest mean yield among all intermating 

cycles at C0S2 (Table 5.4). Mean yield was highest following the initial intermating cycle (C0) for 

crosses 1 and 2. Cross 2 showed an improved mean yield of 1.09 g. while the best parent had a 

mean yield of 0.77 g. in S2 (Table 5.5). Crosses 3 and 5 exhibited higher mean yield at C1. The 

cycle with the highest number of improved families from all crosses was C0 at S2 (Table 5.11). 

The largest number of improved families for a single cross was found at C1S2 for cross 3. Data 

for the individual families of cross 3 at each intermating cycle in both experiments is shown in 

Table 5.12. 

 

 

Table 5.10.  Number of Brassica napus restorer families1 with mean seeds per pod significantly 

higher than the best parent per cycle of intermating (C0, C1, C2) at S2. 

 
S2 

 
S3 

 
C0 C1 C2 

 
C0 C1 C2 

Cross 1 

BP2: 8.23 
0 0 0 BP: 13.08 0 0 0 

Cross 2 

BP: 4.60 
0 1 5 BP: 12.23 0 0 0 

Cross 3 

BP: 3.46 
0 1 2 BP: 13.43 0 0 0 

Cross 4                                              

BP: 11.49 
0 1 0 BP: 11.49 0 0 0 

Cross 5 

BP: 7.61 
0 0 0 BP: 13.43 0 0 1 

1Twelve total number of families per cycle.  
2BP represents best parent. 
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Table 5.11.  Number of Brassica napus restorer families1 with mean yield significantly 

higher than the best parent per cycle of intermating (C0, C1, C2) at S2 and S3. 

 

S2 

 

S3 

 

C0 C1 C2 

 

C0 C1 C2 

Cross 1                        

BP2: 1.54 0 0 0 BP: 3.39 0 0 0 

Cross 2 

BP: 0.76 3 0 1 BP: 2.47 0 0 1 

Cross 3 

BP: 0.32 3 4 1 BP: 3.90 0 0 0 

Cross 4 

BP: 0.56 0 0 1 BP: 3.67 0 0 0 

Cross 5 

BP: 1.37 0 1 0 BP: 3.91 0 0 0 

   2BP represents best parent. 

 

Table 5.12.  Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 at the 

second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family C0 C1 C2 

 
S2

1 S3
2 S2 S3 S2 S3 

1 0.73* 2.49 1.01* 2.83 0.21 1.95 

2 0.50 1.88 0.83* 2.77 0.14 2.19 

3 0.48 2.07 0.59 2.48 0.17 2.27 

4 0.05 1.69 1.38* 2.06 0.84* 3.06 

5 0.22 1.78 0.55 2.20 0.58 2.66 

6 0.18 1.91 0.66 2.52 0.49 2.54 

7 0.17 2.51 0.47 1.99 0.44 2.51 

8 0.22 1.85 1.37* 2.44 0.21 2.68 

9 0.23 2.36 0.57 2.48 0.22 1.95 

10 0.93 3.05 0.59 2.06 0.42 2.23 

11 1.09* 2.86 0.28 2.03 0.19 2.53 

12 1.07* 2.71 0.43 2.28 0.26 2.18 

UM5003 0.32 3.91 0.32 3.91 0.32 3.91 

UM7003 0.32 2.09 0.32 2.09 0.32 2.09 

*Significantly better than the best parent at 0.05. 
1LSD, least significant difference (P = 0.05) 0.39 for all S2 data. 
2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.70 for all S3 data. 
3Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 

1Total number of families per cycle was 12. 
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 5.4.6 Improvement of individual families 

Two of the crosses with the most improvements were crosses three and five. At least one of the 

twelve families from each of these crosses showed an increase of >36 % in pod number and yield 

when compared to the best parent after one cycle of full-sib intermating in the first experiment 

(C1S2) (Table 5.13). 

Table 5.13. Comparison of the best family after one cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) and the 

best parent of crosses 3 and 5 S2. 

 

Cross 3  

family 41 

Best 

parent2 

Increase  

%  

Cross 5 

family 91 

Best 

parent 

Increase  

% 

Pod number 65.58 24.67 165.82 
 

75.67 55.33 36.76 

Yield (g) 1.37 0.32 328.12 
 

2.37 1.33 78.19 

1 Data for each family is based on a mean of 3 replicates each with four individuals. 
2 Data for the best parent is based on a mean of 3 replicates each with four individuals. 

5.5 Discussion 

The analysis of the entire data set from both experiments (including the parental genotypes) in a 

bivariate matrix facilitated the identification of relationship trends for all traits. The positive 

correlation between seeds per pod, total pod number and yield found in this study had been 

previously reported in other Brassica yield component interrelation studies (Olsson 1959; 

Ivanovska et al. 2007; Sabaghnia et al. 2010). A negative correlation was found for seeds per pod 

and thousand seed weight (r = -0.25). This is to be expected from ‘poor pods’ (6 - 8 in the pod 

rating scale (Figure 5.3) which produce a maximum of 5 seeds that are larger and heavier than 

the average (Olsson 1959). A positive correlation was observed for yield and seeds per pod (Fig 

5.4 F) as well as between yield and pod rating (Fig 5.4 C). This is a good indicator for the 
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accuracy of the pod rating scale (Figure 5.3). Future studies can utilize this pod rating to predict 

high yielding restorer plants. The use of a pod rating scale facilitates selection of improved 

genotypes and potentially decreases the time needed to make selections on restorer genotypes. 

The time of the year when the experiments were grown in the greenhouse had an effect on the 

performance of all the genotypes evaluated. The first experiment was planted in June and grew 

during the summer months where temperatures were higher (on average 10 °C higher for 2-3 

hours a day at S2 due the cooling and shading limitations of the greenhouse), which had a 

negative effect on the plants. Parental genotypes (controls for both experiments) also exhibited 

lower scores for all the previously mentioned traits when compared to the S3 experiment that was 

planted in December.  

Due to the nature of the traits evaluated, selection could not take place before intermating the 

restorer genotypes. Random mating among the twelve genotypes per family was an important 

factor in these experiments. As observed in a soybean recurrent half-sib selection study, random 

mating can have a positive effect on the oil content of seeds but no significant results were found 

for yield or seed weight (Feng et al. 2004). Similar results were found in our study where mean 

seeds per pod and mean pod number were improved when compared to the best parent at cycles 

C1 and C2 (Table 5.5 and Table 5.10). Mean yield improved when compared to the best parent at 

C0 in cross 2 and at C1 in cross 3 at S2 (Table 5.5). These results suggest that up to one cycle of 

random full-sib intermating can improve yield components in fertility restorer genotypes. 

As described earlier, full-sib recurrent selection is a plant breeding method that has been well 

established and can break the linkage of disadvantageous alleles while maintaining the favorable 
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alleles (Peiris and Hallauer 2005; Hallauer 2007). One of the major problems of the Ogu-INRA 

CMS restorer genotypes is the poor agronomic performance as a result of the radish-derived Rfo 

introgression on the C9 chromosome of B. napus (Primard-Brisset et al. 2005). In a recent study 

evaluating the genetic variation in a recurrent selection B. napus population, the C sub genome 

was found to be a repository for a wider range of selected regions with favorable loci 

contributing to agronomic traits (Zhao et al. 2016). At the same time, the authors report low 

genetic variation on chromosome C9, close to where it is speculated the Rfo gene was inserted 

(Zhao et al. 2016). In contrast with other recurrent selection studies where there was no 

improvement from the developed genotypes when compared to the parents (Urrea and Singh 

1995), the present research shows that more than a third of the families (each with 12 genotypes) 

had improved seeds per pod, pod number and yield when compared to the best parent after one 

(C1) and two cycles (C2) of random full-sib intermating in select crosses. One family from cross 

3 and one from cross 5 showed an improvement of over 70 % in yield when compared to the best 

parent after one cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) and over 36 % in pod number (Table 5.13). 

This indicates that intermating restorer genotypes can produce improved restorer genotypes.  

The goal of this study was to determine whether multiple cycles of intermating with recurrent 

selection would result in R-lines with improved agronomic performance. The cycle effects on all 

the crosses combined, would suggest that C0 is the best for improving pod number, TSW and 

yield. However, when evaluating each cross individually and the number of improved families 

per cross and cycle, C1 showed the most improvements when compared to the best parent.  

The ability to generate improved restorer genotypes is of the utmost importance to produce 

improved canola and oilseed rape hybrids. Dozens of improved Ogu-INRA restorer genotypes 
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were developed in this research, which can be further evaluated for their general combining 

ability in experimental hybrids. Future research should focus on developing new restorer by 

restorer crosses and evaluating them after intermating using marker-assisted selection strategy 

including the Rfo marker used in this experiment and new molecular markers targeting other 

QTLs of interest. 
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6. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Rapeseed/canola (Brassica napus L.) is one of the top four oilseed crops worldwide and has had 

a steady growth for decades (Carré and Pouzet 2014). In Canada, it contributes around $26.7 

billion CAD to the economy per year (LMC International 2016). Labelled as Canada’s most 

valuable crop, canola owes part of its success to hybrid production systems. Hybrid canola 

cultivars have averaged 11 % higher yields when compared to open-pollinated cultivars in the 

past decade (Banga et al. 2015). Today more than 95 % of the rapeseed cultivars utilize a hybrid 

system (Morrison et al. 2016).  

As previously described, one of the major challenges in the Ogu-INRA CMS system is the poor 

agronomic performance of the B. napus R-lines due to a large unwanted piece of the Raphanus 

sativus L. chromosome introgressed along with the restorer gene (Rfo) (Primard-Brisset et al. 

2005; Hu et al. 2008). This challenge was tackled with three different strategies each described 

in a different chapter. 

Chapter 3 describes the project that focused on addressing the need for a co-dominant or allele-

specific marker for the Rfo gene. The nature of this hybrid production system heavily relies on 

the restorer genotypes to produce 100 % fertile hybrids (Heyn 1976; Bohra et al. 2016). If a 

hemizygous restorer line is used, a proportion of the hybrid will be sterile leading to production 

losses. Thus, a molecular marker that can confidently distinguish hemizygous from homozygous 

restorer lines is vital. The interspecific nature of the Rfo radish chromosome introgression made 

the allele-specific marker development task challenging from the beginning. The present study 

used SNP genotyping data to develop a co-dominant KASP marker linked to the fertility restorer 
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Rfo gene. Cost and ease of use are high priorities for marker-assisted selection or homogeneity 

testing in breeding/research programs (Snowdon et al. 2005). A co-dominant marker like UM12, 

developed in this research using the KASP system, allows a rapid distinction between 

homozygous and hemizygous restorers. The use of this marker significantly reduces the 

evaluation time frame from the three months that would be required to conduct progeny tests to 

no more than two weeks (for true leaf testing) (Acquaah 2009). In conclusion, the UM12 co-

dominant marker is a successful tool to determine zygosity levels of the Rfo gene in the UM5100 

restorer population. This research also identified several additional SNPs that were closely linked 

to the Rfo introgression in B. napus.  

During the development of markers to trace the Rfo gene in distinct restorer populations, the lack 

of information on the C9 chromosome of restorer lines was a major challenge. This led to the 

project described in Chapter 4 that focuses the development of two high-density SNP-based 

linkage maps of the C9 chromosome in two B. napus restorer populations. Mapping studies have 

determined that the Rfo gene was introgressed into the C9 chromosome of B. napus and several 

PCR based markers have been developed since the early 2000s (Delourme et al. 1998; Brown et 

al. 2003; Hu et al. 2008). However, these markers target the radish introgression sequence rather 

than the Rfo gene itself and are not suitable for targeting the reduction of the introgression size in 

rapeseed. The high-density linkage maps constructed for chromosome C9 using SNP data 

provide a better understanding of the Rfo gene location within the chromosome of the UM5100 

and the UM5200 populations. One of the advantages of genetic linkage maps based on genome-

wide SNP screening arrays is the high occurrence of consensus markers among different studies 

and in comparison to the reference genome sequences (Liu et al. 2013). The maps developed in 
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this project are the first published high-density C9 maps of an Ogu-INRA CMS restorer. This is 

also the first time the differences in location of the Rfo introgression have been shown in two 

restorer populations. The differences found in these maps could explain the specificity of 

molecular markers to a particular restorer population as well as agronomic differences caused by 

the different size and location of the introgression. This research will serve as a reference for 

future maps and sequencing of distinct restorer populations.  

To complement the development of the molecular markers and linkage map for Rfo, a breeding 

strategy was evaluated to develop restorer genotypes with improved agronomic performance. In 

chapter 5, a recurrent selection strategy was evaluated after two cycles of random intermating of 

restorer full-sibs. The effect of the intermating cycles was evaluated for five crosses by 

measuring yield components including pod number, thousand seed weight, seeds per pod and 

yield. In addition to the yield component data collected at the end of the growing cycle, an 

overall pod rating score was created to rate each plant at a ripening stage (growth stage 80). 

Yield had a positive correlation with seeds per pod and pod rating. The correlation is a good 

indicator for the accuracy of the plant rating scale developed. The cycle effects on all the crosses 

combined, would suggest that C0 is the best for improving pod number, TSW and yield. 

However, when evaluating each cross individually and the number of improved families per 

cross and cycle, C1 showed the most significant improvements when compared to the best parent. 

One family from cross 3 and one from cross 5 showed an improvement of over 70 % in yield 

when compared to the best parent after one cycle of full-sib intermating (C1) and over 36 % in 

pod number. This suggests that up to one cycle of random full-sib intermating can improve yield 

components in restorer genotypes. 
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Significant improvements have been achieved in the Ogu-INRA CMS fertility restorer lines in 

previous and the present studies. The present findings have the potential to benefit the entire 

canola/rapeseed industry and may be informative for other crops using a similar CMS system for 

hybrid production.  
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7. FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

Brassica napus has a highly conserved polyploid genome in which nucleotide variation among 

closely related orthologous or paralogous sequences can be misinterpreted as allelic variation 

(Parkin et al. 2010; Clarke et al. 2016). Most genes are present in multiple copies in the Brassica 

genomes (Chalhoub et al. 2014; Clarke et al. 2016). These characteristics make it particularly 

challenging to differentiate hemizygous from homozygous restorer genotypes, even when using 

high throughput sequencing data. In the present studies, two population specific high-density 

linkage maps for the C9 chromosome of B. napus (where the Rfo gene is located) as well as a 

population-specific KASP marker have been created. Using these findings to sequence the 

introgression area in both populations will provide the basis for future research as we move 

closer to understanding how the introgression and the Rfo gene behave in the B. napus genome 

when intermated. Sequencing data can potentially be used to develop a CRISPR-Cas9 edited 

restorer genotype with improved agronomics and from which new markers could be developed. 

Using either genome editing or conventional breeding, a new restorer line with only the PPR-B 

region and no other radish derived sequences could be developed and further evaluated for its 

agronomic and fertility restorer ability.  

The improved Ogu-INRA restorer genotypes developed after one intermating cycle can be 

further evaluated for their general combining ability for hybrid production. Future research 

should focus on developing new restorer by restorer crosses and evaluating them after one cycle 

of intermating using a MAS (marker-assisted selection) strategy including the UM212 Rfo 

marker created and new SNP-derived markers targeting QTLs of interest.  
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8.2 Appendices 

8.2.1 List of abbreviations 

HEAR  High erucic acid rapeseed 

MMT   Million metric tons 

SFA   Saturated fatty acids  

MUFA   Mono-unsaturated  

PUFA   Polyunsaturated fatty acids  

MARS  Marker-Assisted Recurrent Selection  

CMS   Cytoplasmic Male Sterility  

MSL  Male Sterility Lembke 

RGMS  Recessive Genic Male Sterility System  

mtETC  mitochondrial Electron Transfer Chain 

INRA   Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique 

PPR   Pentatricopeptide repeat  

RFLP  Restriction fragment length polymorphism  

RAPD   Random amplified polymorphic DNA  

SCAR   Sequence characterized amplified region 

AFLP   Amplified fragment length polymorphisms  

SRAP   Sequence related amplified polymorphism  

ORF   Open reading frame  

SSR   Simple sequence repeats  

SNP   Single nucleotide polymorphism  

DH   Doubled haploid 

QTL   Quantitative trait loci 

KASP   Kompetitive allele-specific PCR  
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GBS   Genotyping-by-sequencing  

cM   Centimorgan 

CTAB   Cetyl methylammonium bromide  

TSW   Thousand seed weight 

SPP   Seed per pod 

BP  Best parent 

LSD  Least significant difference 

ANOVA  Analysis of variance 
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8.2.2 Supplemental tables from chapter 4 

 

Table 1. Complete SNP marker information for the UM5200 

high-density linkage map. 

Index Name 

Physical 

order cM 

48273 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p547549 14,685,129 0.00 

44009 Bn-scaff_19436_1-p236134 14,188,467 0.00 

48284 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p690123 14,497,825 0.00 

48283 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p639049 14,558,751 0.00 

48282 Bn-sAaff_22835_1-p633963 14,563,403 0.00 

48281 Bn-sAaff_22835_1-p631232 14,563,984 0.00 

48280 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p619832 14,574,970 0.00 

48279 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p611787 14,588,041 0.00 

48268 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p525830 14,648,299 0.00 

48269 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p529582 14,652,066 0.00 

48270 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p534508 14,655,500 0.00 

48271 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p535692 14,656,684 0.00 

48272 Bn-sAaff_22835_1-p537076 14,658,066 0.00 

48274 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p567738 14,696,834 0.00 

48275 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p570108 14,699,007 0.00 

48276 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p577795 14,703,374 0.00 

48277 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p579740 14,705,341 0.00 

48266 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p362818 14,867,346 0.00 

48265 Bn-sAaff_22835_1-p358376 14,875,888 0.00 

48264 Bn-scaff_22835_1-p327368 14,907,711 0.00 

36595 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p278038 17,024,768 0.89 

36590 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p261386 17,032,629 0.89 

45615 Bn-scaff_20836_1-p261578 16,607,298 0.89 

36601 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p321890 16,980,858 0.89 

36600 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p291582 17,010,571 0.89 

36599 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p288217 17,014,016 0.89 

36598 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p286769 17,015,439 0.89 

36597 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p285891 17,017,350 0.89 

36596 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p284008 17,019,233 0.89 

36594 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p276830 17,025,956 0.89 

36593 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p276829 17,025,957 0.89 

36592 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p272081 17,030,708 0.89 

36591 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p271483 17,031,324 0.89 

36589 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p259446 17,034,594 0.89 
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36588 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p258626 17,035,808 0.89 

36587 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p251320 17,041,261 0.89 

36586 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p225552 17,073,408 0.89 

36585 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p222463 17,076,494 0.89 

36584 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p222299 17,076,658 0.89 

36582 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p173556 17,117,475 0.89 

36581 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p156431 17,144,917 0.89 

36616 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p88911 17,203,737 0.89 

36580 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p114224 17,203,746 0.89 

36615 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p64383 17,246,017 0.89 

36614 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p62104 17,248,582 0.89 

36608 Bn-sAaff_17174_1-p41873 17,268,150 0.89 

36604 Bn-scaff_17174_1-p38610 17,271,414 0.89 

39833 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p577093 17,951,963 1.73 

39815 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p275291 17,668,520 1.73 

39816 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p275630 17,668,859 1.73 

39817 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p292873 17,686,137 1.73 

39819 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p332176 17,724,780 1.73 

39820 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p344652 17,733,319 1.73 

48182 Bn-scaff_22790_1-p550704 17,759,767 1.73 

39826 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p541042 17,936,845 1.73 

39827 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p544438 17,940,483 1.73 

39832 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p568863 17,949,506 1.73 

19633 Bn-A09-p13952461 17,992,612 1.73 

39838 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p699790 18,120,074 1.73 

39839 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p699853 18,120,137 1.73 

39840 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p701008 18,121,289 1.73 

39841 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p701202 18,129,195 1.73 

39842 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p701705 18,129,698 1.73 

39843 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p702248 18,130,241 1.73 

39844 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p702691 18,130,684 1.73 

39845 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p750941 18,167,872 1.73 

39846 Bn-sAaff_18100_1-p761434 18,175,714 1.73 

39847 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p762388 18,177,911 1.73 

39835 Bn-scaff_18100_1-p597162 17,969,011 2.57 

36143 Bn-scaff_17048_1-p294991 26,090,708 5.93 

21627 Bn-A09-p469758 55,748,855 5.93 

21504 Bn-A09-p362846 55,841,194 5.93 

50967 Bn-scaff_28678_1-p591776 253,390 5.93 

50966 Bn-scaff_28678_1-p591388 253,766 5.93 

44029 Bn-scaff_19523_1-p341606 1,132,010 5.93 

37639 Bn-scaff_17487_1-p723169 9,345,211 5.93 
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37054 Bn-scaff_17339_1-p443809 25,548,301 5.93 

36146 Bn-scaff_17048_1-p299580 26,086,119 5.93 

36145 Bn-sAaff_17048_1-p295584 26,090,115 5.93 

36144 Bn-scaff_17048_1-p295268 26,090,431 5.93 

36141 Bn-scaff_17048_1-p275391 26,117,805 5.93 

36140 Bn-scaff_17048_1-p243085 26,152,427 5.93 

35190 Bn-scaff_16793_1-p547539 29,780,258 5.93 

20595 Bn-A09-p264743 55,958,615 5.93 

30617 Bn-scaff_16246_1-p738349 33,297,112 6.77 

37242 Bn-scaff_17371_1-p338369 28,785,609 6.77 

49971 Bn-scaff_25543_1-p210856 29,130,585 6.77 

35186 Bn-scaff_16793_1-p1016300 29,334,143 6.77 

35189 Bn-scaff_16793_1-p148061 30,207,250 6.77 

30610 Bn-scaff_16246_1-p1511447 31,254,702 6.77 

26432 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p621815 37,444,943 8.45 

45918 Bn-scaff_20972_1-p30960 37,844,811 8.45 

39380 Bn-scaff_17910_1-p95397 38,521,717 8.45 

34043 Bn-scaff_16619_1-p155348 34,896,485 8.45 

34044 Bn-scaff_16619_1-p155395 34,896,532 8.45 

30622 Bn-sAaff_16246_2-p21963 36,750,761 8.45 

30624 Bn-sAaff_16246_2-p49006 36,765,267 8.45 

30625 Bn-sAaff_16246_2-p49102 36,765,363 8.45 

30626 Bn-sAaff_16246_2-p75351 36,790,794 8.45 

30627 Bn-scaff_16246_2-p82398 36,797,800 8.45 

37137 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p9887 36,942,034 8.45 

37102 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p42800 36,964,112 8.45 

37103 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p42833 36,964,234 8.45 

37118 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p63741 36,973,732 8.45 

37119 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p65066 36,975,076 8.45 

37120 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p67748 36,977,262 8.45 

37061 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p132118 37,071,656 8.45 

37062 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p179381 37,150,513 8.45 

37063 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p181675 37,157,330 8.45 

37064 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p190840 37,181,808 8.45 

37065 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p201752 37,192,932 8.45 

37066 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p202917 37,194,094 8.45 

37067 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p204838 37,196,006 8.45 

37068 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p225156 37,209,938 8.45 

37070 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p231614 37,218,201 8.45 

37071 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p252283 37,237,183 8.45 

37072 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p254272 37,239,210 8.45 

37073 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p254397 37,239,335 8.45 
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37074 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p256171 37,241,112 8.45 

37075 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p276519 37,256,802 8.45 

37076 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p309816 37,284,711 8.45 

37077 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p310247 37,285,142 8.45 

37078 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p310274 37,285,169 8.45 

37079 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p318686 37,288,812 8.45 

37080 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p320610 37,290,723 8.45 

37081 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p323512 37,294,200 8.45 

37082 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p323747 37,294,435 8.45 

37083 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p323916 37,294,603 8.45 

37084 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p324037 37,294,724 8.45 

37085 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p345554 37,312,410 8.45 

37086 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p345745 37,312,602 8.45 

37088 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p347096 37,313,953 8.45 

37089 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p351804 37,323,286 8.45 

37091 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p353717 37,325,200 8.45 

37092 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p355188 37,334,837 8.45 

37093 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p359355 37,338,574 8.45 

37094 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p376798 37,368,179 8.45 

37095 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p378392 37,369,771 8.45 

37096 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p378584 37,369,963 8.45 

37097 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p378846 37,370,225 8.45 

37098 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p378859 37,370,238 8.45 

37099 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p379987 37,371,368 8.45 

37100 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p381015 37,372,927 8.45 

37101 Bn-sAaff_17367_1-p417377 37,426,097 8.45 

37104 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p439126 37,451,263 8.45 

37108 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p558439 37,508,241 8.45 

37111 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p575654 37,524,108 8.45 

37112 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p576145 37,524,553 8.45 

37113 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p576489 37,524,898 8.45 

37114 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p590827 37,538,128 8.45 

37116 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p590982 37,538,284 8.45 

37117 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p601905 37,549,233 8.45 

37132 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p791787 37,728,047 8.45 

37133 Bn-scaff_17367_1-p850168 37,784,810 8.45 

45916 Bn-scaff_20972_1-p21129 37,834,983 8.45 

45919 Bn-scaff_20972_1-p92557 37,894,626 8.45 

45920 Bn-scaff_20972_1-p98269 37,908,282 8.45 

45921 Bn-scaff_20972_1-p98600 37,908,613 8.45 

45912 Bn-sAaff_20972_1-p107728 37,918,003 8.45 

40770 Bn-scaff_18338_1-p739872 38,396,741 8.45 
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47154 Bn-scaff_21864_1-p17089 38,397,059 8.45 

47155 Bn-sAaff_21864_1-p17335 38,397,309 8.45 

39378 Bn-sAaff_17910_1-p48926 38,464,391 8.45 

39379 Bn-sAaff_17910_1-p79832 38,504,986 8.45 

39373 Bn-scaff_17910_1-p126780 38,533,778 8.45 

39374 Bn-scaff_17910_1-p132433 38,538,586 8.45 

26409 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p433123 43,614,433 11.90 

26417 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p445999 43,635,224 11.90 

26418 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p446050 43,635,275 11.90 

26375 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p388294 43,560,390 11.90 

26376 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p390221 43,564,115 11.90 

26377 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p390442 43,564,336 11.90 

26378 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p392080 43,566,204 11.90 

26379 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p393449 43,567,591 11.90 

26380 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p398908 43,572,166 11.90 

26381 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p404842 43,582,202 11.90 

26382 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p405938 43,583,099 11.90 

26383 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p406284 43,583,445 11.90 

26384 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p406320 43,583,481 11.90 

26385 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p409038 43,586,216 11.90 

26386 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p409979 43,587,357 11.90 

26387 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p411783 43,588,828 11.90 

26388 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p411845 43,588,890 11.90 

26389 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p414703 43,594,190 11.90 

26390 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p416685 43,596,172 11.90 

26391 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p416856 43,596,343 11.90 

26392 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p418186 43,597,673 11.90 

26393 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p418687 43,598,178 11.90 

26394 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p419514 43,599,075 11.90 

26395 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p420800 43,600,343 11.90 

26396 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p424813 43,604,347 11.90 

26397 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p425512 43,605,045 11.90 

26398 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p426336 43,605,868 11.90 

26399 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p430070 43,611,388 11.90 

26400 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p430133 43,611,451 11.90 

26401 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p430647 43,611,965 11.90 

26402 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p430978 43,612,296 11.90 

26403 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p431322 43,612,640 11.90 

26404 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p431559 43,612,877 11.90 

26405 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p432525 43,613,843 11.90 

26406 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p432593 43,613,911 11.90 

26407 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p432623 43,613,941 11.90 
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26408 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p432946 43,614,257 11.90 

26410 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p433195 43,614,505 11.90 

26411 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p433496 43,614,806 11.90 

26412 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p433945 43,615,255 11.90 

26413 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p434342 43,615,653 11.90 

26414 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p437330 43,618,226 11.90 

26415 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p440385 43,627,062 11.90 

26416 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p442300 43,631,573 11.90 

26419 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p446701 43,636,655 11.90 

26420 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p487486 43,674,351 11.90 

23784 Bn-A10-p8487448 43,674,787 11.90 

26423 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p519665 43,704,435 11.90 

RFO 

  

11.90 

48479 Bn-scaff_23208_1-p22129 44,019,805 12.79 

49898 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p267132 44,111,244 12.79 

26427 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p575593 43,758,904 12.79 

30708 Bn-scaff_16269_1-p529695 43,768,379 12.79 

26428 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p583082 43,768,862 12.79 

26429 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p584599 43,770,374 12.79 

26430 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p585706 43,776,621 12.79 

26431 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p585838 43,776,753 12.79 

26434 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p645700 43,877,881 12.79 

26435 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p645707 43,877,887 12.79 

26436 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p645798 43,877,978 12.79 

26439 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p646761 43,878,942 12.79 

26440 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p647845 43,880,025 12.79 

26441 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p647937 43,880,117 12.79 

26443 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p742572 43,963,712 12.79 

26444 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p742673 43,963,812 12.79 

26445 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p743841 43,964,981 12.79 

26446 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p784093 43,997,828 12.79 

26447 Bn-sAaff_15808_1-p786011 43,999,734 12.79 

26448 Bn-scaff_15808_1-p797862 44,008,971 12.79 

48480 Bn-scaff_23208_1-p9844 44,031,695 12.79 

49925 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p307463 44,048,624 12.79 

49924 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p306769 44,049,315 12.79 

49923 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p306550 44,049,538 12.79 

49922 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p306501 44,049,587 12.79 

49921 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p306308 44,049,779 12.79 

49920 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p306251 44,049,836 12.79 

49919 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p306026 44,050,061 12.79 

49918 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p304974 44,051,435 12.79 
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49917 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p297885 44,062,830 12.79 

49914 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p297013 44,063,701 12.79 

49913 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p286803 44,070,789 12.79 

49912 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p283396 44,100,674 12.79 

49911 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p282637 44,101,433 12.79 

49910 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p282393 44,101,677 12.79 

49909 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p282315 44,101,755 12.79 

49908 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p282237 44,101,833 12.79 

49907 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p280394 44,103,682 12.79 

49906 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p279948 44,104,128 12.79 

49905 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p279510 44,104,566 12.79 

49904 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p279509 44,104,567 12.79 

49903 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p279291 44,104,785 12.79 

49902 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p279056 44,105,020 12.79 

49901 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p277536 44,106,540 12.79 

49900 Bn-scaff_25457_1-p276638 44,107,438 12.79 

49899 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p276155 44,107,920 12.79 

49897 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p261871 44,116,266 12.79 

49896 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p261570 44,116,561 12.79 

49895 Bn-sAaff_25457_1-p258094 44,119,976 12.79 

48365 Bn-scaff_23096_1-p364514 45,017,562 13.69 

48918 Bn-scaff_23622_1-p3989 45,517,324 14.51 

44249 Bn-scaff_19619_1-p39510 45,660,289 16.17 

44417 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p719873 47,275,076 20.31 

44416 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p719729 47,275,220 20.31 

44415 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p709156 47,288,680 20.31 

44414 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p701754 47,295,351 20.31 

44412 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p658338 47,328,165 20.31 

44411 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p657903 47,328,600 20.31 

44409 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p653532 47,332,936 20.31 

44408 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p652713 47,333,787 20.31 

44406 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p651590 47,334,910 20.31 

44405 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p639962 47,346,877 20.31 

44404 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p623253 47,365,638 20.31 

44403 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p621874 47,367,007 20.31 

44402 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p621547 47,367,335 20.31 

44401 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p559187 47,451,063 20.31 

44396 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p358095 47,611,007 21.96 

44392 Bn-scaff_19899_1-p356624 47,612,479 21.96 

44389 Bn-sAaff_19899_1-p283181 47,678,139 22.79 

24137 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p69876 48,066,498 27.81 

24153 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p89263 48,092,769 27.81 
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46256 Bn-sAaff_21311_1-p20912 48,023,346 27.81 

24103 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p47598 48,046,580 27.81 

24118 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p64206 48,059,416 27.81 

24126 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p67692 48,064,738 27.81 

24127 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p67905 48,064,948 27.81 

24131 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p69050 48,065,671 27.81 

24132 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p69107 48,065,728 27.81 

24133 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p69195 48,065,816 27.81 

24134 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p69347 48,065,968 27.81 

24135 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p69622 48,066,243 27.81 

24141 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p74822 48,068,773 27.81 

24142 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p74980 48,068,932 27.81 

24128 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p68031 48,065,074 27.81 

24129 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p68117 48,065,160 27.81 

24130 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p68473 48,065,521 27.81 

24143 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p75286 48,069,234 27.81 

24108 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p573775 48,595,649 33.09 

24124 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p663482 48,744,959 33.92 

24109 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p579069 48,600,957 33.92 

24120 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p654663 48,731,604 33.92 

24121 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p656987 48,733,846 33.92 

24122 Bn-scaff_15576_1-p660538 48,742,009 33.92 

24125 Bn-sAaff_15576_1-p668018 48,757,597 33.92 

42363 Bn-scaff_18826_1-p813950 49,777,334 40.62 

42361 Bn-scaff_18826_1-p812825 49,778,476 40.62 

42360 Bn-scaff_18826_1-p812068 49,780,316 40.62 

36045 Bn-scaff_17028_1-p444352 49,761,914 41.45 

36047 Bn-scaff_17028_1-p450579 49,764,122 41.45 

42357 Bn-scaff_18826_1-p811321 49,779,655 41.45 

47119 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p173 49,796,719 41.45 

47131 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p9955 49,806,198 41.45 

47124 Bn-sAaff_21841_1-p26836 49,823,533 41.45 

47125 Bn-sAaff_21841_1-p29541 49,826,289 41.45 

47128 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p31574 49,828,329 41.45 

47130 Bn-sAaff_21841_1-p32983 49,829,877 41.45 

47121 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p188116 49,966,534 42.28 

47118 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p144151 49,927,883 42.28 

47120 Bn-scaff_21841_1-p174651 49,950,213 42.28 

22341 Bn-A10-p12901822 49,954,038 42.28 

50949 Bn-scaff_28612_1-p31093 49,960,557 42.28 

31596 Bn-scaff_16362_1-p713218 50,272,436 43.97 

24033 Bn-C13757137-p154 50,553,440 47.28 
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47303 Bn-scaff_22082_1-p272234 51,662,603 51.42 

47302 Bn-scaff_22082_1-p272003 51,662,834 51.42 

47300 Bn-scaff_22082_1-p262606 51,668,542 51.42 

47299 Bn-sAaff_22082_1-p262473 51,668,675 51.42 

36366 Bn-sAaff_17109_1-p1767055 52,521,171 54.73 

38758 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p1869640 53,872,843 66.52 

38744 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1621294 54,118,626 67.34 

38742 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p1620719 54,119,207 67.34 

51935 Bn-Scaffold002192-p580 54,475,901 68.17 

38729 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1252439 54,520,183 68.17 

38728 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1243511 54,525,486 68.17 

38724 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1167557 54,608,921 69.00 

38723 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1166353 54,610,222 69.00 

38722 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1165935 54,610,640 69.00 

38721 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p1165913 54,610,662 69.00 

38719 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1110308 54,662,747 69.00 

38718 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1107897 54,665,155 69.00 

38717 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p1105057 54,667,995 69.00 

38796 Bn-scaff_17750_1-p684757 55,072,003 71.48 

38804 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p924047 54,848,049 71.48 

38803 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p917824 54,854,269 71.48 

38802 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p892716 54,879,239 71.48 

38800 Bn-sAaff_17750_1-p779325 54,986,241 71.48 
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Table 2. Complete SNP marker information for the UM5100 high-density linkage map. 

Index Physical order Name cM 

44009       14,188,467  Bn-scaff_19436_1-p236134 0.00 

48284       14,497,825  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p690123 0.00 

48283       14,558,751  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p639049 0.00 

48282       14,563,403  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p633963 0.00 

48281       14,563,984  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p631232 0.00 

48279       14,588,041  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p611787 0.00 

48268       14,648,299  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p525830 0.00 

48269       14,652,066  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p529582 0.00 

48270       14,655,500  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p534508 0.00 

48271       14,656,684  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p535692 0.00 

48272       14,658,066  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p537076 0.00 

48275       14,699,007  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p570108 0.00 

48276       14,703,374  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p577795 0.00 

48277       14,705,341  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p579740 0.00 

48266       14,867,346  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p362818 0.00 

48265       14,875,888  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p358376 0.00 

48264       14,907,711  Bn-scaff_22835_1-p327368 0.00 

27064       17,331,108  Bn-scaff_15847_1-p273947 0.99 

27063       17,339,410  Bn-scaff_15847_1-p265134 0.99 

27062       17,339,897  Bn-scaff_15847_1-p264646 0.99 

39818       17,386,852  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p31176 0.99 

39822       17,406,249  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p50512 0.99 

39829       17,410,444  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p54706 0.99 

39726       18,461,234  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1084609 0.99 

39727       18,495,996  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1121608 0.99 

39728       18,498,106  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1123718 0.99 

39730       18,515,807  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1142962 0.99 

39731       18,516,232  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143387 0.99 

39732       18,516,573  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143728 0.99 

39733       18,516,592  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143747 0.99 

39734       18,516,653  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1143808 0.99 

39735       18,519,264  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1146419 0.99 

39736       18,520,278  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1147433 0.99 

39737       18,522,199  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1149350 0.99 

39738       18,523,520  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1150665 0.99 

39739       18,524,162  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151307 0.99 

39740       18,524,320  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151465 0.99 

39741       18,524,517  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151662 0.99 

39742       18,524,578  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1151723 0.99 

39743       18,525,387  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1152532 0.99 
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39744       18,527,163  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1154308 0.99 

39745       18,527,324  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1154469 0.99 

39746       18,527,781  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1154926 0.99 

39747       18,528,045  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1155190 0.99 

39748       18,528,821  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1155966 0.99 

39749       18,528,967  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1156112 0.99 

39750       18,529,195  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1156340 0.99 

39751       18,536,592  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1165303 0.99 

39753       18,539,789  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1168487 0.99 

39754       18,542,283  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1170980 0.99 

39757       18,576,866  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1209440 0.99 

39759       18,583,864  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1214429 0.99 

39760       18,584,036  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1214601 0.99 

39761       18,585,133  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1215709 0.99 

39762       18,593,284  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1222303 0.99 

39763       18,600,301  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1227865 0.99 

39764       18,600,425  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1227993 0.99 

39766       18,601,945  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1229515 0.99 

39769       18,611,527  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1240650 0.99 

39770       18,612,076  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1241201 0.99 

39771       18,619,298  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1244014 0.99 

39772       18,621,036  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1245831 0.99 

39773       18,634,092  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255066 0.99 

39774       18,634,224  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255177 0.99 

39775       18,634,448  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255425 0.99 

39776       18,634,563  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255540 0.99 

39777       18,634,627  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255604 0.99 

39778       18,634,831  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255808 0.99 

39779       18,634,885  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1255862 0.99 

39780       18,635,430  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1256407 0.99 

39781       18,635,565  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1256542 0.99 

39782       18,643,686  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1257408 0.99 

39783       18,643,877  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1257599 0.99 

39784       18,644,190  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1257912 0.99 

39785       18,649,535  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1264157 0.99 

39786       18,649,936  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1264558 0.99 

39787       18,666,753  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1283175 0.99 

39789       18,683,742  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1310133 0.99 

39790       18,685,207  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1311597 0.99 

19569       18,685,776  Bn-A09-p13482934 0.99 

39791       18,685,877  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1312267 0.99 

39792       18,710,631  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1325254 0.99 
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39793       18,710,638  Bn-scaff_18100_1-p1325261 0.99 

37242       28,785,609  Bn-scaff_17371_1-p338369 4.02 

49971       29,130,585  Bn-scaff_25543_1-p210856 4.02 

35186       29,334,143  Bn-scaff_16793_1-p1016300 4.02 

35189       30,207,250  Bn-scaff_16793_1-p148061 4.02 

30610       31,254,702  Bn-scaff_16246_1-p1511447 4.02 

37114       37,538,128  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p590827 4.02 

37116       37,538,284  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p590982 4.02 

37117       37,549,233  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p601905 4.02 

37132       37,728,047  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p791787 4.02 

336       37,784,810  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p850168 4.02 

45916       37,834,983  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p21129 4.02 

45918       37,844,811  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p30960 4.02 

45919       37,894,626  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p92557 4.02 

45920       37,908,282  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p98269 4.02 

45921       37,908,613  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p98600 4.02 

45912       37,918,003  Bn-scaff_20972_1-p107728 4.02 

44029         1,132,010  Bn-scaff_19523_1-p341606 4.02 

20595       55,958,615  Bn-A09-p264743 4.02 

Rfo 

  

5.00 

30622       36,750,761  Bn-scaff_16246_2-p21963 5.00 

30624       36,765,267  Bn-scaff_16246_2-p49006 5.00 

30625       36,765,363  Bn-scaff_16246_2-p49102 5.00 

30626       36,790,794  Bn-scaff_16246_2-p75351 5.00 

30627       36,797,800  Bn-scaff_16246_2-p82398 5.00 

37102       36,964,112  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p42800 5.00 

37120       36,977,262  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p67748 5.00 

37061       37,071,656  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p132118 5.00 

37063       37,157,330  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p181675 5.00 

37064       37,181,808  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p190840 5.00 

37065       37,192,932  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p201752 5.00 

37066       37,194,094  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p202917 5.00 

37067       37,196,006  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p204838 5.00 

37070       37,218,201  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p231614 5.00 

37071       37,237,183  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p252283 5.00 

37072       37,239,210  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p254272 5.00 

37073       37,239,335  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p254397 5.00 

37074       37,241,112  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p256171 5.00 

37075       37,256,802  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p276519 5.00 

37076       37,284,711  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p309816 5.00 

37077       37,285,142  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p310247 5.00 

37078       37,285,169  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p310274 5.00 
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37079       37,288,812  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p318686 5.00 

37080       37,290,723  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p320610 5.00 

37081       37,294,200  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p323512 5.00 

37082       37,294,435  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p323747 5.00 

37083       37,294,603  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p323916 5.00 

37084       37,294,724  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p324037 5.00 

37103       36,964,234  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p42833 5.00 

37118       36,973,732  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p63741 5.00 

37119       36,975,076  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p65066 5.00 

37137       36,942,034  Bn-scaff_17367_1-p9887 5.00 

39374       38,538,586  Bn-scaff_17910_1-p132433 5.00 

23533       39,467,239  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

32554       39,701,784  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23557       39,864,173  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

32552       39,871,337  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

32545       40,038,051  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23571       40,237,283  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23586       40,656,394  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23608       41,150,470  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23610       41,235,285  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23617       41,394,658  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23649       41,876,207  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23682       42,197,153  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23693       42,280,141  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23746       43,212,085  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26421       43,213,003  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26363       43,266,819  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26374       43,496,389  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23774       43,560,319  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26433       43,876,948  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26437       43,878,526  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

26438       43,878,615  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23826       44,525,880  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23842       44,718,829  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23851       44,763,440  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44019       45,277,960  Bn-scaff_19490_1-p35288 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

23907       45,447,749  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44417       47,275,076  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p719873 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44416       47,275,220  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p719729 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44415       47,288,680  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p709156 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44414       47,295,351  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p701754 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44412       47,328,165  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p658338 placed between 5 and 14 cM 
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44411       47,328,600  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p657903 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44408       47,333,787  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p652713 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44406       47,334,910  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p651590 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44404       47,365,638  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p623253 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44402       47,367,335  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p621547 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44396       47,611,007  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p358095 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

44392       47,612,479  Bn-scaff_19899_1-p356624 placed between 5 and 14 cM 

46256       48,023,346  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

24115       48,654,996  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

22121       49,104,875  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

36046       49,762,022  

 

placed between 5 and 14 cM 

36045       49,761,914  Bn-scaff_17028_1-p444352 14.20 

36047       49,764,122  Bn-scaff_17028_1-p450579 14.20 

22331       49,794,501  Bn-A10-p12810049 14.20 

47119       49,796,719  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p173 14.20 

47124       49,823,533  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p26836 14.20 

47128       49,828,329  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p31574 14.20 

47131       49,806,198  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p9955 14.20 

47125       49,826,289  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p29541 14.20 

47130       49,829,877  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p32983 14.20 

47118       49,927,883  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p144151 15.22 

47120       49,950,213  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p174651 15.22 

22341       49,954,038  Bn-A10-p12901822 15.22 

47121       49,966,534  Bn-scaff_21841_1-p188116 15.22 

50949       49,960,557  Bn-scaff_28612_1-p31093 15.22 
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8.2.3 Appendix 5.1 from chapter 5. 

 

Appendix 5.1.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combined analysis of variance over all Brassica napus restorer crosses and cycles (C0, C1, 

C2) of intermating for mean pod number at S2 and S3. 

S2
1 

Source 
Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean sum of 

squares F-value Pr>F 

Total 629 180409.3 

   Rep 2 3719.148 1859.574 9.07 0.0001 

Cycle 2 2069.921 1034.961 5.05 0.0067 

Family 13 65.27.053 502.081 2.44 0.0032 

Cross 4 30323.890 7580.973 36.80 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 14161.055 1770.132 8.59 0.0000 

Residual 600 113973.7 204.989 

  S3
1 

    Total 629 240376.932 

   Rep 2 25839.399 12919.700 43.23 0.0000 

Cycle 2 541.143 270.572 0.91 0.3748 

Family 13 11205.408 861.954 2.88 0.0005 

Cross 4 20491.120 5122.780 17.14 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 2989.906 373.738 1.25 0.2670 

Residual 600 179309.955 298.850 

  1S2 and S3 correspond to the evaluation after two and three selfings for experiment 1 and 2 

respectively.  
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Appendix 5.1.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combined analysis of variance over all Brassica napus restorer crosses and cycles (C0, C1, C2) of 

intermating for mean seeds per pod at S2 and S3. 

S2
1 

Source 
Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean sum of 

squares F-value Pr>F 

Total 629 529.387 

   Rep 2 0.07 0.035 0.08 0.9244 

Cycle 2 0.402 0.201 0.45 0.6366 

Family 13 99.358 7.643 1.68 0.0620 

Cross 4 962.318 240.579 52.75 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 132.266 16.533 3.63 0.0004 

Residual 600 2736.432 4.561 

  

S3
1 

     Total 629 5231.096 

   Rep 2 110.491 55.246 9.94 0.0001 

Cycle 2 0.733 0.366 0.06 0.9425 

Family 13 464.594 35.838 5.78 0.0000 

Cross 4 812.251 203.063 32.86 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 134.718 16.840 2.72 0.0059 

Residual 600 3708.309 6.181 

  1S2 and S3 correspond to the evaluation after two and three selfings for experiment 1 and 2 

respectively. 
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Appendix 5.1.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combined analysis of variance over all Brassica napus restorer crosses and cycles (C0, C1, C2) of 

intermating for mean thousand seed weight at S2 and S3. 

S2
1 

Source 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean sum of 

squares 
F-value Pr> F 

Total 629 228.689 

   Rep 2 3.119 1.559 5.13 0.0062 

Cycle 2 1.523 0.762 2.5 0.0826 

Family 13 7.464 0.574 1.68 0.0612 

Cross 4 2.591 0.648 1.89 0.1098 

Cycle x cross 8 8.860 1.107 3.24 0.0013 

Residual 600 205.133 0.342 

  

S3
1 

     Total 629 138.677 

   Rep 2 2.531 1.265 8.36 0.0003 

Cycle 2 0.209 0.104 0.69 0.5024 

Family 13 7.064 1.265 7.07 0.0009 

Cross 4 20.016 5.004 27.97 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 1.497 0.187 1.05 0.40001 

Residual 600 107.36 0.179 

  1S2 and S3 correspond to the evaluation after two and three selfings for experiment 1 and 2 respectively. 
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Appendix 5.1.4 

 

 
Combined analysis of variance over all Brassica napus restorer crosses and cycles (C0, C1, C2) of 

intermating for mean yield at S2 and S3. 

S2
1 

Source 
Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean sum of 

squares F-value Pr>F 

Total 629 191.663 

   Rep 2 3.168 1.584 8.32 0.0003 

Cycle 2 3.353 1.677 8.81 0.0002 

Family 13 5.955 0.458 2.39 0.0040 

Cross 4 54.319 13.580 70.75 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 9.708 1.213 6.32 0.0000 

Residual 600 115.161 0.192 

  

S3
1  

    Total 629 457.805 

   Rep 2 52.147 26.073 51.72 0.0000 

Cycle 2 0.109 0.055 0.11 0.8973 

Family 13 27.306 2.100 3.68 0.0000 

Cross 4 27.898 6.975 12.20 0.0000 

Cycle x cross 8 7.426 0.928 1.62 0.1147 

Residual 600 342.919 0.572 

  1S2 and S3 correspond to the evaluation after two and three selfings for experiment 1 and 2 

respectively. 
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8.2.4 Appendix 5.2 from chapter 5  

Appendix 5.2.1 

Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 1  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family S2
1 S3

2 

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 48.50 55.00 49.80 70.33 84.47 76.92 

2 51.50 52.83 40.91 79.58 101.28 81.58 

3 45.25 50.36 47.16 74.58 86.08 58.72 

4 48.41 54.91 36.39 81.83 115.42 55.86 

5 40.41 33.80 38.29 71.42 67.58 71.17 

6 46.75 45.33 46.25 72.42 62.25 72.92 

7 51.91 47.91 42.16 71.42 67.33 66.42 

8 43.00 47.25 47.47 87.75 73.92 64.58 

9 48.25 53.58 35.08 75.08 75.58 87.92 

10 59.41 62.33 42.66 78.17 75.17 96.92 

11 54.91 59.33 46.33 69.42 68.58 94 

12 47.41 59.66 47.08 63.83 90.42 82.75 

UM3003 59.08 59.08 59.08 59.92 59.92 59.92 

UM8003 46.08 46.08 46.08 94.42 94.42 94.42 

1 LSD (P = 0.05) 18.61 

2 LSD (P = 0.05) 24.66 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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 Appendix 5.2.2 

Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 2  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2     S3   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 48.417 37.943 20.25 72.33 68.92 74.92 

2 58.75 28.51 29.223 56.58 73.39 82.92 

3 44.223 50.39 31.5 61.75 68 54.08 

4 40 36.223 22.167 67.67 51.67 78.25 

5 56.39 31.167 33.833 68.92 66.67 68.5 

6 62.25 26.917 50.61 72.42 77.25 74.58 

7 75.36 25.943 37.223 53.92 89.5 58.5 

8 63.833 30.02 43.083 71.92 44.28 66.08 

9 72.333 30.473 58.557 61.17 66.92 77.89 

10 55.64 33 49.083 83.58 73 69.69 

11 64.86 22.473 38.527 68.67 86.25 71 

12 45.36 34.833 41.75 70.33 71.42 84.42 

UM4003 45.833 45.833 45.833 55.00 55.00 55.00 

UM9003 23.973 23.973 23.973 66.22 66.22 66.22 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 20.43 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 20.55 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.3 

Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 45.33 63.75 28 84 93.92 85.33 

2 41.27 53.39 25.33 71.42 93.42 75.83 

3 41.5 40.75 22.83 75.92 85.92 85.58 

4 10.69 65.58 33.19 75.67 69.08 82.5 

5 19.66 52.77 44.8 81 81.17 94 

6 14.47 47.61 46.25 58.67 86.25 92.67 

7 16.76 41.58 34.85 79.75 73 89.75 

8 18.16 51.58 31.39 61.25 61.08 103 

9 21.41 29 32.83 69.08 76.67 78.33 

10 57.66 46.17 42.53 98.58 80.75 80.08 

11 61.92 22.14 26.33 93.58 81.08 91.33 

12 63.5 36.41 33.33 89.42 76.08 100.08 

UM5003 27.25 24.67 24.67 95.08 95.08 95.08 

UM7003 25.91 20.5 20.5 83.58 83.58 83.58 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 14.97 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 26.06 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.4 

Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 4  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 34.557 25.22 20.61 69.75 70.58 74.81 

2 22.333 24.597 38.43 78.5 66.75 73.94 

3 29.75 35.26 27 68.83 80.08 77.25 

4 30.583 18.167 23.11 70.67 105.67 84.83 

5 24.443 30.777 13.807 92.22 83.75 79.33 

6 18.723 31.777 21.833 75.67 71.42 74.25 

7 21.75 29.693 42.057 75.25 76.28 84.92 

8 17.943 39.333 21.5 77 78.5 72 

9 26.61 27.667 47.847 77 67.17 72 

10 21 24.167 2.917 107.08 75 64.05 

11 27 23.14 27.127 89.67 75.67 64.78 

12 28.22 23.583 59.443 77.33 87.83 61.67 

UM6003 33.417 33.417 33.417 62.97 62.97 62.97 

UM10003 35.473 35.473 35.473 98.83 98.83 98.83 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 13.97 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 29.70 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.5 

Individual family mean pod number values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 5 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 40.277 20.75 20.167 60.167 83.057 45.667 

2 45.973 38.75 38.723 64.333 67.5 77.5 

3 30.11 36.417 38.833 55.417 75.417 54.167 

4 76.5 49.417 49.693 62.083 73.833 83.25 

5 42.833 57.807 49.417 68.333 60.057 75.417 

6 36.277 53.277 47.917 65.167 63.807 58.583 

7 38.833 42.75 33.417 62.083 57.39 75.583 

8 35.333 60.51 28.333 73.333 60.25 71.333 

9 32.943 75.667 32.277 70.083 73.833 61.75 

10 33.14 61.917 70.693 60.5 76.5 65.61 

11 44.833 49.5 46.667 52.083 48 55.307 

12 47 46.917 44.333 63.473 59.75 54.667 

UM5003 55.333 55.333 55.333 87.417 87.417 87.417 

UM7003 25.91 20.5 20.5 83.58 83.58 83.58 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 19.55 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 25.56 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.6 

Individual family mean pod rating values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 1  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.777 3.583 3.307 3.5 4 4.667 

2 4 3.5 3.667 4 3.443 4 

3 3.917 3.75 3.25 3.75 3.667 4.167 

4 3.25 3.583 4.057 3.833 3.667 9.61 

5 4.417 4.14 3.917 3.833 4.667 4.833 

6 3.583 3.833 3.667 4.667 4.583 4.333 

7 3.417 4 3.167 4.5 4.167 5.333 

8 4 4.5 3.223 3.667 4.25 4.167 

9 3.833 3.917 3.583 4 4.333 3.5 

10 3.75 3.583 3.667 4.083 4 3 

11 3.667 3.223 3.833 4.083 5 4.333 

12 3.417 3.417 3.667 4 4 4.333 

UM3003 3.083 3.083 3.083 3.833 3.833 3.833 

UM8003 2.75 2.75 2.75 4.167 4.167 4.167 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.79 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 1.90 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.7 

Individual family mean rating values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 2 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 4.583 5.307 4.833 5 4.833 4.25 

2 4.583 6.897 4.78 5.333 4.693 4 

3 5 5.167 4.5 5 5 5.833 

4 4.667 4.833 4.78 5 4.833 4.167 

5 4.583 4.667 4.917 4.917 4.5 3.833 

6 4.25 4.667 5 4.833 4 4.083 

7 4.39 5.61 4.697 4.75 4.25 5 

8 4.417 5.093 4.75 4.25 4.193 4.917 

9 4.5 4.833 5.083 4.25 4.917 4.167 

10 4.64 4.583 4.527 4 4.167 4.167 

11 4.917 4.833 4.86 3.917 4.083 4.083 

12 4.887 5 4.75 4.39 4.333 4.083 

UM4003 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.083 4.083 4.083 

UM9003 4.89 4.89 4.89 2.667 2.667 2.667 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.96 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.89 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.8 

Individual family mean rating values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 4.917 4.417 5.667 4 4.25 4.5 

2 4.917 4.667 5 4.583 4.417 4 

3 5.223 4.917 5.667 4.083 4 4 

4 5.067 4.667 4.5 4.25 5 3.333 

5 5.89 5.067 4.89 4.917 5 3.417 

6 6.667 4.833 5.083 4.5 5 3.167 

7 7.033 5.333 5.743 5 4.25 3.333 

8 6.25 4.917 4.89 5.333 4 3.917 

9 5.443 4.833 5 4.083 3.583 4.167 

10 4.667 5 4.9 3.667 4.333 4 

11 4 5 5.443 4 4.083 4.083 

12 4.667 5 4.89 4.083 4 4 

UM5003 4.64 4.64 4.64 4 4 4 

UM7003 4.833 4.833 4.833 5 5 5 
1LSD (P = 0.05) 1.26 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.39 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.9 

Individual family mean rating values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 4  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 5.053 4.68 5.22 4 3 3.667 

2 5.443 4.803 4.97 3.167 4.25 4.11 

3 4.75 5.18 4.917 4 4 3.167 

4 4.667 5.5 4.833 4.167 3.667 3.583 

5 4.333 4.53 4.887 3.777 3 4.083 

6 6.777 4.417 5 3.89 3.083 4 

7 4.833 4.777 5.05 3.667 4 4.193 

8 6.557 4.417 5.25 4 4.667 4.167 

9 4.583 4.61 4.803 3.917 4 4.333 

10 5.667 4.667 8.023 4 4 4.443 

11 5.417 4.807 5.057 3.417 4 4.083 

12 4.803 4.917 4.443 4 3.833 4 

UM6003 4.667 4.667 4.667 3.667 3.667 3.667 

UM10003 4.723 4.723 4.723 3.667 3.667 3.667 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.98 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.60 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.10 

Individual family mean rating values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 5  

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 4.723 4.583 4.443 4 3.917 4 

2 4.307 4.75 4.473 4 4.443 4.083 

3 4.223 4.5 4.833 3.667 3.667 4.083 

4 3.583 4.833 4 2 3 3.917 

5 4 4.333 4 2 4.5 2.917 

6 4.193 3.36 4.167 2 3.86 3.667 

7 4.027 4 3.807 2 4.5 4.083 

8 4 3.913 4.75 2.75 4.083 3.027 

9 3.61 3 4.583 2.39 4 4 

10 3.557 4 3.5 4 3.667 4.193 

11 3.723 3.917 3.943 3.75 4 4.193 

12 3.777 4.083 4 3.083 4 4.083 

UM5003 3.86 3.86 3.86 3 3 3 

UM7003 4.833 4.833 4.833 4 4 4 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.61 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.48 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.11 

Individual family mean seeds per pod values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 1 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 9.623 5.847 9.163 13.673 9.777 8.327 

2 7.91 5.68 8.057 10.267 13.323 10.813 

3 8.43 5.187 10.137 10.73 12.01 10.737 

4 9.773 8.057 3.55 10.733 9.967 4.457 

5 4.5 6.027 6.867 9.547 7.897 6.63 

6 7.443 6.257 6.897 8.813 11.693 8.7 

7 7.02 6.337 8.13 10 12.24 10.977 

8 8.08 6.107 7.163 10.323 8.167 9.437 

9 6.21 10.007 7.087 9.02 13.79 12.23 

10 6.467 9.197 4.743 9.213 8.863 12.763 

11 4.497 8.547 3.72 8.75 7.997 8.15 

12 6.053 9.54 6.59 10.36 9.2 9.457 

UM3003 8.237 8.237 8.237 13.807 13.807 13.807 

UM8003 6.79 6.79 6.79 9.157 9.157 9.157 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 3.32 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 2.80 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.12 

Individual family mean seeds per pod values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 2 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 5.383 4.787 3.97 9.98 7.007 8.37 

2 3.73 1.98 4.587 7.883 4.963 9.077 

3 5.247 5.587 5.147 8.453 8.02 6.587 

4 3.603 4.27 5.49 8.087 8.237 8.777 

5 5.7 4.207 5.22 7.627 9.953 9.193 

6 6.227 4.793 4.453 8.317 8.863 8.607 

7 4.557 7.88 5.68 6.457 8.453 7.3 

8 7.15 2.287 9.277 9.28 7.613 9.727 

9 5.93 3.503 7.76 9.57 7.787 10.403 

10 5.687 5.927 8.137 8.84 9.34 10.27 

11 5.993 5.243 7.69 10.963 8.323 8.457 

12 6.09 5.13 8.18 10.11 7.577 11.457 

UM4003 4.603 4.603 4.603 12.23 12.23 12.23 

UM9003 3.097 3.097 3.097 11.507 11.507 11.507 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 2.97 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 4.03 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.13 

Individual family mean seeds per pod values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.917 4.927 2.077 8.323 8.843 5.573 

2 2.74 3.97 1.56 6.143 7.507 7.407 

3 2.98 2.76 1.993 7.667 7.51 6.37 

4 2.987 6.527 8.677 6.953 8.247 10.937 

5 3.68 3.057 3.52 5.57 7.867 7.993 

6 6.03 2.777 3.027 7.423 7.747 8.597 

7 4.21 2.307 5.597 8.417 6.723 6.787 

8 3.563 6.78 6.77 6.193 9.76 7.4 

9 3.93 3.68 1.523 8.387 8.63 6.073 

10 4.48 2.79 1.86 9.05 7.18 7.473 

11 3.857 3.323 1.767 7.633 5.527 7.717 

12 3.94 2.893 1.703 8.367 7.63 6.267 

UM5003 3.313 3.313 3.313 13.437 13.437 13.437 

UM7003 3.467 3.467 3.467 5.917 5.917 5.917 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 3.23 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 2.56 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.14 

Individual family mean seeds per pod values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 4 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.137 4.187 3.533 7.313 10.693 11.06 

2 3.01 3.967 3.9 9.513 8.78 7.943 

3 4.37 5.317 3.01 8.13 9.827 11.057 

4 3.243 5.16 3.753 6.02 9.843 11.417 

5 3.387 6.877 1.743 9.017 13.03 7.61 

6 3.867 4.807 4.213 8.403 10.433 11.043 

7 4.467 5.617 1.18 10.323 9.59 8.413 

8 6.14 5.127 5.367 8.477 7.8 11.65 

9 5.237 3.95 2.387 6.8 8.043 7.583 

10 6.143 3.313 0.08 7.41 12.57 8.393 

11 4.32 2.71 0.747 10.36 7.933 8.407 

12 5.497 2.727 2.373 6.977 9.87 8.96 

UM6003 4.463 4.463 4.463 11.497 11.497 11.497 

UM10003 4.41 4.41 4.41 10.663 10.663 10.663 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 2.23 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 4.06 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.15 

Individual family mean seeds per pod values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 5 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.047 5.703 6.617 8.6 7.653 12.373 

2 5.41 3.603 4.303 10.527 7.917 9.887 

3 2.6 6.367 3.59 10.587 9.307 9.587 

4 5.677 3.503 3.11 12.61 11.083 10.28 

5 5.093 6.133 7.563 16.003 7.967 17.473 

6 4.457 4.203 6.357 15.423 10.557 12.817 

7 3.6 3.22 4.263 11.43 8.88 9.407 

8 4.097 4.293 3.137 12.207 10.473 10.75 

9 4.537 8.61 3.613 13.117 14.377 10.853 

10 4.14 6.33 5.71 11.697 11.23 9.48 

11 3.95 7.27 5.94 11.88 10.077 8.36 

12 3.777 5.763 6.507 10.733 12.883 12.21 

UM5003 7.613 7.613 7.613 10.687 10.687 10.687 

UM7003 3.467 3.467 3.467 13.437 13.437 13.437 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 2.95 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 3.44 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.16 

Individual family mean thousand seed weight values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 1 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.82 4.043 3.193 3.543 3.46 3.67 

2 4.13 3.877 3.377 3.75 3.517 3.71 

3 4.127 4.057 3.587 3.667 3.587 4.1 

4 3.71 3.38 3.57 3.503 3.043 4.693 

5 4.293 3.793 3.63 3.877 3.96 4.543 

6 4.213 3.793 3.297 3.793 3.587 3.92 

7 4.38 3.71 3.297 3.96 3.417 3.92 

8 3.963 3.713 3.07 3.63 4.48 3.833 

9 4 3.42 3.13 4.17 3.42 3.503 

10 4.043 4.13 3.543 3.917 3.92 3.583 

11 4.043 3.443 3.587 3.88 4.42 3.337 

12 4.087 3.46 3.043 4.167 3.543 3.71 

UM3003 3.21 3.21 3.21 4.003 4.003 4.003 

UM8003 4.087 4.087 4.087 3.96 3.96 3.96 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.75 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.55 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.17 

 

Individual family mean thousand seed weight values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 2 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.587 4.03 3.333 4.003 3.963 3.793 

2 3.877 2.913 3.223 3.63 3.32 3.487 

3 3.683 3.82 3.083 4.083 3.96 4.087 

4 3.643 3.877 3.263 4.043 4.253 3.753 

5 3.403 4.043 3.793 4.21 4.003 3.837 

6 4.547 4.083 3.833 3.96 3.877 3.67 

7 3.6 3.07 3.307 3.753 3.92 4.043 

8 3.92 2.797 3.543 3.837 4.113 4.14 

9 3.88 4.153 3.443 3.837 4.003 3.683 

10 3.6 3.797 3.527 4.003 4.047 3.877 

11 3.71 3.517 3.793 3.603 4.043 3.88 

12 3.443 3.083 3.25 3.61 3.837 3.587 

UM4003 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.71 3.71 3.71 

UM9003 3.517 3.517 3.517 3.433 3.433 3.433 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.95 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.62 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.18 

Individual family mean thousand seed weight values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 4.253 3.293 4 3.617 3.627 4.377 

2 4.42 3.653 3.11 3.903 4.087 3.92 

3 4.087 4.88 3.667 3.753 4.087 4.42 

4 2.477 3.253 2.933 3.233 3.837 3.583 

5 3.333 3.563 3.917 4.293 3.92 3.67 

6 2.82 4.557 3.487 4.297 3.92 3.337 

7 3.13 4.25 3.477 3.963 4.337 4.293 

8 3.083 3.837 3.39 4.977 4.17 3.627 

9 3.35 2.973 4.5 4.043 4.21 4.17 

10 3.837 4.5 4.76 3.503 3.67 3.71 

11 4.63 3.693 3.75 4.047 4.46 3.75 

12 4.253 3.67 4.443 3.627 3.96 3.627 

UM5003 3.693 3.693 3.693 3.127 3.127 3.127 

UM7003 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.337 4.337 4.337 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.71 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.63 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.19 

Individual family mean thousand seed weight values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 4 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.4 3.383 3.75 3.587 3.293 3.25 

2 3.11 3.253 3.71 3.537 3.587 3.46 

3 3.963 3.67 3.627 3.96 3.587 3.443 

4 3.793 3.833 3.767 3.797 3.293 3.127 

5 4.293 3.5 3.733 3.443 3.31 3.46 

6 2.417 3.583 3.5 3.6 3.627 3.433 

7 3.96 3.833 3.43 3.587 3.267 3.893 

8 3.267 3.713 3.793 3.543 3.5 3.377 

9 2.75 3.85 3.753 3.587 3.92 3.503 

10 3.503 3.473 1.18 3.6 3.377 3.333 

11 3.71 3.517 4.073 3.46 3.543 4.28 

12 3.883 3.627 5.11 3.67 3.46 4.377 

UM6003 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.183 3.183 3.183 

UM10003 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.543 3.543 3.543 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.82 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.51 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.20 

Individual family mean thousand seed weight values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 5 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 3.5 3.627 3.333 4.46 3.82 3.753 

2 3.93 3.463 3.627 4.17 3.583 3.71 

3 3.39 3.21 4.223 3.67 3.503 3.67 

4 3.723 3.293 3.57 3.003 3.003 3.337 

5 3.71 3.503 3.21 3.087 3.543 2.503 

6 3.833 4.393 4.057 3.337 3.697 3.17 

7 3.86 4.17 4.057 3.627 3.543 3.463 

8 3.973 2.993 4.087 3.503 3.713 3.627 

9 3.443 3.71 4.127 3.557 3.043 3.67 

10 3.82 3.377 3.64 3.587 3.503 3.64 

11 3.49 3.837 3.31 3.42 3.877 3.727 

12 3.723 3.377 3.613 3.737 3.087 3.337 

UM5003 2.837 2.837 2.837 3.293 3.293 3.293 

UM7003 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.127 3.127 3.127 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.54 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.50 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.21 

Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 1 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 1.653 1.247 1.34 3.323 2.853 2.21 

2 1.63 1.207 1.057 2.977 4.637 3.163 

3 1.563 1.137 1.573 2.973 3.687 2.573 

4 1.71 1.407 0.417 2.933 3.733 1.27 

5 0.783 0.677 0.973 2.697 2.067 2.127 

6 1.4 1.06 1.097 2.407 2.62 2.38 

7 1.487 0.68 1.017 2.907 2.803 2.74 

8 1.217 1.157 0.96 3.043 2.64 2.293 

9 1.203 1.777 0.797 2.663 3.467 3.797 

10 1.487 2.037 0.667 2.82 2.763 4.293 

11 1.067 1.793 0.59 2.353 2.287 2.563 

12 1.12 1.907 0.85 2.637 2.903 2.91 

UM3003 1.543 1.543 1.543 3.31 3.31 3.31 

UM8003 1.267 1.267 1.267 3.397 3.397 3.397 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.69 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 1.12 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.22 

Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 2 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 1.017 0.793 0.31 2.793 1.807 2.213 

2 0.9 0.143 0.357 1.803 1.3 2.557 

3 0.907 1.14 0.62 2.133 2.09 1.563 

4 0.627 0.62 0.43 2.233 1.75 2.643 

5 1.167 0.527 0.593 2.027 2.567 2.253 

6 1.377 0.567 0.833 2.297 2.627 2.48 

7 1.033 0.683 0.703 1.43 2.82 1.73 

8 1.743* 0.187 1.34 2.417 1.483 2.637 

9 1.567* 0.487 1.477* 2.28 2.283 2.983 

10 1.257 0.777 1.253 2.567 2.623 2.697 

11 1.44* 0.47 1.063 2.677 2.823 2.31 

12 1.17 0.55 1.113 2.48 2.15 3.377 

UM4003 0.767 0.767 0.767 1.957 1.957 1.957 

UM9003 0.287 0.287 0.287 2.473 2.473 2.473 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.62 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.90 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.23 

Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 3 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 0.73* 1.01 0.21 2.49 2.83 1.95 

2 0.50 0.83* 0.14 1.88 2.77 2.19 

3 0.48 0.59 0.17 2.07 2.48 2.27 

4 0.05 1.377* 0.84 1.69 2.06 3.06 

5 0.22 0.55 0.58 1.78 2.20 2.66 

6 0.18 0.66 0.49 1.91 2.52 2.54 

7 0.17 0.47 0.44 2.51 1.99 2.51 

8 0.22 1.373* 0.21 1.85 2.44 2.68 

9 0.23 0.57 0.22 2.36 2.48 1.95 

10 0.93 0.59 0.42 3.05 2.06 2.23 

11 1.09* 0.28 0.19 2.86 2.03 2.53 

12 1.07* 0.43 0.26 2.71 2.28 2.18 

UM5003 0.32 0.32 0.32 3.91 3.91 3.91 

UM7003 0.32 0.32 0.32 2.09 2.09 2.09 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.39 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.70 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.24 

 

Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 4 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 0.457 0.333 0.257 2.107 2.55 2.52 

2 0.417 0.293 0.593 2.62 2.193 1.743 

3 0.54 0.703 0.357 2.313 2.727 2.653 

4 0.48 0.333 0.303 1.577 3.497 2.983 

5 0.387 0.777 0.113 2.703 3.56 2.043 

6 0.157 0.593 0.317 2.27 2.577 2.66 

7 0.37 0.62 0.09 2.617 2.41 2.68 

8 0.313 0.613 0.33 2.117 1.923 2.797 

9 0.283 0.447 0.417 1.86 2.103 1.933 

10 0.307 0.327 0.047 2.58 3.04 1.803 

11 0.447 0.303 0.157 3.08 2.177 2.33 

12 0.613 0.257 0.973 2.07 2.827 2.267 

UM6003 0.533 0.533 0.533 2.24 2.24 2.24 

UM10003 0.563 0.563 0.563 3.677 3.677 3.677 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.39 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 1.35 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 
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Appendix 5.2.25 

Individual family mean yield values for each cycle (C0, C1, C2) of cross 5 

at the second (S2) and third selfing (S3). 

Family   S2
1     S3

2   

 
C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 

1 0.61 0.433 0.417 2.207 2.343 2.07 

2 0.993 0.49 0.53 2.803 1.83 2.62 

3 0.35 0.857 0.683 2.067 2.387 1.797 

4 1.663 0.547 0.64 2.3 2.333 2.68 

5 0.8 1.32 1.177 3.25 1.687 3.18 

6 0.667 0.937 1.25 3.287 2.323 2.38 

7 0.6 0.66 0.537 2.747 1.77 2.417 

8 0.64 0.9 0.393 2.957 2.31 2.677 

9 0.597 2.373 0.5 3.17 2.817 2.35 

10 0.59 1.393 1.413 2.473 3.067 2.303 

11 0.673 1.403 0.927 2.293 1.77 1.757 

12 0.69 1 0.987 2.323 2.473 2.377 

UM5003 1.337 1.337 1.337 3.157 3.157 3.157 

UM7003 0.323 0.323 0.323 3.913 3.913 3.913 

1LSD (P = 0.05) 0.67 

2LSD (P = 0.05) 0.93 

3 Parents were grown within the same experiment as controls without intermating. 

 

 


